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ABSTRACT

This qualitative pheiromenological research shrdy elømined the experie,lrces of

patients who frequently visit ær anrbulatory care depæhnelrt for therapeutic teatnent of a

chronic disease. The purpose of the study was to discover what the experiences meant for

the patients. Specific focuses were on: what aspects of the experiences were satisfactory or

rursatisfaotory; what practices of the nuñ¡e contributed to fhe experience of the visits; what

factors in the context of the visits contnbuted ûo the quatity of life of chronically ill patients;

and what factors contributed ûo sfress.

The sûróy participants consisted of swen patíents who make frequent visits to

ambulatory oare for therapeutic treatnnent of a chronic diseas€. Data were gathered

througþ two tape recorded interviews. The first interview consisted of the participants'

descriptions of the experience. The second interview served to clarifu the particþants'

perceptions of the first interview and to validate the researcher's interpretations of

significant staternents that were derived ûom the descriptions. Pertine,lrt details of the

researcher's notes that were made after each interview were added to the interview data set.

Colatzzi's (1978) method for anaþzing phenomenological data was used to analyze

the data. The meaning of frequent visits were identified within nine theme categories that

were developed from the participants'descriptions: 1) an historical bacþround of the

illness leading to the frequent visits; 2) waluation of the dimensions of time dwing

treaünørt; 3) feelings that physical and emotional needs were met; 4) negative experiences

related to the ûequørt visits; 5) impact of the frequent visíts on the quality of life; 6)

intrusive thoughts about the disease and the heatnent in the context of the ûequent visits;

7) waluation of the caring environment; 8) expressed desire for famity invofuerneirt; and 9)

perceived threat úo care. The resulß of the anaþsis suggest that although patients generalþ

described ûeir experiences of frequentvísib to anrbulatory care positiveþ, negative

experielrces were rsvealed. Suggestions were made for changes. Based on these findings

recommeirdations were suggested for nursing researclq educatior¡ and practice.
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Chapter One

fntroduction

Background Information

Hospital-based anrbulatory care embraces a continuum of care from individuals

requiring acute care needs to individuals requiring long-term management of chronic illness

(Hastings & Muir-Nasl¡ 1989). This includes care given in emergency deparEnørts,

specialty clinics (diabetic, cardiac, renal), and in medical/surgical short stay programs.

Ambulatory care seir¡ices deal with patients over a long period and across a variety of

p,roblerns (Palmer, 1983). In ambulatory care settings patienß are se€n by nurses or

physicians on a single visit or have many visits spanning months or years for management

of the chronic illness.

In recent years as the shift from in-patient care to out-patie,nt care

(as a result of cost restraints) gains momentunr, ambulatory care facilities are being utilized

for medical and surgical procedures that once were performed on an in-patie,nt basis

Glastings & Muir-Nash 1989; House & wilkins, l9B9; stacey, oR"owrke, & Desþ,

1990). Nrusing responsibilities are now more diverse and more complex. An important

feature of ambulatory care is the anticipation and identification of problems associated with

the ambulatory caf,e experience (Frisch Groonr, seguin, Edgar, & pepler, 1990).

Statement of the Problem

The impact of chronic illness on the patie,nt and the famity can be immense

(DesRosier, Cant¿nzaro, & Piller,L992). The experience of individuals who frequentþ

visit an ambulatory care deparEnent for ü'eaûnent of a chronic disease is of interest because

of the researcher's work related sihntion. Since patie,nts frequentþ visit ambulatory care
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for therapeutic treatnent, close rapport between patient and the nursing staffoftel

develops. Dtuing discussions with patiurts and througþ obseruatioq the researcher

identified that frequent visits to anrbulaÍory care may proúrce psychological and/or social

distr¡rtances for patients. Some patienß rurdergoing therapeutic treaünent lead disruptive

and fragmented lives to accommodate the treatme,nt regimeru Disnrptions may include

interfer€'trce with personal life such as cancellation of plarmed vacations and missed hours

frorn work or even loss ofjob. In addition, some patielrts experience pai4 weakness, and

anxiety about the treatnsnt's pote,ntial and adr¡erse effecß. Oûsn sigrrs of mood swings

such as being very talkative and hap,py during one freaûnent visit and almost

unconrmunicatir,¡e during another visit are exhibited. These positirre ærd negative mood

swings may be a result of their and fi4gmørted lir¡es. Wifhin the context of

ambulatory caÍe, nurses rnay be unaware of issues and concems that are associated with

frequelrt visits. Awareness of issues and concerns are important becar¡se frequent visits to

arrbrfatory o¡ue ovcr a protracûed period of time may be a major task with which patient

and famiþ mernbers must cqle in addition to managing the chronic illness.

The literature confirms that chronic illness affecß the psychologcal, social, and

physical well-being of individuals as well as affects farnity relationships (Corbin & Strauss,

1988; Kopp, 1992; Obrieq 1983). hrdeed Perdue (1985) sup'port the contsntion that the

mrltidimensional experience of chronic illness imposes life long alterations in the

biologica[ crfturaf cconomica! politica[ and the psychosocial systems of individr¡als. The

b'road range of experie,nces require that nurses have knowledge about the experie,nces of

ths ohronicalty ill patieirt in order to interr¡ene and to implement caring

activities (Perdue, 1985). In additiorq cr¡¡re,nt heatth care providers should not onþ seek to

understand individuals and their healft but also should r¡nderstand relaæd phøromena in

the context in which the phe,nomenon occurred in order to promoûe the importance of lived



experiences in care shategies Gfnds, Chaves, & Cypess, 1992). Räy (1985) argues the

need for more research in lived e¡perience in all areas of nursing so that lived experieÍrces

of illness may be understood.

There is an e4panding body of research on liwd e¡periørces invofuing patients with

chronic conditions and their f,a¡nilies (for e.g., Erickson & I{€ûdelìson 1992; Forres!1989;

Robecsor¡l992; Smifit,1990; Trice, 1990 ). Inherent in these sû¡dies is the assumption that

althougþ professional care providers'pers¡lective of illne,ss and illne¡s conditions are

important to treaünent interventions, the multiplicity of issues that may be associated wiür a

specific chronic ilktess can onþ be rwealed by üre indiviú¡al who has tived or is tiving the

experience. No one can give as accuratp a description of an illness experieirce as the

peñ¡on wtro psychologicalty reacß to the experie,lrce (ttroods & Edu/ards, 1989). It follows

that nr¡rses providing care for patients who frequently visit anrbulatory care for üeaûne,lrt of

a chronic disease, must not onþ have a working definition of the clinical pictrue of the

illness and the treaünen! but mrxt have an understanding of the experience of the frequent

visits and the meaning of the visits for fhe patient.

While firany sû¡dies relatsd ûo ambulatory care have been conducted, the majority

of these sûrdies have focused on specific aspects of care folowing single admissions for

surgical procedures with attempB to assess quality of care. For example, some researchers

used questionnaires and struch¡red interviews to study how patients and families cqre at

home after discharge (Frish Groonu Sequirt Edgar & Pcpler, 1990); the effect of nursing

care on anxiety lwels (Kempe & Gelazis, f985); the effectir¡eness of patielrt education with

emphasis on discharge instructions (Icenhou,l9S8; William & Breü, f 989); and patienb'

satisfaction with care (À{auldingl984; Noon & Davero, 198Ð. other studies have

focused on classificafion systems ttrat investþaûe nursing needs of patielrts, assessmsnt of

sraffrequirements, and nursing roles aimed at increasing efficiency of care senices



(Hastings,1987a;Mller, & Folse,1989; Murphy, 1988; Parrinello,lg87; Pinkey-Atkinsor¡

& Robertsoq 1993). As welt investigators have examined üends in ambulatory care with

a focus on cost containmen! fun¡re growtt¡ and direction (Ilastings, 1987b1' Joseph; 1990;

Scehnecþ1984; Stacey, OlRor¡rke & Desdry, 1990). However, the quantitatiw app,roach

to the studies implies that particþants' responses wer€ based pdmårfry on væiables of

interest to the investþtor, rather than based on the parficipants'perception of the

experience. More importan! studies of a¡nbulatory care to date har¡e ovedooked the

experience of patieirts and thsir families'reactions, aÉitudes, ærd concerns relatcd to the

ambulafory care experience, specificalþ, in the context of frequent visits for a chronic

disoase.

As there is both a paucity of literatrue on the chronic care dimension of anrbulatory

care and no published studies that consider the experiearce of patielrß who frequentþ visit

ambulatory care, there is a need to study the experience of patielrts in the context of

frequentvisiß to an ambulatory care deparhnent from fhe patienß'pøspective. Seeking to

understand the lived experience of these patients will enable nurses to beffer understand the

experience and with this undsrstånding, identiS the special needs of this poprfation of

patie'nts to enstue better managernent of care. This shrdy is a proposal to examine the

corlmon issues and concems relaæd to the experience. Since each individual's experieirce

is uniqueþ distinct to his or her particular orperie,nce (lVoods & Edçvards, 1989), the

description of the experience of frequent visiæ will reveal the patient's view point as üre

frequent visits affect hislher life. The research findings will illuminate concerns and iszues

associated wiÉr the frequent visits.

In order to better understa¡rd patients' expuiørces of frequent visits ãtd the

meaning of those experiences, a phøromenological approach to fhe shrdy will be



undert¿ken. Phenomenologr seeks to describe md ûo rmcoverthe meaning of experiences
..:,.:., 

,,,.

* ti*-.-'rather thân to use categories, explanations, definitions, or inærpretations

(Oiler, 1982; Salsberry, 1989). Hence, it is an appropriaæ method üo investigate the study

of human experience. Without an undeirtanding of the meaning of frequørtvisig to fte

patie,lrts, although advancement in addressing this issue nray occur in some areas, still there

will be a gêp in what the experience meanÊ for the patient.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this descriptive study is to examine the expressed lived experience

of patients making frequent visiß in the context of ambrfafory care and in the chronioity of

the illness. The research question fhat will guide the study is: "lVhat is the meaning of

the erperience of patients who make frequent visits to an ambulatory care department

for treatment of a chronic disease?rr

Sub questions are:

1. What aspects of the experiences are satisfactory or unsatisfactory?

2. What practices of the nulse contributc to the experience of the visits?

3. What in the context of the fiequent visÍts contribute to the quality of

life of chronically ill patients?

4. What contributcs to stress of frequent visits?



Definitions of Terms

The following tc,nns are defined for the purpose of this study:

Frequent Visits

Frequent visits are patient visits to ambulatory care for therapeutic treaünent for a

chronic disease. The visiæ range from daiþ to monthly over a period of months or years

and are usualþ for a duration of one to eight hours.

Therapeutic Care

Therapeutic care is the "delivery of directed physical care to patie,lrts following the

direction of a heath team mernber, and the obsen¡ation and measurernent of ûre resulß of

that care or of the care of others. Examples are surgical preparation, medications, fV

[inüavenous] medications, blood, andtV therapy"(Murphy, 1988, p.51). Therapeutic care

also includes teaching counseling and comfort measures-

Lived Experience

"Lived experie'nce is the focus of atrention in phenomenolory. Experience is not

what we thinlq but what we live through"@oyd 1988, p. 65). It is the personal meaning

of a phe,nomenon that invofues immediate consciouness of lived situations fhat are

recognized in retrospect and "is the starting point and end point of phenomenotogical

research" (Van Mane,4 1990, p. 36).

Perception

Perception "is a totality in which relations are comprised and orgarnzed,... It is a

totality open to an infinite variety of perspectives, merging, for each individu4 into a

unique lived style --. Pøception presents us with evidence of the wodd not as it is tho¡ght,

but as it is lived" @oyd1988, p. 69).

Context



Context of a phe,nomena are the distinct interactive l"y.rs of (a) "fhe extent to

which meaning is shared (from totally individualized to almost universal meaning), O) the

dominant time focus þrese,nt to frrture), and (c) the speed with which change within the

layer can occur and be perceived .... "(Hinds, chaves, & cypess, 1992, p.65). context

enhances meaning and is fhe "web of experience that combines thoughts, acts and the past"

(Kuhns & lvlartoran4 1982, cited in Hinds et al. p. 63).

Illness Traiectorv

Trajectory is the potenti¿l course of a particular chronic illness or condition. The

course is uncertaiq and although the course ca¡rnot be graphed ahead of time, it can be

graphed in retrospeot. The outcome of the illness is determined by the combined efforæ of

health professionals, famiþ members, and the individual's actions that are taken to manage

the symptoms and the associated disability (Corbin & Strauss, l99Z).

Assumptions of the Study

kr the phenomenological method no assumptions are made about the experience

under investigation (Giorgi,1975; Omery 19s3). However, Coleizn (197s) argues the

need for assumptions regarding the topic being investigated. Assumptions provide the

researcher with a preliminary basis from which to formulate research questions. Thus, the

researcher would adhere to Colzizn's (1978) assertion that assumptions will broaden the

range of the research questions. The study is based on the following assumptions:

1' Understanding the meaning of the lived experience of patients who make frequent

visits to arnbulatory care for therapeutic treatnent of a chronic disease will help

identi$ the diverse and complex health needs of these patie,nts.

2. The experience of chronic illness has various meanings for each patiørt. Therefore,

the study will rweal the rurique,ness of the experience for each patient.



3. Descriptions of the experience of the frequentvisits Ì¡r/ill reveal similarities in

patients' experiørces.

4. Patients who frequentþvisit ambulatory caf,e have an understanding of the

e>qperience and are capable of giving in-depth descriptions of how the experiørce

affects their overall well-being.

Philosophical X''ramework

The purpose of this section is to discuss and to describe the research framework

and its relevancy to nursing research and to this stuúy. A qualitative philosophical

framework rather than a conceptual framework is the chossri method to guide the study.

The theoretical perspective of the philosophical framework is embodied in the concepts of

phenomenolory. The framework assists with investþating and sofuing intellecnnl

difficulties rather than practical difficulties; integrates perspectives of human knowledge

and experience through reflection, analysis, assumptions, and clarification of the experience

under investigation (Gaut 1985), and recognizes the complexity of human realities in

which the researcher and the participant are invofued in a reciprocal relationship throughout

the resea¡ch. The rich descriptive data that are obtained by the researcher help aid

understanding of the particþant's experiences @oyd, 1990;Parse, Co¡me, & Smith, l9g5;

Polit & Hungler,l99l).

Munhall (1989) offers a perspectiw ürat is helpfirl in understanding the

underpinnings of the philosophical quatitative approach. According to Mrmhall (f9S9) the

underpirurings of the philosophical qualitative approach reflect values, beließ, and

assumptions. The approach considers human bein5, the environmen! and the interaction

between humans and the environment. Individuals are perceiwd as active agents with an

open perspective and are capable of interpreting and creating inner meanings. Meanings



are based on the perception of specific and varied histories. The world and the individual

are considered to be dynamic rather than static. Therefore, since the world is constantty

changing, meanings also change. Truttr is viewed as interpretation that becomes more

meaningful wheri shared. Interaction betweEn the researcher and the participant does not

impty objectivity is held in abeyance. Rather, objectivity is viewed as a subjective

discovery that allows for reliability and validity. The focus of the research lies in the

description of experiences. The meaning of the descriptions are from the particþants; the

"meaning is not presumed assumed or assþed" (Munhall, 1989 p. 23). E4perience of the

participants will reflect meaning in relation to the particþanfs language, socializatioq and

culture. Based on the nahre of the philosophical rurderpinnings of qualitative research, the

framework is therefore, the theory underpinning the method (Van Mane,nr, 1990).

Phenomenolory is a philosophical, inductive, descriptive method of qualitative

research that investigates the experiørce of man (Giorgi"1971). Phenomenolory reaches

the deeper layers of life as it exists and focuses on the exploration of what is already known

and the expression of what is known tinguisticalþ and behavioralþ (Thorne, 1991).

Historically, phøtomørolory is credited to Brentano in the l9th cenhrry and to Husserl and

Heidegger in the 2ûth cenhrry. Phenomenolory is derived from the Greek word

"phenomenon" which means appearance or that which shows itself. Phenomenolory, as

put forth by Husserf is a science of phenomena that investþtes objects as they are

experienced and as they present thernsefues in awareness (lr4isiak & Sextorq 1973). The

principal awareness of the experience "brings man into contact with his own loving

hoping sutrering; experiencing self' (Van Kaanq1966, p.304). The goal of

phenomenological research is to understand the experie,nce of humans from the view point

of the individual (Crossmaq 1984a;Knaacb 1934) through a systematic descripfion of the
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experience as it is lived (Lynch-Sauer, 1985; Oiler1986) "and from this examination derive

consensualþ validated knowledge " (L¡mch-S auer, 1 98 5, p. 97).

Giorg (L975) presents philosophical characteristics of phenomenolory that

provides a compreherxive application of phenomenological concepß. He identified eight

characteristics of phenomenological resea¡ch:

l. "Fidelity to the phenomenon as it is lived". Phenomenon encircles human

experie,nce and behaviors and is an aspect chosen from the complexity of life that is

studied and understood by the participant and tfte researcher within the tived

context of the experience. The research invofues as told by the

participant and as recorded as data. The researcher states her/his explicit

perspective on the descriptions prior to the resea¡ch investþation (bracketing).

2. "Primacy of life-world". The life-world means "the wery day world as it is lived by

all of rx prior to explanations and theoretical interpretations of any kind"

Giotg,1975, p.99). It is the life lived before it is invcstigated and analyzed

by the resçarcher. Emphasis is on the lived experience exactly as perceived by the

individual. This reinforces the idea of the life-world as different ûom the scientific

explanation of the same phenomenon. In the quantitative approactq the researcher

does not know what the experience is like for the partioipant.

3. "Descriptive approach". The ability to communicate is important because

description is the m¿in method for "circumscribing attitudes, delineating aims and

providing adequate contexts for all descriptions,' (Giorgi, 1975, p. 100).

4. "Expressions of the situation from the view point of the subject". Some scientific

research is structured so that a gap exists that needs to be filled by the particþanfs'

opinion. Therefore, the participants'view point of the lived experience is one

source from which rich data are obtained to fill this e¿p.
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5. "Situ¿tíon as a unit of research implies structural a¡lproach." The situation being

researched has been lived within an inærpersonal context that involves the

participant. Although the researcher may have ideas about the experience, the

experience needs to be made explicit by interpretative procedures. Temporal and

lateral relationships between the researcher and the participant will facilitate the

weights of the emerging meaning of units of the phenomenon.

6. "Biographical emphasis." The data obtained from the particþants are searched for

key terms. The dat¿ must be biographical and personal to illustate the ternporaf

historica[ and personal natrue of the phenomenon.

7. "Engaged researchers". Presupposionless description (i. e. "a methodolory that

tries to ward offany tendency toward constructing a predetermined set of fixed

procedures, techniques and concepts that would rule-govern the research project".

Van ManenL 1990, p. 29) is the aim of phenomenologr. Howwer,

presuppositionless description is not always possible.

8. "Search for meaning". The meaning of the experience is obtained from what is

described through a method of a qvsternatic exploration of the data. The value is

the direct access provided by intemogating the quatitative aspects of the

phenomenon.

According to Giorgi (1975), when these characteristics are combined a certain

gestalt is manfested which increases the visibility of a different vision of research. The

gestalt assumes that the st¿ternent that the whole is more than the sum of its parts. The

term is derived from Gestalt psychologists with the underþing assumption ttrat the whole

has emeqging properties and is not the sarne as the sum of its parts (Crossmarq 19S4b).

The gestalt is manifested in the phøromenological approach because this approach
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combines personal, historica[ and biographical factors to study the complete experience

(Gioqg, 1975).

Giorgi's (1975) characteristics provide a b'road practical perspective of the

óynamics necessary for conducting phenomenological research. Each characteristic relates

to the lived experience focus of the research and provides justification for the use of the

method. Notabþ, they emphasize self-descriptions and search for meaning and illushate

both the phenomenological and the philosophical aspects of this qualitative method.

Phenomenolory is important to nursing research. Nursing is a humanistic discþline

that shares values and beliefs of the phenomenological mefhod. Both nursing and

phenomenolory are concerned with lived experiences (Thibodeaq 1993) and view human

phøromena as holistic and meaningful in which subjective and objective experie,nces are

considered to understand the meaning of an experience (Omery, 1983; Thibodeaq 1993).

Phenomenolory also shows the inte,rrelationship and the interdependence betweør

huma¡ness and scientific dimensions of the discipline of nursing (Ray, l9g5).

Phenomenolory is therefore considered one of the most effective qualitative methods to the

explication of the meaning of lived experiørce @ay,1985). Indeed, nurse researchers have

used the phenomenological approach in various research projects to capture the subjective

experience of patients. For example, the phenomenological method has been used to

explore the meaning of post partum depression (Becb 1992); courage in chronicalþ ill

adolescerib (fraase, 1987); child birttr in tater life (Lynch-saucer, 1985); caring

(Reiman, 1986), and the meaning of living with Chron's rlisease (SpilrnarL 1,975). These

are examples of nursing research that rweal new underst¿nding of the experiences of

individuals as described by thenr, ilhxtrate the various methods used to captrue lived

experiørces, and confibute to nursing practice. Brink and Wood (19S9) advise researchers
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who are interested in the phenomenological approach to look at various phenomenologicat

studies when contemplating their own particular phenomenological study.

Limitations and Strengths of the Phenomenological Method

Phenomenological research offers a new ap'preciation for human experience and is

a new explanation of phenomena that brþhters and promotes understanding of experiences

that otherwise would be þored (Giorgt 1975). The method, however, has both

weaknesses and strerEths. Banitt, Beckma¡U Bleckner, and Mulderis (1982, cited in

Lynch-Saucer, 1985) present limitations and sftengths that are helpñrt in understanding the

phenomenological method. According to these researchers, descriptive studies th¿t are

based on experience are difficult to replicate, too subjective, and are based on the

informants'munory. The language of phenomenolory is too vague and epherneral; the

method is ahistorical and the tesearcher's bias may interfere with the results. Howwer,

Lynch-Saucer (1985) contends that the limitations also serve as the strength of this [rpe of

research approach. She argues that the perceived limitations are the athibutes that make

the phøromenological approach unique and that distinguish it from the prevailing

quantitative methods that investigate selected variables. Qualitative research serves a

different purpose than quantitative research and must not be measued against quantitative

criteria.

In the qualitative paradigrn, the sfength of the phenomenological approach is ie

representation of a shift from the empirical natural science toward a shift to subjective

human experience. Whereas the empirical naturat science focuses on investþting

variables of human experiance that are predetermined and in which the meanings are

dictated ûo the participants, the phøromenological approach focuses on the investigation of
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the particþant's subjective experiences that allows the meanings of experiences to be

derived from the interactions of the researcher and the participant (Andersor¡ 1991).

In summary, phenomenolory is a phfosophy, a method, and an approach to stuóy

descriptions and meanings of human experience (Ray, 1985). More specificaþ,

phøromenolory provides a systematic means through which reflections of lived experience

are studied. It allows for subjective meanings that are derived from experiences to reveal

the humanistic and nonhumanistic values associated with nursing. Most importantly, the

meaning of a client's reality through the phenomenological approach will reveal to the nurse

the qualities of each individual's existence. The information also will "provide a more

comp,rehensive r¡nderstanding of the nature of nursing itself' (Ray, 1985 P. 86).

This section provides a presentation of the ûamework to guide the study. Included

in this section a¡e the underpinnings of qualitative researclq the concepts and characteristics

of phenomenolory, and the relationship of quatitative phøromenolory to nursing research.

From this concepnnl frameworlq the value of the phenomenological method as an

ap'proach to this stuóy is supported. Once the experience of frequent visits to ambulatory

care has revealed issues nurses may not have considered, it is possible that ambulatory care

will offer a more satis$ing and firlfilling experience to individuals with a chronic disease

who frequentty visit an ambulatory care for therapeutic teatnent. The information ûom

the particþants' experisnces will broaden care givers'concepts of the patients' experiences

and the experience will be understood from the patienb'point of view.

rhe thesis *";îÏ:",;r*JffiH: *";ln roou*oon to rhe

need to investþte the experiences of patients who ûequentþ visit ambulatory care in

relation to the chronicity of an illness. Included in fhis chapter is a bacþround of
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ambulatory care services, statemelrt of the p'oblenr, definition of tams, and ¡csumptions of

the study. Also included is a philosophical framework as a guide to the study and the

litøat-urç rcvrcw, and limita.Éons of thç phenomenolory method, Chapter Two provides a

rwicw of relsr¡¿nt litcrafurc, focusing on various aspcçts of chronic illncss to idcntiff

various concepts of chronic illness experie,nces that may be associated with the experimce

of patients who ûequently visit ambulatory care. Chapter Three presents the research

methods r¡sed in the study. In Chapter Foru, the findings of the study will be presented.

Chapter Five presents a discussion of the research findings, implications for nursing

practice, ntusing researctq and the research limitations
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Chapter Two

Literature Review

Opinions vary about a literature review for a phenomenological ap'proach. Omery

(1983) argued that one primary requisite of phenomenological research is ûat ffiere are 'no

preconceived notions, expectations, or frameworks be present or guide the researchers as

they gather and analyzed the data" (p.61). Converseþ, Van lvlanen (1990) questioned the

ability to put aside everything one knows about the phe,nomenon one has elected to study.

For Van Manen:

it is better to make explicit or¡r understanding; beließ, túases, assumptions,
and theories. We ty to come to terms with our assumptions, not in order to
forget them agair¡ but rather to hold them at bay deliberateþ and even to
turn this knowledge against itseE as it were, and thereby exposing its
shallow or concealing character (p. 47).

The literature review will proceed based on the prernise that exploration of va¡ious

literature will provide a thorough reevaluation of concepts and beließ related to illness

experiences; will enable the formulation of research questions; and will rweal gaps in the

literature and in prwious research that have not been addressed and that have implications

for the study.

Numerous empirical and theoretical literature have addressed the experie,nces and

the perceptions of patients who are chronically ill. Exploration of this literature will be the

source of this literature rwiew. This source is chosen as individuals who frequentlyvisit an

ambulatory care deparhnent suffer from a chronic illness, and therefore, chronic illness

issues a¡e most pertinent to this study. The researcher did an extensive comput€r search of

chronic illness anecdotal and empirical literatrue, as well as conducted a hand search to
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cover all possible sources of the chronic ¡lisease literature. The review content is based on

the most cofilmon issues and concerns ide,ntified in the literature that are associated with

the experience of chronic illness. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to rwiew the

literature that address aspects of chronic illness experiences that may be associated with the

lived experience of patie,nts who frequenfþ visit an ambulatory care departrnent for

therapeutic treatnent of a chronic disease. The rwiew will be primarity guided by

phenomenological concepts of experie,nce, meaning and perception and will be organized

as follows:

1. Experiences associated with the characteristics of chronic illness

2. Approaches to managing chronic disease

3. The meaning of quality of life and satisfactory experiences in chronic illness.

4. Factors leading to coping experiences in chronic illness

These perspectives on chronic illness are important sources of information for

understanding individual's experience in personal and in situ¿tional conditions of chronic

illness that may be related to patients' experiences of frequent visits.

Experiences Associated With the Characteristics of Chronic lllness.

Experience in phenomenologl refers to events, situations, and to circumstanccs that

individuals live through (Boy{ 19SB). In nrusing research the phenomenological approach

is a way in which situations or evenß that are real for the patient are revealed. This

approach provides a b'road understanding of what nurses need to consider in patients'

experiences (Ray, 1985).

The characteristics of chronic illness deterrnine the nah¡re of individuals'

experiences with the illness process and are reflected in the definition of chronic illness.

Chronic illness is defined by the Commission on Chronic lllness as "All impairments or
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deviations from normal which have one or more of the following characteristics: are

permanmt, leave residual disability, a¡e caused by nonreversible pathological alteratiorl

require special taining of the patient for rehabilitatiorL may be expected to require a long

period of supervisior¡ observation, or care" (Perdue, 1985, p. 3). Several theories havc

been dweloped to explain or to better underst¿nd the characteristics of chronic illness. The

contributions of Anderson and Bauwens (1981), Anderson and Bury (1988), Masters,

Cerreto, and Mendolowitz (1983), Perdue, Mahorq Flawes, and Frik (1985), and Strauss

and his associates (1984) are notable. Their literature provides a broad focus on the

dynamics of chronic illness, is patient focused and enables better conceptualization of the

course of chronic illness. In particular, SFauss'work has directed much of the thinking in

this area.

Sffauss and his associaûes (1984) identified ch¿racteristics of chronic illness in

medical and psychosocial terrns. These characteristics provide a guide for understanding

the scope of individuals'experiences with chronic illness and the impact of chronic illness

on all aspects of the individual's life which mr¡st be considered in heatment regimens.

Included in the characteristics ¡re that chronic illness is long te,lrn, uncertain, requires great

measures at palliation, tends to be multiple, swereþ intrudes on the lives of indiviûuls,

requires marry disciplines to manage the synrptoms of the disease, and is costly. Inherent in

Strauss'work is that chronic illness is an wrpredict¿ble process in which individuals

experience dive,lse, comple4 physical and pqychosocial problerns.

Examination of what is known regarding chronic illness experiences will provide

information about the impact of chronic illness on patients and their families. Experiørces

such as stress, depende,ncy, alteration in lifestyle, and noncompliance to treatnent are

noted to result ûom the impact of chronic illness. Each of these characteristics will be

bniefty discussed in relation to patieirts' experiences.
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The Experience of Stress

Conceptualizing chronic illness as an experieirce that is associated with many

stressors that impact trpon the paticnt simulta¡rcousty is a major thEmc of litcrat¡¡rc on

ch¡onic illness (e. g., Anderson & Bury, 1988; Kopp, 1992; t¿rnm, Dungan, &

Hiromoto, l99I; Sftauss, 1984). Sftessors necessitate the dwelopment of coping skills in

the chronically ill individuat as well as contribute to altered self esteern and to role-

fimctioning (Kopp,1992;Lamn, Dungaq & Hiromoto,199l). Some situations that evoke

sftess in chronicalþ ill individuals are specific to the type of chronic illness, and may vary

with the serrerity of the disease. Examples include unernployment (renal failure), stigma

ûom the chronic illness and the treaüneirt (eprtepsy and rectal cancer), loss of personal

identity (all diseases, specifically psoriasis), and alterations in famity tife (stroke, multiple

sclerosis, heart disease, and arthritis) (Anderson & Bury, 1988). Individuals who

frequentþ visit ambulatory care for fteatrnent of a chronic illness may experience many of

these stessors.

The Experience of Dependency

Dependenoy on famiþ and significant others is often experie,nced in chronic illness

(Burish & Bradley,1983;Diamond & Jones, 19S3). Two possible reasons for dependency

are the chronicalþ ill individual's inadequacy to accomplish personal and social obligations

either completeþ or partialþ and their inability to adjust to the illness and to the treatnent

process (Burish & Bradley, 19S3). Chronically ill individuals may depend on famity as in

the majority of chronic illness situations concems that impact on the ctronicatþ ill

individual also may impact on famiþ mernbers @iamond & Jones,1983). Throughout the

chronic illness experience, famity members are likeþ to be invoþed in teatnenL in
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exacerbation of the illness, in periods of crises, and in recognizing changes in symptoms

@iamond & Jones, 1983). Famity members also assist with personal care dønands,

contacting outside heþ, and with forming networks with other support groups

@esRosier, Catanzar4 & Pifler, 1992). The extent to which chronicalþ ill individuals may

de'pend on their families suggests that the druation of time that famiþ members are

involved in caring for the chronical$ ill individual may be longer than the duration of time

that care professionals are invoþed. Because of this dependency, chronic illness within a

famity may either be a threat or a challerge to famiþ (Shaw & rlalliday, l99z).

Famity members may be affected by the chronicalþ ill individual's dependency on

them. Psychosocial disnnbances such as conflict and anger and physioal conditions such as

headaches, ulcels, and fatigue @osenbergl99l) may occur because of the challe,nge of

caring for the chronicalþ ilt individual over a prolonged period of time

(DesRosier, et a1.,1992). It is possible that if chronicalþ ill individuats become aware that

they are a burden to famiþ mernbers they mry experience guilt for disrupting the famity

members'lifestyle and feelings of inadequacy (Rose,nberg 1991).

The Experience of Life Stvle Changes

The nature of chronic illness forccs individuals to make major changes in their life-

style. Chronic illness is long-term and changes usualþ occur in all aspects of the

individual's life. Consequsntty the individual is forced to adapt to changes in social

activities, famiþ life, employment, and in recreational activities @erdue, 19S5), In many

instances, the roles in famity relationships change. Roles of the chronicalty ill husband and

wife, father or mother are often taken over by others (Burish & Bradley, 1933). Life style

behavior changes are major adjustments for the chronically ill individuals and are nccessary

in order for them to cope with the illness conditions (Larrun, Dungan &, Hiromoto,l99l;
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Otsriea1983; Perdue, 1985)- It is likely th¿t individuåls' experiences with frequent visits

will be determined by the degree to which the individuats'life style are altered by the

effects of the ch¡onic illness.

The Experience of Noncompliance

The characteristics of chronic illness demand that chronicalty ilt individuals be

placed on long-term treatnent. Noncompliance with the teatne¡rt regimen may be

associated with the experience of chronic illness particularly in sin¡ations in which the

treatnent invofues making uncommon and difficult decisions @iamond & Jones, 1983).

Possible reasons underþing noncompliance are inadequate information about the disease,

distoted perceptions about the illness (I-ewis, Morislry, & Fbmr1 l97ï;Robersoq lgg2),

denial of the illness, and rlifficulty in managing the aóverse effects of the treatnent

@erdue, 1985).

In an investigation reported by Roberson (1992), a variety of reasons why

individuals who are living with a chronic disease and are noncompliant were identified.

Twenty three participants with various chronic illnessess (e.g., diabetes, hþh blood

pressure, asthma) were interviewed regarding their compliance to the treatnent regimen.

Roberson found thaq although patients may have adequate information about their

heatrnent, various factors contributed to patients'noncompliance in chronic illness.

Noncompliant factors included inadequate information about certain aspects of the

treatment regimen, cu¡rent health stafus, the association between treatnent strategies and

the illness condition; lack of trust and confidence in doctors; socioeconomic factors that

made it diffisul¡ to adhere to the treatrnent plan; a desire to engage in other forms of

behavior; dependence on treatnent for health maintenance; relþious beließ; and the

patient's obselvation that ottrers who have not followed a strict treatment regime,n have not
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suffered negative consequences. Noncompliant factors were consistent regardless of

culture.

Robcrson (1992) concluded that patients' and care givers'perspectives on treatnent

modalities differ in tlnt patients and caregivers have different goals for the outcome of

treaknent. lVhile patients view compliance with the treatnent program as onþ one

dimension of their lives, compliance for care providers is viewed as the crucial elernurt in

the treaünent. Roberson's findings are useful in nursing and, therefore, to the experience

of frequent visits. The findings provide valuable, insighftl information about the

preferences of individuals who are experiørcing a chronic illness in their t¡eatneirt

situ¿tions. The information also provide insight into the importance of understanding the

variety of reasons why individuals are compliant or noncompliant. Because frequent visits

are associated with a treatrnent regimen in which patients may become noncomplian!

understanding compliant and noncompliant issues ale important to understanding aspects

of the experience that may be associated with frequent visin.

This section has provided theoretical and empirical information on characteristics of

chronic illness and how the characteristics are associated with psychosocial situations and

behaviors. It is evident from the characteristics of chronic illness that individuals with

chronic conditions may become anxious, depressed uncertain, ffigtrJ, and confrued.

These anitudes and feelings about the illness and about life in general may vacillate

befi¡¡een optimism and hopelessness (Rurish & Bradley, 1933). Pqychosocial conditions

commonþ associated with the characteristics of chronic illnessess are real problems that are

experienced by chronically ill individuals. Although some conditions are common to many

illnessess and some are unique to specific diss¿sss, psychosocial issues can be crucial for

some individuals especially in situations when individuals have to shufle work and famity

life to fit the treatnent regimen. These findings are relwant to the lived experie,nce of
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frequent visits in th¿t cha¡acteristics of chronic illness are alþed with individuals appraisals

of the illness situation. How individuals seek to respond to the characteristics of the illness

may be reflected in their experience of frequent visits to anrbulatory care.

Approaches to Managing Chronic Disease

Phenomenologr focuses on ways of existing in the world (Boy{ 1988). How

chronic illness is managed are real situations in which individuals with a chronic disease

must experience the world. This section consists of information regarding how care in

chronic illness is managed and how frameworks have been used by care professionals to

guid" much of the treaünent decisions. Giveri that some chronicalty ill individuals make

frequent visits to arnbulatory care for treaftnent of their chronic illness, how care is

managed is important to patiørts' experiences with the frequent visits.

The multidimensional nature of chronic illness demands that nursing management

of individuals who are experiencing chronic illness must be comprehensive, mtrltipurpose,

diverse, and complex to deal with the perplexity of the illness condition. Management of

the illness must include controlling symptoms and assisting individuals to adjust to disability

and pqychosocial changes (corbin & shauss, rggz). Furthermore, an approach to

managing chronic illness must look at the realities of tiving with the illness within the

specific illness context. Management of individuals who are experimcing chronic illness

must, therefore, encapsulate all aspects of life (corbin & strauss, 1991).

Most health professionals provide care for chronicalþ ill individuals based upon

medical frameworla that are oriented toward curing acuûe diseases

(Strauss et. al., 1984i Tood & Stilt1984). Health professionals also use a categorical

approach that addresses specific diseases. Given the multidimensional nature of chronic

illness, a more ge,neral ap'proach to the problems associated with chronic illness should be
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emphasized (Anderson & Bauwens, 1981). Various frameworks have been presented to

explain chronic health problems and to direct mânagemerit of the illness course and

synptoms. Some ûameworl<s have focused on the management of individual pqychosocial

aspects of chronic illness, others have focused on geireral aspects of chronic illness, and yet

others have focused on chronic illness with the inclusion of the chronicalþ ill individuals

and their families.

Frameworks that have focused on psychosocial aspects of chronic illness emphasize

social and other problems that are common to individuals living with a chronic illness,

rather than focused on the overall picture of the chronic condition @erdue, 1985). For

example, the principles of Seþ are focused on stress as it relates to chronic illness

(I-eióy,1989). Harvey's (1992) model is ce,ntered on personal and health values on the

assumption that an individual's adjustmørt 1o illness is related to values such as a serxe of

accomplishment, secure farnity support, and inner harmony. Models such as fhese that

have only discussed single dimensions of chronic illness cannot be gøreralized to other

aspects of cfrn'onic illness and, therefore, have limited use in the managernent of chronic

disease.

Most earþ studies on the management of ch¡onic disease also appeared to follow a

single dimensional approach. Researchers were concemed primarity with measuring

factors that alleviated the clinical manifestation of the rlisease, altered risk factors, and how

to facilitate adaptation factors that were not readiþ managed by care professionals

(fuidenon & Bury, 1988; Perdue, 1985; white, Richter, &Fry,1992; stewart 1992). one

possible reason for this single dimension focus to the study of chronic illness is likety the

popular tendency for care professionals to manage chronic illness primarity around specific

diseases, such as heart disease, Parkinson's disease, and multiple sclerosis
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(Rosenberg 1991). Consequørtþ, information regarding one dimension of chronic illness

is provided, but concerns about other aspects of chronic illness are not clarified (Watson &

Kenda[1983). Within these approaches the multidime,nsional natue of chronic illness was

not captured.

Frameworks such as "The Adaptation Framework "(IÉidy,f989), "The Chronic

Illness Trajectory Framework" (Corbin & Strauss,199I,1992), and the "Three Pronged

Framework" (Lamn1 Dungan, & Hiromoto, 1991) are general ap'proaches to the

management of chronic illness that h¿ve addressed the importance of recognizing the ill

individual and the famity perspectives in the concepts of ch¡onic care. They are

promotions in the recognition of a more holistic focus to manage chronic disease.

Frameworks that are based on a ge,neral approach to the management of chronic illness

facilitate individuals' compliance with treatnent; promote self respect as they consider the

individual's particþation in treatnent processes; b'ring about improvernent in the

individual's and in the family's adjusünent to the illness; and reduce or eradicate despair,

frustration, anger, and other emotional suffering ttnt is related to the illness

(Stauss & Glaser, 1975).

In recent years, managemerit of chronic illness that integrates patients' and families'

perspectives into the care provided by care professional has gained momentum. For

example, a framework of chronic illness that focr¡ses primarity on the famity in the chronic

illness situation is fhe "Evolutionary Model of crisis in chronic lllness"

(Shaw & Flalliday, 1992)- This framework focuses on the perception of famiþ members

during a chronic illness crisis. It atternpts to explain the interaction of an illness crisis,

beliefs of the famiþ, and chronic illness from a biological and famiþ systern nursing

perspective. Famity members play an integral role in the management of chronic illness.

Frameworks that recognize and incorporate family members'percqltions in care
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interveritions will compleme,nt other frameworks on chronic illness and allow a wider rarige

of strategies to be utilized in the managernent process. The recognition of the stressful

experience of chronic illness also has resulted in an increase in research on experiences of

illness from the patients'perspective, rather than the professionals'predetermined factors

associated with chronic illness (Anderson & Bauwens, 1981; Packard HabermarL Woods,

& Yates, l99r; white, Richter, & Fry, 1992). Nurses must objectivety evaluate the

stategies that patients select to manage their illness and support those strategies that are

effective in the management of patienß'care.

Discussions on frameworks to manage chronic illness have led to the identification

of treards in the managerneirt of chronic illness. Trends in the managernent of chronic

illness have advanced from a primâriþ single dimensional focus to general approaches that

incorporate the patiurt and famiþ perspectives in the management of chronic care.

Recurrent thernes in the frameworks posit that professionals hold the primary responsibility

for assisting the chronically itl individual and famiþ to overcome the difficulty of physical

and psychosocial impairments and that the chronicalty ilt individual and famiþ should be

ceritral to care interventions. Atthough the frameworks address chronic illness in specific

and general ways, components specific to frequent visits to ambulatory care are excluded

from the ûameworla'conceptualizations. The scope of chronic illness frameworks could

be improved to incorporate the experience of chronic illness in the context of treatrnents

that are associated with frequent visits to out-patients' departnenß such as to ambulatory

cafe.
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The Meaning of Quality of Life and Satisfactory Experiences in Chronic lllness

The Meaning of Ouality of Life

In phenomenolory, contact wiúr the world and wiúr oneself is based on individuals'

experie,lrces and perceptions of the capacity to make meaning of life's experie,nces

(Boy{ 1988). Since phenomenolory attempts to explicate the meaning of described tived

experiences that can become known to im¡nove nursing knowledge @ay, 1985), the

meaning of the quality of life in chronic illness is relevant and necessary to the

understanding of the lived experience of frequentvisits. h this section the meanings of

quality of life and the way in which experiences concerning fre quality of life for

individuals who are endruing a chronic illness are perceived will be discussed.

Quality of life for individuals who are living with a chronic illness, is determine{ in

part by the degree of physical disability, adjustnelrt to lifelong teatnør! and by the degree

of social impediments that are associated with the chronic illness (Obers!.1984). Several

writers (e. g., cowær, crrahanq & cochrane,l992;I-aborde & powers, 1985; Locker &

Daunt 1978; Ob'rest, 1984;Padilla & Grant, 19S5) defined quality of life in the contexr of

satisfaction. Padilla and Grant (1985) for¡nd in their study of factors that influence quality

of life that satisfaction with nursing care had a positive, significant co¡relation with

pqychosocial well-being social concerns, and with physical well-being for cancer patients.

Quality of life "ref€ß to that which makes life worth living and corurotes the caring aspects

of nrusing, because nursing is concerned not onþ with survival and decreased morbidity,

but with the whole patient" @adilla & Gran! 1985, p.45). Moreover, some researchers

(e. g. Ailen, 1989; Anderson & Bury, 1991; Cowar¡ Ctraha¡ÌL & Cochrane,l992;Padilla &

Granf 1985; OtsrierL 1988; & Stewart, 1992) contend ttrat üre care environment and the

care giver are important to promoting patients' quatity of life. In addition, Locker and
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Daunt (1978) and Obrest (1984) poshfate that the quality of care provided to individuals

who are chronicalþ ill is one determinant of their quality of life.

fuiderson and Bury (1988) view quality of life as a complex interaction of

subjective health, disability, and the social environment. Using and qualitative

approaches to describe sweral cÍ¡ses, in which individuals experience living with chronic

illness (e.g. stroke, multiple sclerosis, Parkinsons disease), they investigated the social

reality of each illness together with the impact of the social environme,lrt in which the illness

was experienced. Common themes identified from the various lived experiences that

impact on quality of life were limitations resulting ûom physical disability, perceived

stigma dependency on famity members, and financial constraints.

Specific chronic illnessess also may determine the degree to which quality of life is

compromised. Drawing on the experiences of patients with chronic renal failure, Otsrien

(1983) investigated quality of life and "courage to survive" in a nine year longitudinal study

of patients with renal failure who were dependent on renal diab/sis ¡rs a means to survive.

The aim of the study was to discover how patients adapt to maintenance dialysis; patients'

and famiþ members' concerns, their suffering and their joys; and how patieirts cope with

the many morlifications caused by diaþsis therapy. Stressors identified from the shared

experiences that werc "living realities "of the illness and treatnent and took couage to

overcome were limitation in physical frnctioning pairl fatigue, anxiety, loneliness,

disruption of famiþ living, altered social interaction, uncerøinty of the present and the

future, and diminished support of family and füends.

In another study that showed a specific chronic illness may determine quality of

life, Allen (1989) investigated blindness as a chronic condition. Allen forurd that

individuals who are blind reported similar social consequences to other chronic illnessess,

as well as consequences unique to blindness. The visually impaired experielrced shock,
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disbelief, anger, depressiorq fear of being alone, fear of learning new skills, and

experienced difficulty with adjusting to blindness. How patiørts adjusted to blindness

determined the quality of life for the blind person. This study showed that psychosocial

similarities and differsrices that influence quality of life exist within chronic illnessess.

Althotgh most studies on quality of life show that there are some similarities in the

experiences of all chronic illnesses, as well as urique experiences that are specific to some

diseases, the study reported by Cowa4 GraharrL and Cochrane (1992) prese,lrts a shift in

focus. These researchers compared quality of life during chronic illness in patients with

myocardial infarction and malignant melanoma to find out if quality of life is gøreralizable

to chronic illness. The focus was on quatity of life foilowing chronic illness and not on

specific diseases. The results of the study showed that no significant differe,nces were

found in perceived quality of life for eithsr group of patients. This finding seems to

indicate that there is no difference in how the quality of life is affected in individuals who

are chronicalty ill and suggests that specific chronic illnesses have no influence on the

degree to which quality of life is affected. Thus this study challenged other research

findings th¿t utcovered the rmiqueness of each individual's experienco with chronic illness.

Studies on qualit5r of life indicate that there is a tre,nd in how patients who are

chronically ill perceive quality of life. Outcomes of discussions suggest that quality of life

is a frmction of beließ, attitudes, and appraisals of the illness situation by the chronicalþ ill

individual. Furthermore, although quality of life may be restricted by environmenta!

psychologica[ and physical factors that are required to meet patients'immediate needs, the

effect of the caregivers is instrumental in enhancing patients'successful coping with

sitr¡ations of the chronic illness that promote quatity of life.

The snength of the studies on the quality of life are in the identification ofvarious

physical and psychologcal factors that affect the quality of life of individuals who are
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exp€riencing a chronic illness. However, no anecdotal or ernpirical literatr¡re addresses

quality of life in the context of the freque,ntvisits for therapeutic treatrnelt and little is

known about the quatity of life in this context. hdividuals who make freque,nt visits to

arrbulatory care have ditrering chronic illnessess. It is possible that these individuals may

share similar concerns about the impact of the ûequent visits on then' quality of life. While

similar conditions that affect quality of life are recognked there is much to explore

regarding the many questions concerning each individual's quality of life related to the

frequent visits. It is anticþated that the caring interaction between the caregivers and the

patients who make frequent rwisits to arnbulatory care, as well as the specific disease, may

influence patienß'quality of tfe. These documentations on the quatity of life guogest tlrat

consideration of patients'quality of life has an important place in the understanding of

chronic illness experiences that may be related to the experiørce of frequørt visits..

Patients' experiences of satisfaction with care are a major concern to care

professionals who are interested in monitoring quality of care and studying the

effective,ness of specific care interventions (La Monic4 obres! Made4 & lVo[ 19g6;

Weiss & Ramsey 19S9). Moreover, satisfactory experiences with care, particularþ in

ch¡onic illness in which treatnent is on-going influence quality of life (Locker &

Daunt 1978), yet on$ a few studios wsre found that investþatcd satisfaction with care in

the context of chronic illness. Consideration of patients'satisfaction has an important place

in the turderstanding of the chronic illness experience and this includes the satisfaction of

individuals with a chronic illness who make frequentvisits to arnbdatory care. In this

section the meanings of satisfaction with care, research on satisfaction in chronic illness,
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famity invofuement with patie,nt satisfaction, and factors that lead to dissatisfaction a¡e

disoussed.

Meanlngs of satlsfbctlon

Satisfaction with care is multidimensional and hotds r¡arious meanings for

individ'rals (McCorkle, 1984). Satisfaction with care is defined as a subjective outcome

waluation that is based on individuals'perceptions and expectations of care (Abramowita

Cote, & Berry, 1987; Elbeclq 1987; Gutelc, 1978; Harper Petersoq 19BB;

Hastings, 1987b; Hinsh¿w & Atwood,1982; Iæbow, 1983; Lochman, l9B3; pascoe, 1983;

Reeder & CherL 1990), care providers competence and personal qualities, accessibility to

care, tïe care environment; (Iæbow, 1983; R.eeder & Cheru 1990), fanrity suppor! and

general satisfaction (Reeder & CherL 1990). Satisfaction with care is an individual's

positive or negative attitude towards the health care received @lbec( 1987; Gutek, 1978;

Lochmarq 1983). It invofues dyriamic responses and processes in which value judgments,

reactions to treatmen! and individual differences are modified to fit wifh patie,nts'

expectations and prefereirces (Strasser & Davis,1991). These expectations and preferørces

are based on past experiences and expectations of care @lbec! l9B7; Gutek, l97B;

Lpchmaq 1983). Satisfaction with care also may depend on pas! presen! and fiin¡re

experiences in which individuals perceive themsefues as physicalþ fit, having good

interpersonal relationships, and f-eling that life in general is good @urckhardt, l9B5).

Thus, the more a health care provider's performance agrees with patient's expectations

and needs, the more satisfied the patient will be with the care received

(Strasser & Davis, 1991).

Pascoe (1983) argued that what constitutes satisfaction with care is diffisúft 16

determine. He poshrlated that a possible reason for this diffEculty is related to the abse,nce
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of research to expücitþ goide a well supported definition or pqychological model of

satisfaction. He conceptualized satisfaction at two levels: 1) a pqychological process that

underlies satisfaction and2) ¿ factor that underlies health related behaviors and teaünent

outcomes. According to Pascoe, the psychological factors in satisfaction are the patienfs

waluation of the process, the context of care received" and the comparison of salient

characteristics of the patient's health experimce. This comparison is based on what the

patielrt feels he or she dese,n¡es and the patient's experie,nces. As an outcome measure of

treaftnent, satisfaction is related to the degree to which patients understand health behaviors

and clinical outcomes. Given these diverse definitions of satisfactiorq it may be concluded

that satisfaction is a broadty dçfined concept, and by its very nature, is primariþ a

subjective evaluation by receivers of care and includes psychological and emotional

variables.

Research on satisfactor.v experiences in chronic illness

Roberts, Pascoe, and Attkinson (1983) argued that satisfaction is associated with a

general feeling of well-being or life satisfaction. They investþted the perception of

patients with chronic mental illness in various t¡pes of health care services using a client

satisfaction questionnaire (a direct micro approach that assesses concrete experiences in

health care encounters) and a patient satisfaction questionnaire (an indirec! macro measure

of satisfaction with a general conception of modical ssrvices and of health care providers).

This study found that physical healtlL mental health status, psychological well-being

personal happiness, and life satisfaction were independent of how satisfied patients were

with other aspects of lfe. A significant relationship was not shown between satisfaction

with health care services and life satisfaction and well-being. However, a significant

relationship existed between life satisfaction and attitudes towards services.
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Research on patients' expectations and perceptions support the claim that patients'

expectations and perceptions influence their satisfaction with care. To examine the

association of patiørts' expectations with satisfaction with care in chronic illness and the

pcrsonal cxpcricncc for paticnts, FËrrans, Powcrs, and lfusch (1987) conductcd an

exploratory study with 416 hemodialysis patients in which the relationship betwee,n

satisfaction with care, satisfaction with the quality of life, and satisfaction with other

various aspects of life were explored. Findings from this study rwealed that patients were

generalþ satisfied with care. Interpersonal relationships with care providers were the

primary factor in satisfaction for hemodialysis patients. Internal satisfaction associated with

the diat¡¡sis nurses wçre dimensions of nursing care such as understanding of patienß'

personal needs, se'lrsitivity to concerns, ability to act in emergencies, and interpersonal

discussions. Similar findings were reported with satisfaction regarding physicians'

interpersonal skills. Patients, however, reported hþher satisfaction with physicians'

interpersonal skills than they reported with nr¡rses'. Factors that contributed to

dissatisfaction with setr¡ices included waiting time, equipme,nt malfrurctioning mixed up

appoinûnents, adverse effects such as pain from the treaûnør! financial cost for

medications and transportation. These appraisals are reflections of satisfactory and

unsatisfactory experiences.

When investigating " patients'perception of care" quality and satisfactior¡ using a

selÊreporting questionnaire Oberst (1984) investigated 180 cancer patients who were

receiving chernotherapy in ambulatory care. Findings from this study indicated that the

experiørce of satisfaction occurred when doctors and nurses gave information about the

diagnosis and the treaünent. Thus, cancer patients satisfaction was based on the

expectation of having information about their condition and their ongoing treatnent.

However, this study lacked clarity in the dimernions of satisfaction being studied. Because
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satisfaction is multidimensional and holds various meanings for individuals, individurls may

perceive some aspects of care as unsatisfactory, which may be a misinterpretation of

professional responsibility (lrdcCorkle, 1 984).

In a literature review on satisfaction. Iæbow (1983) reviewed and summarized

various research sfudies concerning patients' expectations and perceptions in relation to

satisfaction with mental health care services. Iæbow concluded from the review that

individuals with chronic mental conditions share with medical patiørts some similarities as

well as some unique experiences with satisfactory and unsatisfactory situ¿tions in health

care. Satisfactory and unsatisfactory experiences were related to "the cliniciarç outcome,

access, confidentiality, medicines, and facilities" (Ft.227). Satisfactory predictors were

individuals' expectations and aspirations, diagrrosis and past history, lørgth of treatrnenf

how treatment was terminated. and individuals'perception of supportiveness. However, in

the majority of research that Iæbow reviewed most patients were fourd to be satisfied with

treatment. Only a small percent of patients were dissatisfied with treatnent in each study

and as Lebow noted, little attention was given to this dissatisfied group. Dissatisfaction

with neatnent was related to onç or many dimensions of the freatnent process and was

pdmarih due to certain characteristics of the treatment or due to conflict that invofued a

specific dissatisfied patient. This finding indicates that care professionals may þore a

goup of patients who h¿ve needs for professional services as the te,ndency for

professionals is to focus on the larger population of patients who ap'pear satisfied with their

care (Lebow, 1983).

Family involvement with satisfaction in chronic illness.

Family support for chronicatty ill patients as well as famiþ acknowledgment in care

decisions are imporlant determinants of patients' satisfaction. Famity members play a
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crucial role in chronic illness and satisfaction with care in ch¡onic illness invofues the

patient and the famiþ @iamond & Jones, 1983). In tho majority of oæes famiþ membErÉ

intøvcne on behalf of the chronicalþ ill individual when they pøceive that care does not

mËet thËit's and thc pationt's Ëxpúotiltionr¡. They abo intcrvËnc whcn thoy pcrrsivË ttlat

care providen fail to acknowledge that the experience of ohronic illness involves an

ongoing relationship between the patient and the family, Inadequate patient and family

invofuement causes dissatisfaction and leads to distrust ûuskation, and disenchantnent

with professionals in the implementation of care (Thome & Robinso4 1988). However,

some studies (McNeese,l987; Reeder & Che4 1991; Rempusheski, Chamberlai¡, Picard,

Ruzanski, & Collier, 1988) show that patients and familios hold varying lsr/ols of service

expectations that were apart ûonr, yet dependent on, care professionals. Patients with

ckonic illness prefened attention to personal care needs (e. g. interpersonal

communication) rather than attention to other health needs (e. g. teaching). Satisfaction is

evident when patient and family members receive care that is satis$ing (Thome &

Robinso4 1988).

X'actors leading to dissatisfaction with care

Given that patienß' preforonces and perceptions of health care experiencos enhance

patientst overall satisfactiorl dissatisfaction with health care experiences may have the

reverse efect. Dissatisfaction with care in chronic illness lsads to non-compliance;

promotes attitudes that contribute to poor health habits; and leads to financial. ethical. and

social costs to care providers (Thome & Robirxor¡ 1988). Faoton that may conhibute to

patients' dissatisfaction include i¡sufficient decisioru into their care, too much emphasis on

care providers' decision when providing care, and lack ofrecognition that the illness is an

ongoing process for the patierit (Thome & Robinson, 1988). These findings snongþ
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suggest that satisfaction with care for individuals who make frequelt visits to ambulatory

care may be based on individuals'personal meaning of satisfaction and on their relationship

with caregivers.

This overview of satisfaction indicates that patienß and families have r¡arious

expectations of care. Few studies were for¡nd that directty investþted patients' satisfaction

with care in chronic illness; no studies were found that investþted patients'satisfaction

specificalþ witlún the context of freque,nt visits for treaûnent of a chronic disease.

Howerrer, the studies reviewsd contributed to the understanding of aspects of care that

revealed satisfactory and unsatisfactory experie,nces in chronic illness that may be similar to

the experiørces of patients who make frequent visits for therapeutic treaünent. The studies

addressed issues of satisfaction by focrsing on the relationship between the patiørt, care

professionals, the care environmen! and determinants of satisfaction in specific and in

general contexts. Components of the patients'satisfaction represented either positive or

negative appraisal based on their expectations and perceptions of care. A

phenomenological study would open new doors to the identification of some of the

ñmdamental issues that are based on patients'knowledge, experiences, and perceptions that

affect satisfaction with ûequentvisits to ambulatory care.

Coping Experiences in Chronic Illness

Phenomenolory regards an individual's reality in the world as they perceive it and

as they are located in it @oyd, 1990). Coprng with the dynamics of chronic illness is a

way in which individuals perceive their world and are invoþed and located in it. It is the

individual's adjustnent to the long duration of the illness process and to the illness

treatnent. The process of chronic illness tends to change over time and results in changes

in attitudes, inclinations, and changes in physical conditions that necessitate implementation
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of various coprng sftategies (Anderson & Bury, 1988). hdividuats who make ûequent

visits to ambtrlatory care must cope with various aspects of the visits. This section reviews

factors that enhance and hinder individu¿ls' ability to cope with chronic illness that may be

related to thosE patients who copc with thc frcqucnt visits.

Factors Enhancing Coping

Successfif coprng with the óynamics and the limitations of chronic illness is

influenced by various psychosocial strategies (lVasters, et al., 1983) and support qysterns

(@esRosier, et a1.,1992; Masters, et a1.,1983). Values, courage, confidence, hope, denial,

and acceptance are notable psychologicalþ strategies.

VaIues

Values such as family, cherished beliefs, and true relationships enhânce one's ability

to cope with chronic illness (Chilman" Nunnalþ, & Cox,1988;Ilawey,l992;

Mtchelt 1990). Mtchell (1990) investþted the experience of taking life day-by-duy it

later life. The sample consisted of individuals living with various situations including those

needing chronic care . Mtchell found that values such a.s trust, the opporhrrity for change,

and the abilify to cope with and accept life's challenges were ímportant to the enhanceme,lrt

of the quality of life in chronic illness. Rather than focusing on the illness, individuals

focused on fuhre possibilities and opportunities despite ttreir limitations.

Flarvey (1992) also investigated the role of the patient's value system in chronic

illness ¿nd sr¡ggested that in nursing whan assisting patients to adjust to chronic illness, the

value systern of the patients must to be recognized. Harvey asserted that if patients'values

are assessed and are facilitated by care providers, increased satisfaction with life will result.

Values reflect what is important to the patieirt and are conscious efforg to retain significant

values that lead to life satisfaction. Therefore, according to Haruey, the fit between the
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value qystem of the patient and the value system of the nursies is crucial in chronic illness.

Values that are maintained bring meaning to the individual's fife and enhance coplng.

Courage

Courage is another pqychological shatery that influences coping in chronic illness.

Haase (1987) studied courage in relation to chronic illness and concluded that courage was

experienced in various stages and ñurdame,ntal to the illness experience and to the

treaûnent therapy. Using a phe,nomenological approacfu Haase reported comments ûom

nine chronicalty ill adolescenß who described evsnts wheir they experisriced courage.

Ilaase found that in the initial phase of an illness, the adolescents had rlifüculty identi$ing

the experience of cotrage. However, as the dtration of the illness advanced they were

able to discuss their experiences of coruage in situational contexfs such as when physical

changes occurred and in altered interpersonal relationships. The adolescence used courage

as a defense mechanism and as a coping stratery to deal with undesired situations. The

degree to which courage was displayed was dependent and assisted by factors such as the

quality of famiþ support, present health status, the care provider, faitl¡ and hope.

Confidence

Confidence was found to enhance an individual's ability to cope with a chronic

illness. Padilla and Grant (1935) investigated the role of confidence in cancer patients and

found that confidence to cope with the chronic illness corelated with psychological

well-being and social concenn for cancer patients. Kirk (1992) used a phenomenological

approach to examine the role of confidence as a factor in patielrts'experie,nces of coping

with arthritis. Kirk asserted that confidence plays an important role in patients'adaptation

to chronic illness and is an effective cognitive factor that influences illness and how well

individuals'cope with the chronic illness. Patierits were found to experiørce confideirce
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when care givers informed them about their illness and their treatne,lrt and whe¡r patiørts

showed interest in thernseþes and confidence in their abilities.

Hope

Parsc (1990) and Ralcigh (1992) r¿iscd thc qucstion about thc rolc of hope and

chronically ill patients' abilities to cope with the dernands of the illness. Using a qualitative,

phenomøtological method, Parse investigated the sfucture of the ulived experience of

hope". The experiences of hope were solicited from ten participants (swen men and three

women) who were on hsrnodiatysis. Parse concluded úraq in gener4 patienß viewed the

experience of hope as the anticþation of possible accomplishmelrts despite daiþ stressors

and the discomfoft of the illness. She proposed that hope is a common human health and

life experience that guides and enhances patie,nts and their families in the everyday

discomfort of illness. Patients simultaneously held a vision of the possibility of moving

beyond the limiting disabling effects of the illness. Parse contends that hope should be

reinforced in patients and families in order to promote adjusnnent to the illness and to

health.

Raleigh (1992) used a descriptive quantitative study to compare sources of hope as

a determinant in coping strategies between 45 cancer patients and 45 patients with other

chronic illness. Content anab/sis was used to anatyze the data. The results showed ttrat the

lwel of hope was low in the majority (n:61, 67.5yù of the particþants at various times in

relation to the illness. Consistent sources of hope in these groups of patienb were famiþ,

füends, and relþion.

Denial

Denial was forurd to be a common statery used in the experience of coping in

some chronic illnessess. Bradley and Burish (1933) presented theoretical and empirical

evidence of ways in which patieirts cope with chronic illness using connibutions from
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various authors (e.g., Krantz & Deckel 1983; Kaplan & Wyler, 1983) on coping responses

and long term pqychological outcomes. Denial was for¡nd to allow some patients facing

chronic illness to slowþ integrate the impact of the swerity of the illness and the potential

direction of the syrnptoms. For example, some individuals fail to accept the disturbing

realities of living with such conditions as diabetes, kidney disease, cancer, and heart disea.se

so that denial is exhibited. hrdividuals also exhibit denial wheri faced with the reality of

being personalþ responsible for their health status and realize that they may become

dopendent on famiþ and friends.

Acceptance

Acceptance of and adjustment to the illness limitations also enhance an individual's

abilify fo cope, Abilify fo cope is parfþ detsmined byhow well the clronicalþill

individual reorganizes his or her altered lifè-style and accepts the physical and psychosocial

changes in spite of limiøtions (white, Richter, &Fry,1992). Using a quantitative

approach, White and his associates investigated events that produce stress; the impact of

shessfrrl events on health; how patiørts adapt to, and cope with chronic illness; and the

nahre of support in chronic illness. A 71 item, selÊreport instn¡ment was administered to

a sample of 193 adult women who lived with diabetes for more than one year. The

findings from this study supported the researchers'assumption that coping and adjusûnørt

to chronic illness depe'lrded on patients'perception of factors relating to the chronic illness.

These factors include the ability to manage the limitations of the illness; certainty about the

firture; availability of good, reliable famiþ, and professional social support systems; and

availability of effective, palliative strategies. Factors ttr¿t facilitated coping with chronic

illness were independent of fhe leng1h of time patients had the disease. These researchers

emphasized that social influences are important for adaptation to the illness process.
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Information on factors that facilitate coping suggests that specific psychological and

social sit¡¡ations influence individuals'ability to cope and adapt to chronic illness

çxpçriçnçç,q, Individuals who arç experiencing a chronic illnçss facc a variety of

intcrruptions to which thcy must copc. Thcsc pcrspcctivcs on how individuals copc with

chronic illness contribute to the pqychosocial experiences that may occlu in individuals who

frequently visit an ambulatory care departrnent for treaünent of a chronic disease.

Factors Inhi bitinLCo Bing

In addition to the physical limitations of chronic illness, individuals with a chronic

illness will be challenged by various psychological experiences that will inhibit successfi¡l

coprng. These include rurcertainty, depressio4 and stigma.

Uncertaintv

Uncertainty is a pqychological response that inhibits successfrrl coping in chronic

illness. Uncertainty limits individuals'progress to cope with the illness, increases

heþlessness, anxiety, fear, and creates stress for chronicalþ ill individuals and their families

(Stauss et a1.,1984). Uncertainty also limits an individual's ability to make future plans

(Ililto4 1992; Kopp,1992). Flilton (1992) argues that uncertainty is an inheren! cognirive

state in patients with chronic illness with which they must leam to cope and that factors

other than the patients' cognitive state are responsible for uncertainty. Two such factors

are distortions and inoorrect information about the illness. Flilton proposed that caregiwrs

must assess uncertainty in patients to provide a basis for either reducing or eliminating their

uncertainties. However, Hilton warns that patients may not want uncertainty reduced

because certainty about the illness condition may be more shessful than uncertainty,

especially in some chronic illnessess such as serious heart conditions. tlilton, however,
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failed to speci$r why uncertainty affected individuals with different chronic illnessess in

differerit ways.

Depression

Other researchers (Alleq 19891' Moody, McCormick, & Williams, l99I; Learnman

et al., 1990; Kopp,1992) found that depression may inhibit individuals' ability to cope with

chronic illness. Depression may be the individual's response to the loss of health and

well-being and inability to accept the illness. De,pression also may be a side effect of the

frea[nent medication and the characteristics of the disease. Whør in a depressive state, the

individual may dønonstrate lack of interest in knowing about the status of his/trer illness

and may be reluctant to participate in his/her own care (LubkirU 1990). Kopp (1992)

proposed that depression may be more ssvere in some ch¡onic illnessess than in others.

Kopp (1992) investþated psychosocial issues related to diabetes and renal dysfirnction and

reported that depression was the most prevalent pqychological factor in patients with

diabetes and kidney disease. Given that patiørts who frequently visit ambr¡latory care may

exhibit signs of depressiorq nurses in ambulatory must have an understanding of the

possible causes and clinical manifest¿tions of de,pression.

Stigma

Stigma is considered to be an inhibitor to effective coping in ch¡onic illness. Ji[ings

and Alexus (1992) contend that stigma may lead to lowered self esteem and an inability to

cope with a particular chronic illness. They argued that not only is the general population

responsible for negative attitudes toward some chronic illnessess, but that care professionals

often are guilty of atFibuting negative connotations to some chronic illnessess. Moreover,

some categories of chronic illness have socd negative connotations and assumptions

attached to them when responsibility is attibuted to the individuals for the illness. Negative

connotatiors may be athibuted to individuals with AIDS and diseases that are related to
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smoking, such as chronic obstructive disease. Ji[ings and Alexus offered two possible

explanations for negative attitudes toward some illnessess. First, these individuals may

represent a dwiation from socicty's norm; secondþ, these individuals may continue to

çngagl in health behaviors that perpetuate the condition. Consequendy, tfiis group of

patients become stigmatized. The implications of these finding are that providers of care

need to examine thsir own attitudes, values, beließ, and sensitivity in order to rurderstand

and support both patient and famiþ in appropriate care, coprng strategies, and expectations

about the outcome of the chronic illness. The degree to which individuals are stigmatized

may depend on the specific chronic illness, society, and the caregivers'reaction to the

illness.

The studies reviewed in this section have shown that there are sweral responses to

efFective and ineffective coprng that may be associated with patients who frequentþ visit

ambulatory care for treaünent of a chronic disease. The major strength of these studies is

the invaluable information they have contibuted to the wrderstanding of the psychological

and social processes that enhance patients' ability to cope. Some patie,nts who frequentþ

visit ambulatory care for therapeutic treatment suffer from a chronic illness that fits into the

category o¡itlffiduals who may be stigmatized. Since stigna is a negative concept that

may be athibuted to the anin¡des of society and possibþ, of care providers, the

environment in which individuals live and are treated may be an added challenge with

which they must cope in addition to coping with the dobilitating Effecb of the disease.

Individuals who frequenflyvisit an ambulatory care deparhnent may have similar

experiences that may be revealed in this study of frequent visits and add insight into the

depth of experiences a.ssociated with freque,nt visits to which care professionals must be

sensitiw.
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Summary of Literature Review

This chapter is a presurtation of current theoretical and empirical literature on

issues regarding individuals living with a chronic disease. Research on chronic illness and

research in nursing have not specificalþ addressed the frequent visits dimension of chronic

illness, therefore, this literature rwiew is broadþ based on issues concerning chronic illness

that are thought to be most pertinent to the study of the lived experience of patients with a

ch¡onic disease who frequently visit an ambulatory care deparhnent for therapeutic

fteaftnent. The primary focus of the review is gveir to psychosocial concerns.

The major stengfh of the studies is that they enhanced insight into the experiences

of individuals who are chronioalþ ill and how these experiences influence the life-style of

the individual and famiþ. Inherent in all the issues discussed on chronic illness, is that

chronic illness is diverse, problematic, and complex and may produce major health

concenx for the individual" famity mernbers, and professionals. Although there a¡e

specific problerns and issues that are relevant to each type ofchronic disease, several

general issues are common to all chronic diseases such as cos! dependency, physica[ and

psychosocial limitations. Furthermore, it is shown ttrat a medical orientation to manage

chronic illness does not provide adequate knowledge of the illness experience and

subsequentþ, of the frequentvisit process.

The literature review ilhæhates that, despite the vast amourt of literatrue on chronic

conditions and acknowledgment by investþtors of chronic illness that the treatnent

process may be life-long thcre is a dearth of literaflre, research studies, and developed

positions relevant ûo the topic of freque,nt visits for teatnelrt interventions. It is, therefore,

wident that the ûequent visit dimension of chronic illness is ovedooked. If it is alluded to,

it is discussed very briefty in the context of the treaûnent process and not as a potential

stressor that becomes part of the lived experience of the chronic illness. This paucity of
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literatrue s'ggests that researchers have failed to acknowledge the frequent visits aspect of

chronic illness as an important dimernion of the illness experience. Consequentty, the

experience of this group of patie,nts have not been adequateþ investigated. Although the

information from this review provides an wtderstanding of what patients who make

frequent visits to ambulatory cåre nuly experience, investigating the experience of frequent

rwisie from the patienfs perspective is needed.
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Chapter Three

Research Method

Design

Thc purposc of this phcnomcnological study w:rs ûo orçlorc thc crprcsscd tiwd

experience of patients who make frequentvisits to an ambulatory care departne,lrtfor

treafrnerit of a chronic disease. The meaning that patients'experiences with the frequent

visits held for them was the central focus of the study. The study was desþed to answer

the question: What is the lived experience of patients who make ûequent visits to

ambulatory care for heatnent of,a chronic disease ? The study addressed the following

questions: what aspects of the experience were satisfactory or unsatisfactory; what

practices of the caregivers contributed to the experience of the frequent visits; what factors

contributecl to stress associated with the frequørt visits and whaq in the context of the

visits, contributed to the patients' quality of life?

A phenomenological approach to the study was chosen because the experience of

patients who frequentlyvisit ambulatory care has not been adequateþ explored. This

approach allows the researcher to establish an understanding of the experiørce r¡nder

investþation from the perspectives of the patients. As welt underþing the prernise of

phenomenolory is "beeal¡se a person himself has been aware of a partictúar feeling at one

time or another, he is able to experience what his fellow man attempts to communicate ...

"ffan Kaant, 1966, p. 304). Individuals will be brought into contact n/ittr their own loving

hoping and suffering experiences (Van KaarrL 1966). Therefore, in a phenomenological

approacl¡ the researcher tries to describe and to explore subjective experience without

preconceived ideas (Omery, 1983) with the primary position that subjectivity permits basic

human trutls to be revealed (tlusserl 792911979, cited in Thorne 1991). This is

accornplished through an integration and a synthesis of individuats'descriptions of a
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phenomenon and the determinalion of meanings from the descriptions. Phenomenolory

allows caregivers to combine their observation of patients'experiences with "biological

facts about the patient. Caregivers can therefore, assume imaginativety the patient's

perspective in the world" CBoy4 1988, p. 81). Thus, through the phenomenological

approach awareriess of patients' experie,nces of frequent visits \Ãrill bring the complexity of

being human to the fore to gain a better understanding of patients'experiences. The

principles of phenomørolory: b'racketing intuiting; analyzing; and describing

(Colaizn, L978) were used to guide the desþ (see Appendix A). This chapter will

address the research method and ethical considerations.

Participants

Settin g/Partici pant Recruitment:

The seffing for the research was the ambulatory care departrnent of a targe tertiary

care hospifal situated in the city of Winnipeg. The time and place of the interviews were

mutualþ convenient to the participants and the researcher. Interr*iews were conducted in

the participant's home.

Hospital Access/Proced ure

Afrer the research proposal w¿rs approved by the Ethical Review Committee of the

Faculty of Nursing (see Appendix B), the researcher requested permission to conduct the

study from the Hospital's Access Committee (see Appendix C). Once access to the

hospital was approvçd (see Appendix D), an explanatory letter and a qynopsis of the

research proposal was sent to the Head Nurse of the Day Medicine/ Day Surgery Unit

Ambulatory Care where most frequent visits of patients who are treated for a chronic

disease occur (see Appendix E). The Head Nurse was asked to identiS suitable patiørts

who met the study criteri4 explain the researcher's interest in ttre study, and to give them
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copies of the description of the study and invitation to particþate (See Appendix F). The

Head Nurse was asked to record the names and telephone numbers of patiørts who

rççøvçd the stud-y information. When thc names of patielrts were obt¿inc{ thç rçscarchcr

ælcphoncd potcntial participants and tha¡¡kcd thcrn for considcring participation in thc

stuóy. The purpose of the stuóy and what would be expected of them also were discussed.

When the patient agreed to participate, an interview date and time were determined. The

potential particþants were advised that they would srgn a consent form prior to the first

interview as part of the study (see appendix G).

A week prior to the first interview, the researcher contacted the potential

participanß and oonfirmed the inærview time, place, and date. Participanb were advised

that it would be essential that the interviews be private with litfte disturbance so that

reflection of their experiences would be facilitated. They were informed ttrat the interviews

would last for approximateþ one hour. The researcher clarified questions and concerns

and rerninded the potørtial participants that they might withdraw if they wished and may

refuse to answer any questioms they did not want to answer without defüment to their care.

A trial interview was conducted with one participant. Polit and Hungler (1991)

assert that a trial interview has several advantages. It detects representativeness; ensures the

ability of the particþants to express articulateþ about the phenomcrion; and provides

information that ensures adequacy of the data collection plan and clarity of the questions.

Afrer the tial interview, the researcher examined fhe contenß of the transcript and

est¿blished if the research questions and prompts generated from the particþanfs responses

solicited the desired information (Geissler, 1990). The resea¡cher also solicited feedback

from the participant about her overall imp,ressions and reactions about the research and

made revisions such as rewording and timing of prompß as w¿ls necessary to improve the

research (Polit & Hungler, 1991).
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Partici pants/C riteria

The stuóy was centered aror¡nd seven particþants (including the pitot particrpanÐ

who met the study criteria. The sample size for a phenomenological study is usualþ small

for two reasons 1) the natue of the stuúy yields large amounts of na¡rative data

(Colazzrl978) and 2) the depth and det¿il of the phøromenon ûom each particþant is

allowed to be revealed @rink & Woodl989). Howwer, the sample also rnust be large

enough to be representative of the population being studied (Bdnk & Wood,1989).

A purposeful sample was used to select the study particþants. Thomas (1990)

defines purposefirl sampling as the selection of individuals who are knowledgeable about

the research probløn and judged by the researcher to be representative of the sample

population. Therefore, the reason for using a purposefirl sample was to select articr¡late

informants who would provide ric[ in-dqrth information, be able to express their

experiences, relate their responses to the situatiorq and be wifling to share their experiences

with the researcher (Morse, 1991). Particþants were eligible for inclusion in the study

based on the following criteri¿:

1) able to speak English and to express themsefues well,

2) over the age of 18 years,

3) keated for a chronic illness at least once monthly spanning months or

years, in the ambulatory care setting.

4) live within the perimeter of Winnipeg and have a phone for contact purposes.

5) able to sþ an informed consent.

Ap'propriateness of the sample was ensured by the purposeful sampling (Parse,

et al., 1985) and by adhering to the criteria.
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Data Collection

In phenomenological researclr, data collection is based on retospective descriptions

of livçd experie'lrce. The particþants are the primary source of the information and the

rçscarchcr is thc primary insrumcnt (Sandclowski, Davis, & Flarris, 19E9). Thc

researcher's questions direct particþants to reflect and describe wents in which the

experimce under investþation occurred and how it is cunørtþ remembered

@arse, et al., 1985). The researcher enters the context of the particþants unbiased and

without presuppositions (Giorgi, 197 5).

Descriptions of the particþants' experiences in phenomenolory data collection may

be written or collected through in-depth interviews (Boy{ 1990). The primary method of

data collection in this study was through interviewing informants twice and r¡se of the

researcher's notes that were made after each interview. The use of interviews allows

thoughts, feelings, and intentions to ernerge and gives insight into the research

phenomenon in which the interest, needs, and incentives of the particþanß are understood

(Pattorç 1987). Interviews in phenomenological research also determine dimensions,

themes, images, or words that are derived from participants'responses. Questions asked

mus! therefore, be clear, specific, singular, and based on what the researcher wants to

discover (Patton, 1987). The questions must probe the experience of the participant

(Forrest 1989).

The success of all phenomenological questions will depend on the researcher's

ability to address the questions in a way that participants will respond from their lived

experimces and not from their theoretical knowledge of it (Colai24 l97S). Therefore, the

quality of the interview may depend on the researcher and may vary according to the

approach taken. The quality of the inten¡iew involves skill, sensitivity, melrtal activity,

discipline, neuhality, and rapport as the researcher delves into the inner core of the
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participants, to get details and to provide a holistic comlnehernion from the participants'

perspectives (Patton 1987). The researcher atûempted to dernonsüate these characteristics

of a good interviewer throughout the interview process.

The Interviewllnterview Ouestions

Particþants were interviewed in thEir homes in a location specified by them. The

initial discomfort experie,nced by the participants about the interview quickly dissipated

after informal discussion unrelated to the interview. Thus, participants appeared to be

relued p,rior to the inten¿iew questions. Particþants were given fiuther explanation of the

study and what the researcher hoped to accomplish with the results. They sþed the

conse,trt form prior to the inten¿iew question. Demographic data (see Ap'pendix tI) were

collected to desoribe the participants'characteristics @olit & Hungler, 1991).

The researcher attempted to use Giorgi's (1971) psychotogical method of data

collection as the guide throughout the interview process:

l. Prior to each interview, the researcher attempted to bracket prior knowledge

about the experience of frequent visits. This was accomplished by putting aside her

assumptions about the stuóy prior to the data gathering and before and during each

interview @arse, et al., 1985; Swanson-Katrffinan & Schonwal{ 1988) in order to enter

the context of the interview with an open attitude toward understanding the particþants'

experiences. The researcher also atternpted to be honest and ope,n about biases. Although

the researcher stated assumptions about the experience and put them aside, the researcher

considered all data as having equal importance. This ensured that all particþants'

descriptions of the experience were considered in uncovering the meaning of the

experience.
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2. The interviews invofued asking two ope,n ended questions and listening to and

rate recording the answers (see Appendrx, Ð. Participants were asked to reflect and

çonççnÏratç on the experiøree of thç ûequeart vísits exactþ a-s thc questions wcrç askçd.

This part of the intcrview invofued the participanæ'intuitiorq rcflcction and dcscriptions.

Directions given to each particþant were to 1) describe in as much detail as possible your

experience of frequent visits to ambulatory care for treatment of yoru chronic disease, 2)

share all your thoughts, perceptions, and yoru feelings until you feel you have no more to

say about the experience.

3. More specific questions (see Appendix Ð were asked as were necessary, as the

descriptions of the experiences unfolded. Thc additional questions sen¡ed as prompß to

clari$ and deepen the participants'responses as well as to increase the richness of the data

(Gorgi,1971; Pattorq L987). This approach allowed a better understanding of the

complete experience. As well, this approach allowed for the experience of the particþants

to emerge naturally rather than if aspects of the phenomenon were defined to fit the

descriptions (Giorgr" 197 I).

Participants atternpted to strucftue their experience chronologrcally. However, in

the initial part of the interviews and throughout the interview, most particþants tended to

describe their experience with their disease rather than to describe their experience of the

frequent visits. The researcher often refocused the participants to the experience rmder

investigation. Of the seven participanß, one parficipant had difficulty elaborating on

aspects of the experiørce. The use of prompts did not solicit much additional information.

h this irstance, the participant felt that "every thing was great" for him. The other six

particþants were able to express their experiences more elaborateþ. The duration of the

interviews varied from between twenty minutes to one hour. The seven inten¡iews

provided the researcher with verbal and nonverbal datq enabled the researcher to use
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interpersonal skills, and encouraged the researcher to facilit¿te the participants' efforts to

express the experienc e (Colatzfll-g7 8).

The interview recordings were transcribed verbatim by the researcher. Participants

were selrt a oopy of the transcription of this first interview along with the researcher's

interpretation of significant statements and phrases about the experience that were exhacted

ùom the descriptions. Particþants were asked to add, delete, and to correct information

about their descriptions as transcribed. This process ørsured that the participants were in

agreemørt with the tanscriptions and the researcher's interpretations did not differ from

their original meanings. The üanscripts, the significant staternents, and the researcher's

formulated meanings also were read by a committee member who had experience in

phenomenological research. The changes that were suggested by the cornmittee member

were made to improve the concepe of the formulated meanings.

The second interview was conducted after the particþants had received and had

reviewed the transcript. It servod to clarifu and validate the participanß' statements about

the descriptions of their frequørt visits. Participants were asked 1) is there any thing more

that you would like me to add to the first interview? z) do you need any further

explanation or clarification of any of the research process or transcript before presentation

of the research findinp? Prior to this second interview one participant became very ill and

required suryery. She was unable to meet for the second interview but indicated druing a

phone conversation and in person druing a hospital visit that the transcript and the

interpretations of the significant staterneirts and phrases conveyed her meaning of the

experience.

Additional information on one of the particþant's personal life was solicited at this

second interview, but additional information associated with the ûequeltvisits was minimal

and did not extend the d¿t¿ of the first interview. One particþant thought that the
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transcript was fragmented due to the marry interruptions in his thoughts during the

interview which were reflected in the transcript. He clarified many of his statemenß

throryh writing on the franscript and through additional notes made on two sheets of

paper. The othEr frve participants madc minimal changes to thEir transcripts. The changes

were for cla¡ification of statements that were r¡nclear on fhe tape recordings. All of the

seven participants confirmed that the corrected transoripts and the formr¡lated meaninp

were consistent with their experiences and they did not request changes. The particþants'

and the committee membçr's agreerneirt with the formulated meanings served to validate

the researcher's interpretations of the significant statements (Haase, 19SÐ.

In addition to the in-depth interviews, the resea¡cher made notes about specific

issues and themes which emerged from the descripfions, variations in particþants'

responses, and the researcher's personal experience and reflection in the context of the

interviews afrer each interview. The notes were useñrl for making comparisons between

the particþants. The sritries were in descriptive terms and were added ûo the interviews to

expand the data base (Lynch-Sauer, 19S5).

Information Adeouacv

Information adequacg "the sufEciency and the quality of the data obtained"

(Morse, 1991, P. 135) is identified when there are no gaps in the particþants' descriptions

of the experience and nothing new is bsing described. Information adequcy ensures that

the descriptions are relevant and complete and all information has been obtained

(Morse, 1991). To ensure information adequacy in this study, the researcher recorded the

particþants' descriptions until the participants had nothing more to say about the

experience of their ûequeirt visits to ambulatory care. It was clear by the fifth interview

that common themes were emerging. The additional two interviews proved that saturation
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had occurred; no new themes were emerging from the descriptions of the experiences that

were pertinsnt to the research questions. The interviews were terminated at this stage.

Particþants were rerninded that they could contact the researcher at any time if they

discovered information tlrat might be important üo add ûo the interviews or if they wanted

information rernoved. If particþants had requested rernoval of information that was correct

and relwant to the investþation, the researcher would request the participants' permission

to distort the information and present it in a Íunner that would not identify thern. If this

request is denied, the researcher would omit the information in keeping within the ethical

boundaries of protecting the particþants rights.

Analysis

Methods of phenomenological analysis vary. However, faithfüness to the

phøromena is the princþal aim of all data analysis (KnaalÇ 1984). Phenomenological

anaþsis is the anaþsis of specific constituents of data that are obtained from described

lived experience of a phenomenon. It is the production of meanings about feelings,

atffibutes, and intentionality of the descriptions (Lsininger, 19S5). The ana\rsis begins

simultaneousþ with the data collection. Data are analyzed whe,n the first interview is

transcribed (Omery,1983) and invofue three operations: 1) intuitioq 2) anafyzng, and 3)

describing. These processes are lived simultaneousþ as the researcher interacts with the

partioipants'descriptiors of the phenomenon (Parse, et a1.,1985). Colaizzi's (1973) method

of anaþzing phøronmelrological data was chosen for this study because it appeared to be

the preferred method used by other researchers (e. g., Forrest, 1989; Geissler, 1989; &

Haase, 1987) who investigated lived experiences. As well, the researcher finds the various

steps in the analysis clear to follow.
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1.

Steps in Analysis

Participants'descriptions were read through several times to acquire a feeting for

the descriptions and to get a sense of the whole experieirce of the frequentvisit to

ambulatory care. The audiotapes were listEnEd to in conjunction with the

trarncripts.

Significant statements and phrases about the frequent visits were exfacted from

each transcription.

Meanings were formulated from the significant statemenß. During this process, the

researcher was careful not to differ ûom the participants' original description. The

purpose of the formulated meanings was to transform the concrete language of the

particþants into a language of science. The meanings were validated by refeming

the interpretations of the significant staternenß back to the original descriptions,

verification from the particþants'that they were consistent with their statønents,

and verification from a committee member who is knowledgeable with the

procedure.

Meanings th¿t were formulated from the statements were organized into themes,

theme clusters, and into theme categories. This task was accomplished by

organizing clt¡sters of thernes from the aggregate formulated meanings. It allowed

for the emergence of themes that were cornmon to all particþants' descriptions. At

this time statemenß that were repetitious were eliminated.

The integration of the result was put into an exhaustive description of the

experience in which a narrative integration of all thernes, therne clusters, and theme

categories was produced. This exhaustive description was developed to gain insight

into the experience. It included a description of the process and the meanings

derived through the prwious steps.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6. A final validity step wa.s achieved by having the committee mernber validate the

meanings of the experience. Information th¿t was added or deleted was

incorporated into the final anaþsis.

The researcher atternpted to b'racket her prior knowledge and e¡perience about the

phenomenon throughout the analysis process.

Ethical Considerations

Researchers who engage in qualitatirre research that involves human subjecfs must

adhere to ethical principles to protect the rights of particþants. To accomplish this tåsb

the researcher gave individuals who agreed to participate in the study verbal and written

explanation of the study (see Appendix F) and obtained wrinen informed consent prior to

each first interuiew (see Appørdix G). Informed consent involves giving fi¡ll information

to particþants about the research and ensuring ttrat particrpants understood their

invofuement in the study and their option to withdraw without penalty @olit & Hungler,

1991). Information given to participants in this study included the nature of the researclq

the purpose and duration of the interview, the t5pe of information to be solicited, what

wor¡Id be done with the recordings of the inten¡iews druing and on completion of the study

(e.g., publications, presentations) (Canadian Nurse Association 1983; Boy{ 1990) and

potential benefits of the results in influencing care to the particþants and other patients.

Additionally, participants were informed about the possible inconvenience and the

possible effect to their psychological status that may occur as a rçsult of the interview

process. May (1991) postulated that risks in the form of invasion of privacy and space

may occur as particþants reflect on their experiences. F¡¡rthermore, ernotional

disnrbances such as embarrassment and anger are violations of privacy that are brought on

either through reflection stimulated by the interview or inaccurate porFayal of the
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participants' descriptions. The researcher guarded against emotional problems by telting

participants to anticipate this occurrence and ensuring them that the interview would be

tsrminated if the situation occurred. The researcher eûsurçd that participants' descriptions

of the cxpericncc wcrc clcar and accuratc by dcvcloping and cstablishing tn¡st and clcar

lines of communication during the research process. The researcher adhered to these

considerations to ensure that participants' rights were protected and to ensure their physicat

and psychological comfort was maintained ûring the research. They were reminded that

they could withdraw from the study at anytime (Canadiaq Nursing Associatior¡ 1983;

Boyd,1990). This opporhurity to speak freely about the experience helped the participants

to put their experience into perspective (lrrfay, 1991).

Participants were assured confide,ntiality and anonymity. They were advised that all

information glnen to the researcher would be treated in a manner to maintain

confidentiality and information that could identifu them would not be given to anyone

(canadian Nurses Association" l9s3). However, Munhall (1991) argues that

confidentiality of data is difüctÍt in qualiøtive studies as precise quotations from transcripts

are includecl in publications. Participants were informed that to maint¿in anonymity, the

tapes would be transcribed by the researcher, onþ the researcher and members of the

thesis committee would have access to the transcripts, the information would be kept in a

locked filing cabine! and identifuing widence such as flames, would not be on the cassettes

or tanscripts (Boyd, 1990). Particþants were given a copy of the sþed consent and the

option to receive a copy of the study results.

Conclusion

ht this third chapteq the purpose and the research method for this phenomørological

investþation of the expressed lived experience of patients who frequentþ visit an
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ambulatory care departrnent for treatnent of a chronic illness are outlined. In the following

chapters, the research findings and a discussion of the findings will be presented.
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Chapter Four

Research Findings

This phenomenological study was designcd to u¡rcor¡cr thc mcaning of thc lir¡cd

experience of individuals who frequently visit an ambulatory care deparftnent for treatnent

of a chronic disease. Recorded interviews from swen particþants provided the data for

anaþsis. The meaning of the frequentvisits was exhacted from particþants' descriptions

following Colaizzi's (1978) procedure for anaþzing phenomenologcal data. During the

anaþsis, the core meaning of the descriptions was maintained. This fourth chapter is a

presentation of the research finding as uncovered from the particþants' descriptions. In

chapter five a discussion of the findings, implications for nursing; nr¡rsing educatiorç and

for ñ¡nue research and limitations of the research are presørted.

Characteristics of Participants

The age of the four men and three women ranged from 39 to 77 years with an

average of 56 years; tlleir duration of the freque,ntvisits to ambulatory care ranged from

two months to 14 years with an average of 3 years 9 months. At the time of the

interviews, one participant was making visits twice daiþ for tftree weeks, but had been

making frequent visits wery three to four months for approximateþ five years; one was

making frequent visiß every two weeks for ssv€n months; one particþant described the

frequency of hervisits as twice a week to svery two weeks. At the time of this interview,

this partictpant had been atfending ambulatory care for app,roximateþ two months; another

participant was making visits every three to four weela for nine months. The other three

particþants were making visits once monthþ; one for three years; one for three and one

half years; and one for fourteen years. All swen participants were married. Six were
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living with their spouse; one was widowed and living alone with the assista¡rce of a personal

caregiver. Three of the four men were employed; one was retired. Two of the three

women were employed but were unable to work because of their illness situation; one was

retired. Six of the seven participants lived in single homes; one in an aparftnent.

Particþants described their experience of frequent visits for therapeutic treatnent for a

variety of ch¡onic diseases: intavenous gammaimmune treatne,nt for

hypogammaglobinernia (3 participants); blood transfinions for leukemia (1 participant) and

for gastrointestinal bleeding (1 particípant); inravenous antibiotics and Ventolin therapy for

chronic bronchiectasis (1 participant); and abdominal paracentesis for liver failure

(1 participant). It is imporfant to note that this is a study of the lived experience of the

frequent visits for therapeutic treatrnent of a chronic disease and not a study of the

experience of living with a chronic disease.

Participants described their experiences of the ûequent visits based on their

perception of the illness sih¡ation and within the context of the ûequent visit environment.

The cluster of themes that were produced from the descriptions were difficúlt to categorize

because of the variation in the participants'diqeases and in their experiences. This

variatior¡ howwer, uncovered the unique experience of each particþant. Swen theme

categories were dsveloped that were common ûo most participanb: 1) an historical

background of the illness leading to the frequent visits; 2) waluation of the dimeirsions of

the passage of time during treatrnent; 3) feetings that physical and emotional needs were

met; 4) negatives exporie,nces related fo the ûequent visits; 5) impact on the quality of life;

6) thoughts about the disease and the feaftnent in the context of the frequørt visits; and 7)

evaluation of the caring environment. A theme was l¿beled conunon if it occr¡¡red in most

of the descriptions. Two thernes: expressed desire for famiþ invofuement (exhacted from

one participant's description) and perceived threat to care (extacted ûom another
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particþant's description) that were not common themes will be presented because of their

significance to the participants and their relevance to the frequent visits. The seven themes

reflecting the meaning of the experie,nce of the frequent visits and the additional thernes are

described in the following section:

Theme I: An Historical Bacþround of Illness Leading to the Frequent Visits.

One important finding of the study is that all participants gave ari historical

description of their illness situation úrat led to the frequeirt visi*. This historical

background varied. For example, when asked to describe their experiences within the

context of the ûequent visits, some participants described the hajectory of their illness;

some descdbed prior experiences with health care related to theh illness; and others

compared and contrasted services of other health care facilities in which they were

prwiousþ treated. Some particþants included all three aspects of historical events.

Cornequently reculTent common themes in the first part of the interview centered around

participants' illness, teatment of the illness, and how the prior illness situation influenced

their anticipation and expectation of the frequentvisits.

Illness Trajectory Leading to Visits.

In the initial part of the interview and throughout the narrative, some particþants

gave a detailed description of their illness and appeared to focus more on the experience of

the illness rather than on their experience of the frequent visirc for treatnent of their

disease. Throughout ttre interviews, there was a sense that participants viewed the visits as

another aspect of their illness. To focus onþ on the frequent visits dimension of the illness

was cliffictrlt for most participants.
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When I was diagnosed first in May'89, the first two years, they were
just watching because the count wÍ¡s so low. And they didn't do any
üeaûnent. And the first trro years after that the doctor gôve me a dnrg
... so I was on that for ... about a yea¡ or so.

This participant also stated:

I started going there ... somewhere in December, last year ... afrer having six
chemos ... my hemoglobin went down. The¡r I started going there to get blood
transfi¡sions.

Another particþant shared his experience of progression ûom in-patient care to the

frequørtvisis to ambrfatory care.

First of a[ the start of the illness came with recurrent pneumonias through
fhe summer and fall of 1990. They were life threatening pneumonias, so I was
exFemeþ ill. Arid I would have antibiotics, and I would be discharged from
hospital, and in two weeks rll be back again. So I was very rll, ... when they
finalþ hit on the gammaimmune deficiency.

Comparing and Contrasting Services

Four participants compared and contasted their experiences with frequent visits

witttin the present heaünent facility with in-patient care and with ûequent visits to other

ambulatory care facilities. The first participant compared and contasted his experiørce

with frequent visits for treatment in the United States; the second with trsatnent in

Oshawa; the third with teaünerit in Third World counüies; and the fourttr particþant with

treatonent in another ambulatory care facility in the city of Winnipeg. The foilowing

examples firther illustrate the participants'perceptions of the differerices in ttre

experiørces. In three of the descriptions is the concept of cost; in each description were

expressions of the difference in care. The first participant m¿de the following two

statem€lrts about visits for treaünent in the United States:

I spent about for¡r months in the States and I had infiuions there. Interesting as a
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contr¿ßt, in the States, ... I have Blue Cross/Blue Shield, but they would only allow
it for six months and then they would rsview it even though the Dr. here, ...
evaluated it as being something that I wor¡ld need for the rest of my life.

So actualþ, overall, the care was much less than it is here - in the States, both in
teÍns of the nurr¡es and the facility. I was under the care of one nurse, she was
very good, but the facilities were not that good ... we didn't feel comfortable with
the doctors either. So ... ttrat was the teatnent in the St¿tes. Here, ... fve been
coming in for a number of times.

The second participant who compared and contrasted the difference in the care in

Third World countries to care in Canad¿ stated:

I think, medicine and care, especially giving blood on [ambulatory care], can be
affordable for weryone ... In different countries you have to pay quite a substantial
out of your pocket and plus, you are already sort of pressed by the disease. At
least we don't have to woffy about the pocket. You just have to worry aboutyour
disease. ... I personally like the service, and to a poin! all the nurses there. The
shength and help I consider I don't think I corfd get anywhere else in the world.

For this participant, availability and accessibility to care as well as having no

financial repercussions as a result of his treaünen! meant a great appreciation for the

opporhurity to be received in a health care system that offers uriversal care.

The third participant compared and contrasted the experience of home intravenous

therapy in Oshawa with that in the city of Winnipeg. She described her struggle with

caregivers to maintain self care at home rather than to be hospitalized. This participant

lived in the city of Winnipeg prior to moving to oshawa. She had been receiving

intravcnous therapy through a home infravenous program for 17-18 years.

... And when we were living in oshaw4 they wanted me to go into hospital wery
time for my medicine, and Ijust said, "No, you can put a hep - lock in and fll do if
at home". They protested and they said, "no, it can't be done, ifs impossible" and
gave every excuse in the boolc, but I finally won my case and gave it at home.
Although it was much more inconvenient because we had to pay for the dnrgs and
everything, but I was still able in the end to stay home.
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This experience related by the above participant occr¡rred approximateþ thirtesn

years ago. Howwer, tltis is an experience in which the particþant derived a sense of

personal significance to the experience of frequents visits. Embedded in this experience is

the particþanfs determination of avoiding the inconvenience of having to go to the hospital

daiþ or to be hospitalized and to be firm in decisions that were important to her. As is

evident in her reflections, being at home with her farnity was more important to her than

the cost of the medication and the inconvenience of self adminisfation of the inhavenous

therapy.

Participant four compared and contrasted the experience of frequent visits in a

prwious location of ambul¿tory care with the uriit within which he is presentþ fteated.

The visits were associated with stressful thoughts that surfaced as a restlt of the physical

environment of the unit and the feelings that derived from the experience of being ¿ìmong

other patients whose illness conditions were perceived to be more advanced than the

participant's.

... the environment that I was golng into with all the different people there. ... you
had the ones that were getting the platelets and ... the hemophiliacs. Some of them
arçn't there today, you know. These was things that ... kind of works on you.
Beoause you don't know for sure with your disease whether you're going to
progress down the road and get as serious as they are. Being in a big group like
that and looking at some of them that were pretty ill, it ... kinda works onyou a bit.
... but now they've changed the system. We're into smaller rooms-only six

beds, ... Theyve divided the people up a little bi! who go into the rooms.

He continued:

It makes me feel a lot easier. ... now I can relate to [ofher patients] a little bit more
because a lot of them are getting the same thing I am. So you know you can talk
amongstyourself and discuss how it affects you. ... I think it's a better system. At
leasq it is for me because it takes some of the pressure off.
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The panicþant relating this experience made frequent visits to ambulatory care for

for¡rteen years. His initiat visits were in an older section of arnbr¡latory c¿ìre. Throughout

the narratiw, the particþant ernphasized how stressfirl this e4perience was for him. The

fear associated with the visits may be the result of uncertainty about the progression of his

own illness, fear of suffering, and/or fear of his own demise. This shared experience was

one of several refere¡rces to his earlier experiences. The meaning that this experience held

for the participant is his accomplishment of overcoming the anxiety that was associated

with previous frequentvisits and his perception that the change in treatnent locations was

more suitable to his emotional st¿tus than the previous location.

Past Experiences With Hospitals and With Treatment

Participants' descriptions of past experiences with hospitals and treaftnent were

related primariþ to prior hospitalization and treaünent of their disease in which negative

and/or positive feelings about the frequent visits surfaced. The following quotes from th¡ee

of the participants best illustrate this therne and the variation within the theme. Orie

participant described feelings of frustration that surfaced as she faces another experience of

frequcnt visits.

... now I h¿ve to go back on intravenous, I tend to wait until I can't possibþ put it
offany longer. Ifs the fr¡xfration of once more going back to a hospital situation.
It is the fiustration of interfering with your life once more. Your whole famiþ has
to change their routine for the day until its over. Like my husband has to get up
ea¡lier to take me to work, and often has to work a bit later to make up the time that
he misses in the morning.

A second participant described contasting experiences during which he was teated

for chronic infections in the earþ stages of his disease. He emphasized the effect of this

initial experience on the presørt visits.
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Whcn I got that treatnent it was an:ø;zng. In other words, witldn horur I was much
better. Within a week I was up and around and so on. So, it is ah - actually, a
siþer bullet kind of treatunent. So that experience was - like - given me a new lease
on life. So that's the positive thing I went into the teaftnent with.

I-ater in the narrative, when describing his feelings about the ûequent visits, this

same participant stated:

... getting back to 1990 when I was in with the pneumonias. The overall aspects
of ... being in hospital is not a ñrn thing and so, I always have that baggage, if you
wi[ from that time. So if I had a choice I wouldnt be within ten blocks of the
þospitall. Just because that reminds me of the time I was very sick. But that's
something I bring with me when I go. But ... thafs somefhing that's agaia just an
experience. But no one can do anything about it. Because its just a matter of being
sick and needing treaûnent. But that aside then, ... since 1990 to now has
slowþ faded, at leas! and now it's a more pleasant experience golng to the
þospitall than it was initialþ.

The feelings described in the first statement are the positive feelings associated with

the participant's expectation of the frequent visits. These positive feelings were based on

the initial experience with the treatment results. The frequent visits were associated with

feelings of well being. This meaning is evident in the statemeirt that the treatnent was "a

silver bullet kind of treatnent". The feelings described in the second statement conveyed

the meaning that the particþant did not perceive this experience to be life enhancing but

rather, a negative experience that influenced the participant's evaluation of in - patient care.

The negative hospital experience can be likened to classical conditioning. The participant

associated visits to the hospital with feeling ill as a result of the ineffectivøress of his

previous treatrnent. The positive effect of the present treaûnent allowed the patient to

reframe his negative experience to one of positivøress.
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A third particþant expressed feelings about the meaning of the frequent visits

which were based on her past experiences with health care. The experiences occurred

within the context of her earþ up-bringing her employmen! and within her married life.

I wasn't afraid because lve bee,n used to hospitals. fve been brought up around
the hospital and doctors so I wasn't afraid ...

The lady relating this description was not afraid of the frequent visits and of

caregivers because as she stated:

Throughout the years we grew up on a sanitarium ... and of coruse, the doctors
through the years ... gew up with us.

This participant worked :¡s an xray technician. Her husband was a medical ofEcer

of health. These experiences reduced any anxiety that may have been associated with

expectations of flre visits.

A fourth particþant described feelings about the first visit which were based on her

minimal exposure to hospitals. Feelinp of anxiety were evident in the description. For this

participant the illness situation was a new experience. This part of the description was

described in a fearftl monotone. The impact of the heaûnent experience and the

particþant's psychological anticþation of the visits are reflected in her staternents.

Im just not accustomed to going for any kind of treatment. Íve nsver been on
drugs. I just have never been sick so this was a very new experience for me. We
have always beør very healthy in my famity ... I'm just not accustomed to - to going
to medical ... I have had bad experiences wift drugs thougtL which gave me a lot of
sfress and side effects which realþ scared me because of what they were doing to
me, and that put a lot a stress on me.
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From this description" it is obvious that this particþant has usualþ been healthy.

However, a short history of illness that required medical attention influenced her

anticipation and expectation of the experimce of the visits. I-ater in the narative, this

partioþant described her perception of hospitals based on her experience as a visitor in

which she expressed a rlislike of hospitals. This perception may have added to her arxiety:

I have nwer appreciated the hospital at the best of times wen though I go and visit
thsre. But I guess ifs just something that I have tn get accustomed to. Im just not
accustomed to going there for anyttring exceptvisiting other people and
encouraging thøn.

The above historical descriptions provide a background from which the frame of

reference within which particþants' descriptions of their experiences are influenced.

Within the descriptions are psychological impressions that have been evoked as a result of

these experiences. These pqychological impressions have evidericed that each participant's

experience has resulted in the anticipation and the expecüation of the frequent visit

experience. Additionally, throughout the descriptions, there is a sense that participants

created an expectancy of the visits that exemplified the extent to which the impact of prior

experiences influenced their perceptions of the caregivers, the care environmen! and the

physioal environment of the frequent visits.

Theme Two: Evaluation of the Dimensions of the Passage of Time During Treatment

Each participant's experimce implicrtþ or explicitly involved an evaluation of the

meaning of the passage of time during treaünent. Evident in the descriptions was that time

had many dimensions. A variety of negative and positive experiences were described.

Time for each participant was experienced \¡vithin a specific context and was based on each

participanfs experience and perception of the teaftnent time. In two of the participants'
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descriptions, the passage of time during treatnent was perceived as time wasted and as a

lost day. In anothsr two descriptions, the passage of time dwing feaünent was viewed as a

psychological adjustment. For these participants, although the treatnent took many hours

to complete, they had "psychologicaþ" prepared for the duration of tho treatnent by

anticþating and planning for the tirne invofued in the treatment. Therefore, the passage of

time during treatment did not evoke arxiety or was it an issue of concern. In three of the

descriptions were statements that implied that particþants perceived the time during

treahnent was analogous to time for self help/supporting others during which participants

either read, rested, or interacted with care givers and other patients.

Time DuringTreatment Described as Lost and Boring

Two participants'described the passage of time during treatment as lost and boring.

Their emphasis was on wasted timc. This perception of tirne indicated tlnt participants'

experiences of theil inactivity during treatment dramatically affected the course of their

lives. The first participant made the following comment:

I guess ... a person just needs a lot of patience to ... be there that long. Itjust seenrs
that the whole day is gone. Cause when I get home, then I just have to hit the bed.
and it just seems like the whole day is shot. It's just ... I haven't accomplished
anything much what Im used to ...

This participant was self employed. implicit in her description is that she was a

very active person who erfoys being busy. She described herself later in the narrative as an

active person and not a "bed ridden Queen". Treatrnent for this participant involved a

procedure of abdominal paracentesis along with intravenous albumin. The restriction

dunng the procedure coupled with her physical status immobilized her and limited her

activity during treatnent. Thus, feelings of boredom and wasted time surfaced. These
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feelings were transferred to the home environment on discharge. The particþant's ability

to perform farnity activities was already impaired as a result of her illness. krability to

perform famity activities as a restrlt of the immediate crippling effects of the treatnent

frnther added to the participant's feeling of boredom and wasted time. As she stated:

... when I have a paracentesis, I am so painfrrl for days on end ... we make the
best of it and we do what we can even if I have to stay in bed."

For the second particrpant, feelings that the passage of time during treaünent was

lost and boring were based on the participant's inability to read and to engage in activities

that would have eliminated the void during treatrnent. She related her experience as:

... just a lost day because you just lie there and it's as boring as heck. Because I
can't read, and if I could read the light is not good enough for me to
read. But you can't have brigþt lights a[ the time.

The participant relating this experience is elderþ and retired. Her vision is

gradually decreasing. Feelings of isolation were evident in this experience as she 'Just lie

there". Also evident is that alternative activities that may have provided an occupation wíth

the passage of time during treatment were not a consideration in the description.

The above two participants who described time during ffeatment as lost and boring

share similarities in their experiences. Both women enjoyed an active work and famity life.

They implied that their inactivity during treatment counter their prefererices to engage in

meaningñrl productive activity.
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Time During Treatment Described as a Psychological Adjustment

Two participants described the passage of time during freaftnent as a psychological

adjusûnørt. They had anticþated the time necessary for freatment, As one particþant

expressed:

I'm nailed to the chair - I'm nailed to that place for about ûve hours. So how I
handle that is a lot up to me. There is not a whole ... lot that the staffcan do. If
you start watching the clock the time is long and so, some of it is psychological
aspect to the heatnent.

This same participant has acknowledged personal responsibility for coping with the

passage of time during treahnent:

What fve done is set up time for the treatmenf and so when I get there, how long
the treatrnent takes, it doesn't matter because lve set that time. And I always bring
reading and paper work. And what fve do¡e is a kind of trick on myself. During
the treatnent I have something that I nwer quite get done until the üeaünørt is
over. So it is ... a gmne I play on myself. And it's very effective because if you
once look at the clock and say when will this be over, you're lost. Because the
infi¡sions drops very slowþ, and ifs awkward ... it takes about... fou and a half to
five hours.

A second participant did not state explicitþ what activities he unployed to cope

with the passage of the time during teatrnent. However, he was psychologically prepared

to cope with the passage of time during treaftnent evidenced by one of his statements.

When asked to comment on how it feels to wait three to four horus for treaünent, he

responded:

Not too bad. I know I gotta be there all along and lve already booked that time off
work, so its realþ no inconvenience. It's okay.
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Time During Treatment Described as Analogous to Self Help/Support of Others

Implicit in three participant's descriptions were ways in which their time is used

during treatnent. Their statønents during the narrative conveyed the notion that they

perceived the passage of time during feaftnent as a time to res! read or to interact with

nurses or other patients. Statements extracted from the three particþant's descriptions such

as "Some days you are up and around more. Some days you lie down", " ... there is no

inteir¡iews and so forth and I just have a place to recoup my bod5l", and "trVelt I can sit

and read now and you're not stopping your reading to be checked ... " srrogest thât within

the treatnent situation, time druing treatnent was utilized by some patients to engage in

leisurely activities.

I-ater in the na¡rative, one particþant described how he interacts with other patients

during the time he is being treated. He spoke of his support to patiørts who are receiving

the same treatment that he is experiencing. He described this as one of his most satisfuing

oxperiences during the frequent visib in the following two statemenß:

... I'm telling thern what's happening to me. They're telling me what's happening to
them. So you have a knowledge of what maybe is going to happen.

There was a gd right across just the last month I was in. She was just starting.
She has a different disease, but it's along the same lines. I was getting the same
medication. So she was asking me how long I was there, and I told her from when
and what was happening with me and she said "olq we[ that - rm tired" and I
says "yes, we[ that happens", "oh ob okay". So you know, there is something
now she knows is not abnorma[ something that goes along with it. It is a little bit
different disease she has, but it's still the same medication, so you still get the same
side effects. I asked her about the headaches, and she said she gets a very mild
one. I said welt that could get a little bit worse if you keep the medication going.
Every month it could get a little bit worse. But I say it nwer gets - with me it nwer
got severe. WeL its a headache - itll last about two days, and I feel ail right. So
it's just something that we talked about with hers and mines. Maybe in the eird it
will help her a little bit....
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The above statements are illustrative of participants'evaluation of the meaning of

the passage of time during featnørt and the ways in which participants cope. Five of the

ssven participants experiørced minimal boredom and anxiety during treatne,nl However,

it should be noted that there is a diffErence in the health status of the two participants who

described time during treatme,nt as boring and as wasted and the health status of the five

particþants who utrlized the passage of time dwing teatrnent productiveþ. These two

participants were limited in their activity during treatrnent as a result of their physical

incapacitation and the nature of their treaftnent; the other participants were physically

indepurdent and not restricted by their treatne,nt. Therefore, the passing of time during

fteatment perceived as boring and wasted was based on the perception of the women's

illness, fteatnent situation and inability to e,ngage in meaningful activities during treatnent.

Theme Three: Feelings That Physical and Emotionat Needs Were Met

Within each participant's description were expressions of feelings ttnt ttreir physical and

comfort needs were met. Particþants expressed these feelings liberalþ and in a variety of

ways íls they engaged in reflections of their experiences. The descriptions included feeling

secure and cared for, feelings of ernotional harmony wifhin the caring environmen! and

feelings that the beatrnent environment was a homc-like community of warmth. The

following examples ale illustrative of the variation in particþants'expressions of feeling that

their physical and ernotional needs were met.

Feeling Secure and Cared For

Statemmts of feeling secure and cared for were relatcd primariþ to specific illness

situations within the context of the frequent visiß ûo ambrlatory care. Participants

perceived that care givers'nursing interactions were within and sometimes exceeded their

expectations of care. Throughout the narrative, particþanß garc examples in which they
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felt confidørt with aspects of the nursing process. These feelings represented their trust

and confidence in care givers that have been acquired from experiences since their initial

visit. They included feelings of certainty that thEir lives were never at risk even when

nurses were faced witfi role complexity th¿t occurred as a result of increased demands

made by other patients.

I have a great deal of confidence and comfort knowing that if something does go
wrong; or if somothing likc that [reaction to the medication] happens, that there is a
complete backup. So you don't have to worry about that. So that's basicalty it. I
get a strong feeling of confidence ûom the staffand attention. So, you know, I
noticed th¿t sometímes when all the beds are filled you are quite busy, but
nwerfheless, you never feel - you're never realþ neglected.

This patient expressing the above feelings experienced an anaphylactic reaction to

the treatnent during a ffeatnent visit in the United States. He expressed the "confidence

and comforf" in knowing that the caregivers have the skills, knowledge, and technological

resource to effectively manage a similar reaction. This feeling is evident in his second

statement.

... tlut's the reason I go to ambulatory care. Because there can be a reaction, and
it can be a serious one, and so I have no worry because I know Im comfortable
with the safety there.

Two particþants reported their meaning of feeling secure and cared for also using

examples of crisis situations. Care givers' actions were remembered in detail and illustrated

their meaning.

... fuid the other treatment of taking care of the patients, ... I remember first time '
this is kind of quite an experience ... I had somç sort of rçaction from the blood,
and I had started shivering after the second pint, and I rernember at that time there
were two nurses, and they really started- they were standing beside me, both sides,
and they were just there giving moral and professional support.
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... I had two bad reactions, and they wø'e right there and sent me down to ICU
one time ... and Dr. [Dr's name] looked after me. Now, they put that filter on for
the blood and it heþs an awfrl lot. I have had no trouble since.

Another participant gave a lengthy description of feeling secure and cared for that

incorporates the emotional and the physical aspects of care. For this participant feeling

secure and cared for meant.

If you're having a bad day it's them being understanding that it's a bad day, and fhis
isn't the way that you normally are, and it's no bþ deal. Just making sure that you
don't wait around for hours before you get hooked up. They ûy to accommodate
you to fit your schedule and just making sure you're comforøble. Some days you
are up and arormd more. Some days you lie down more. Having a blanket thrown
over you when you're þing down. it is really hard to say all the little things that
make the big things go around. But the uniq I have never encountered a hospital
experience as good as the unit has been, and Im just very grateful for the love and
the concern for the patients even though the staffthemsefues are in a very bad
situation.

This patient continued to express feelings that reflected the depth and the breath of

her perception of feeling secure and cared for.

I fèel very fortunate that we have this unit because I realþ have never, never felt
anv pressure by it. It has always been very adapting, and the patiørts isn't just a
number who doesn't know anl4hing. The patient is a human being who has
feelings, who knows something about her or their condition. What they say is
listened to and respected, and I have been amazed at how fast some of the nurses
react if there is a problem. They don't kinda say, you know, "it will go away" or
'just let's wait and see what will happen ". Doctors have been called. They have
been called sometimes a number of times in the same day.

This participant rclaying this description had many frequent visits to amb¡latory

care as well as lvas an in-patient. Thloughout her narrative, dissatisfaction with previous

hospital visits that were related to the treatnent and the caring environment were
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expressed. At the time of this interview, this participant was receiving antibiotic therapy

twice daiþ for three weeks. She sometimes chose to remain on the unit between the

morning and the wening treatrneirts. Wifhin this time she interacted with other patients

and with caregivers. Her daily visits to the unit and the duration of each visit made it

possible for her to describe explicitþ the caring experience.

Feelings That the Treatment Environment is a Home - Like Community

The meaning that the caring øwironment held for some participants were openþ

expressed and was illustrative of participants' adjustment to the unit. The participants used

the word "communit5r", "famiþ", and "home". These words conveyed a sense of rapport

with caregivers and with other patients that represented a home-like environment within the

treaft nerit eirvironment :

... but here its like a community, in other words, like a famity. There is the staft
nurses and so or¡ and thafs sorl of infectious with the patiurts. The patiørts oftur
are good humored and pleasant. So it makes a pleasant time of it.

This particþant continued to describe what he meant by "like a famiþ".

So in that sense, if a patient wants something there are six of us in the room. It's
like a ward, but if somebody needs something they may have to be told : "ifyou
could just wait a minute", but within a minute, somebody is there to help. So it is a
very, very supportive group.

Another particþant summarized his meaning of a home-like community.

... anything it could do better ... right now for me and my experience, I would say'
no. Im getting pretfy good care. Ifs almost like a personal basis. It's like a famih.
So I couldn't think of anvthing offhand to change it to make it any bstter other
than having the pharmacy open earlier in the morning so that I could get outa here
quicker.
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Comments from other participants such as "when I fust came in this time the staffwas all

very friendþ. They made me feel at home" and "it [meeting an acquaintance, a caregiver

on the unitl made me feel at home" widenced that participants' experienced feelings of

comfort and warmth \Ãiithin the caring environment whioh they likened to a home-like

commrurity.

Feelings of Interpersonal Harmony Within the Caring Environment

Feelings of interpersonal harmony within the caring ørvironment were disclosed as

particþants described their experiences of social encounters with care gvers. The key

perception in these descriptions is that particþanß felt that the interpersonal interactions

were important and heþfirl to their emotional well being during the visits. Five participants

expressed their feelings in the following statements. The first participant described his

feelings in relation to the interpersonal interactions of the nurses:

... Ob therv're very friendþ ... you ask for something they get it for you. They're
nice to talk to. Ifs, just nice going there. I have no touble wh¿tsower. Yes, I'm
very happy going there and like other patients that I talk to seem to be very happy
there also. So as far as Im concerned, the treaünent there and the nurses there
are ... doing avery good job.

For another two participants, the greeting interaction is important.

They say "hello, hi N,frs.---you're back again". And I said "yes, rm back again".
And we started bantering back and forth and ifs a happy ... thing. You know, not
happy but it's pleasant ... When I see them and they say, "hi N{rs.---"it makes me
feel good. That's important to me ...

They come ln, and they always greetyoq and theyll kid around withyou and like
for instance, they knew I had a parking ticke! not a parking ticke! a seat belt ticket.
So one of them came out just as I was going and says "make sure you collect your
two hundred dollars before you go to jail". It's just the little jokes ...
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Another two participants relayed experiences of personal encounters in which they

perceived that caregivers weÍe genuinely interested:

... I know like last year, I mentioned that we went to Hawaü. I just mentioned that
Ijust came back from holidays an{ "olL so I heard you just went to Hawaü?"
"Hotry was your visit?" and that. The same thing I went to Toronto ... two weeks
ago, and came in and ... right away he [the doctor] asked me - I went there

[Toronto] to raise some money for our church - "how much monsy you collected?"
and "how is your family?" - I went to visit my father and my brother ... and he
asked me all the questions in det¿il "How did everything go?" So you can feel you
know, kind of proud, you know, that you are not þored.

Well we just don't talk about the illness. You gone on holiday - "how is your
holidays"; Im going on holidays; "how is the lake going" You know, it's - like I
say, ifs a famiþ atmosphere. It's more at home. Instead of going into a ... flap and
wait situation, ... clinical onþ, that's not good. This is more casu"l, more füendly -
it's a better system. I enjoy it better, makes it easier to go, rause if you walk in
there and it's just - okay put the needle in, bang; gotta take your temperahre, goo4
that's it. It's too cut and dry. This is more friendþ. It makes werybody relax a
little bit more.

Participants'interpersonal encounters were related to specific events in which there

were caregivers' and participants'interpersonal interactions. The personal satisfaction

experienced from these encorurters were in addition to the participants' satisfaction with the

professional role of the caregiver. This meant that patients'biographies are woven into the

fabric of the context of the frequentvisits. Interpersonal encowrters were important to the

enhancement of the experience of frequent visits and care givers' interest in partioþants'

personal life conveyed a meaning to the participants that caregivers were concerned with all

aspects of their lives.

Theme Four: Negative Experiences Related to the Frequent Visits

The fourth theme, negative experiences related to the frequent visits, represents a

set of difficulties that the participants experienced with aspects of the frequørt visits. Six of
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the seven particþants' description of the experiørce invofued a negative experiørce. The

negative experience varied for each participant and was dependent on the extent to which

the experience fr¡shated or inconvenienced the participant. In some cases, the negative

experience evoked minimal conccrn and in others, grcat concern. Negativc expericnccs

include waiting time for treatment; feeling shessed with aspects of the visits; discomfort as

a result of thc treaûnent; the inconvenience of parking during the visits; and dissatisfaction

with aspects of nursing care. Some particþants described more than one aspect of

negative experiences.

WaitinÉTime for Treatment

Th¡ee of the participants shared their feelings of frusfrations when waiting for their

treatmsnt to be sstablished.

The only thing is the waiting for the fV nurse to come to put the IV in, and that
seenrs ages before she gets there. It will be ten o'clock. I had to be there by nine ...

... sometimes ... you'll be there 45 minutes waiting for it to come, At one time
they were opening the pharmacy at eight o'clock. Now it's gone to eight thirty. So
that means they open at eight thirty, but sometimes a quarter to nine to nine o'clock
some days before you get your medication up.

So I know that they have very, mâny obligations, and I understand that. But it's
sometimes when you come and have to wait an hour ... before they start you on
something and I could have come an hour later. Now I would appreciate if that
could be rectified but I know sometimes there is an emergency and it cannot be
avoided.

Embedded in the above examples is the notion that participants perceived that, in

some cases, the waiting could have been avoided. They perceived tlut if their visits were

scheduled at a later time, that the waiting time for treaftnent would have been reduced.

Additionally; implicit in the descriptions is the that particþants perceived that there is lack

of respect for their time. This perception is evident in their statements regarding the time
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when they were scheduled for treatnent and the time when they were actually heated, a

situation which appears to be habinnl.

Stress and Discomfort With Aspects of the Treatment

Discomfort related to the treatnent procedure were reported by three participants.

For one partioipant the discomfort included experiencing pain during the procedure and

feeling stressed as a result of traveling to and from the visits (this same participant

expressed her negative experience with waiting time for treatment); for the other two

participants, the discomfort was associated with insertion of the intravenous device that was

a necessary part of their ffeaûnent. For these participants, the experiørce posed a threat to

their comfort during the visits.

... Yes and the pain that I have to bear when I have to have those visits. They keep
me in bed, and Im not a person - Im not a bed ridden queen. I like to be up
and - so it's very hard for me not to be active.

This same participant expressed feelings of stress related to the going back and

forth for treatnent.

Well, it's ... hard to explain, but it ... does put a litfle bit of stress on me to go back
and fotth all the time. I have nwer appreciated the hospital at the best of times
even though I go and visit there. But I guess it's just something that I have to get
accustomed to. Im just not accustomed to going there for anything except visiting
other people and encouraging them.

Discomfort with the intavenous dsvice was often disnessing for a second particþant.

We[ I wish she will come and get it done and over with. Some of them...put it in
and it doesn't hurt at all, and others, it just aches all day. It depends on the grl I
think. Whether she is good at it or she is not. Some are, some aren't.
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låter in the narrative when asked what it felt like to be traveling back and forth for

treatnent this same patient expressed her aversion to intavenous needles. This aversion

may have added to her negative experience "I don't like it because I don't like getting that

darn fV put in".

A third participant discussed probløns with the unsuccessful attempt at insertion of

a peripherally inserted central catheter þic-line) used for some patients who need moderate

to long-term intravenous therapy:

My veins are all now no good. They have to put in a pic-line. The first day
they tried to put in the pic-line-I have never fussed about an inffavenous, but I
couldn't [stand it] - it was so bad I finalþ said "enough! Quit! I'm not having
anlrnore!"

Reaction to the Treatment

Reaction to the treatment represented a different kind of negative experience.

HoIvwer, the participant relating this experiørce acknowledged th¿t the reaction is a

potørtial complication of the treatment. When describing negative experiences during the

frequent visits, this participant st¿ted:

The only negative thing is reaction to the fieatment, which agarin, is something that
can't be avoided or anything done for it.

This participant expiained his meaning of reaction to the treatment as a negative

experience.

In terms of the treatment itse$ within about six to eight hours after starting the
infusions, I have about a two day reaction .... Usually, after the treatmen! Ill sleep
about 12-14 hor¡rs. And - ifs about two days before I can do anything. So I
always say a long weekend starts with my treatrnent. But tlut's a negative side that
I always know is coming wen though I feel not too bad when I go in for an
infusion. I know IVe got that two days recession to go through.
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The Inconvenience of Parking

Difficult-v with parking rvas expressed as a problem by another participant.

Florvever, this was not a major issue of concem. Ofren parking rlifficulty was due to no

available space in long term parking facilities. To find and to use an alternative parking

facility such as public parking meters was not an appropriate choice. Delay in treatment

beyond the anticipated time may have resulted in parking fines. In additiorL searching for

parking availabiliry increased the participant's time away from work and delayed the

implementation of treatment. The cost of parking over a prolonged period was another

consideration in the inconvenience of parking. 'When 
discussing this experience, this

participant described how he solved the parking dilemma:

Well, the onþ problems I did have was with the parking there. I know you had to
park, but I usually get somebody to take me down there, drop me ofi and then I
phoned them when Im finished and they come and pick me up. But no, no there is
no trouble at all to get down there and do it.

Dissatisfaction With Aspects of Nursing Care

One participant described ¡ruo nursing situations that car¡sed her concern: waiting to

be made comfbrtable in bed and an unsanitary act that was perf-ormed by a caregiver in

which she immediateþ voiced her concern to the caregiver.

... there was a couple of days they didn't have time to put my bed up. I had to wait
a long time ... one gave me a pillow that aman had his foot on. I did not
appreciate that and I questioned it and she took it and put a clean pillow c¿u¡e orL so
I thanked her for that. But that has only happened once.

Two participants voiced concerns about waiting for meats/fluids to be served:

Sometimes you have to wait for your lunch till three o'clock - three ttrirty. It's a
little bit too long. I think thøy have forgotten about me but I can understånd ttÉt.

... I think the ( ... ) didn't realþ think I needed to be there too much for a while,
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and for ttre first few days, I didri't get asked if I wanted a drink or anything else. I
thought, "have I done something wrong?". But thsn one day I decided this is
çrary, and I just asked ... for something and after that there was no problem.

Within these descriptions are events in which the participants felt that aspects of

their oare were neglected by caregivers. Also implicit in the description is the partioipant's

feeling that she was responsible for the lack of care. Although the participants voiced their

displeasure about the wents, they were quick to cover up their displeasure. Theìr positive

comments that were associated with the descriptions of the negative experience indicated

that the participants perceived that the situation no longer existed or that they minimized

the extent to which the experience affected them. It may well be that the particþants were

trying to avoid making negative comments about the unit. It is also likoly that negative

experiences were minimized because the research was conducted in the researcher's place

of employment where the participants are known to the researcher. Participants may have

perceived that speaking candidþ about their concerns may have jeopardized their care.

The above examples of participants'descriptions evidenced the negative

experiences that were associated with aspects of the frequørt visits. The meaning that the

experience held for each panicþant ranged from minirnal to great concern and was

dependørt on how the participant defined the negative experience.

Theme Five: Impact on the Qualiff of life

Impact on the quality of life constitutes the fifth theme in the experience of frequent

visits. Each participanfs description invofued conditions of the visits that impact on

dimensions of his or her quality of life. In some cases, the impact was related to alteration

in famity life, alteration in work life, feelings of dependency, and inability to make plans for

the future. Particþants described how they and their signiñcant others coped with the

disruptions that arose within the demands of the frequentvisits.
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Alteration in Family Life

For two women, the themes reflecting alteration in family lifc were based on their

experience of the limitations placed on them and on their famities. The limitations were a

resrft of the illness coupled with the experience of the frequant visits. The first participant

described the difficulty experienced when adjusting to the sudden changes in the famity

situation.

We like to entertain them [her grandchildren] and play games and that ... it's just
come almost to a halt ... unless we do just one or two at a time once in a while. So
it's just that it is such a change of pace that all of a sudden it has just fallen into our
lives unexpected ... so naturally, it does wear you considerabþ; not being able to be
free to do the things that you would like to do with your fami$.

The following two statements were made by another participant. She described the

difüculties encountered as she coped with the activities of daily lirring.

And things fike the laundry is always done, and put away isn't being done. So this
is sort of a lot of frustration in everybody's pot because you're going on for so long,
and then you're right back to it lthe illness situation].

This participant is describing the back and forttr adjusfinent to the illness situation

that she and her family must endure. For this participanf the frequency of the visits are

interspersed with periods of remissions in the chronic illness. During the periods of

rernissions, the palticipant is able to resume the activities of daily living. Family life regains

normality. In periods of crises that necessitate frequent visits to ambulatory care for

teaûnent, family life is once again disrupted. Disruption in famity life was not onþ

experienced within the context of performing household tasks, but also within the context

of family meal time. The participant described sinrations in which the famiþ resorted to

restaurant meals rn'hich the famiþ corld not affiord. Also described are situations in which
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the participant felt concerned that her child's nutritional needs were not met. The feelings

generated from this experience represented the depth of the participants'frustrations with

the time demands of the frequørtvisits.

And sometimes I don't know if some of us even eat ... we were going out to
restaurants when we shorldn't be going out to restaurants. And my son ... doesn't
eat a good brealdast, or if Im not home, he tends not to t¿ke a lunch
(to school), so that means he eats brealdast rareþ and then doesn't eat wrtil he
comes home from school.

Throughout the descriptions, there was a sense that the women relating thc above

examples felt totalþ responsible for what they perceived to be the disarray of the famity

unit. For these women, thoughts about their inability to meet famity demands were the

center of their focus. They appeared to be more concerned about the services they could

no longer provide for their families rather than concerned about the impact of the illness on

their quality of life. Consequently, these women presented an appearance of struggling to

fulfill the demands of daily family life in addition to coping with their incapacitation and

personal difliculties.

Inability to Make Future Plans

hability to make funlre plans is a second impact on participants' quality of life that

participanls found to be a source of difficulty. They shared their feelings of the conditions

of the frequent visits ttrat were directly attributed to their adaptation to the patterning of the

illness and to the frequent visie situation. Additionally, participants discussed a sense of

disruption in their social and personal lives that were situations in which feelings of being

trapped in a decision dilemma surfaced. Three participants shared their experiences. In

the first description the participant described limitations on traveling and plaruring

vacations.
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... I'm essential tied to Wiruripeg. There was a time when I spent two month in
South America or Europe. I can't do that now ...

This same patient continued to describe an svent in which the schedule of the visit made

planning difñcult.

... for example, planning - We [were] going ... to see my mother this montlr, but I
have a treatment in the middle of the montlq and I need those two days, so my wife
was just talking to my sister on the phone: "Well, we can't come that week because
of ... the treatment". So we had to juggle things when we can go and when we
can't go places.

In the following three statements this inability to plan vacafions is further described.

Feelings of ambivalence and personal discomfort by intentionally missed treaûnents in

order to accommodate personal preferences for the particþant and famiþ arc atissue:

Sometimes it [the frequent visits] cuts into your plans a little. That makes it a little
tough ... Im cheating this time myself. ... I would say that ... is probably the one
that bothers me most. It's having to go a little bit longer so that I can do something
that I want to do.

wcll technically, rm due to go in for an infiæion right in the middle of my wife's
holidays. So that would mean that I would have to come in from the lake. So what
Im doing, which I shouldn'! Im posþoning it onc week longer. Im going to go
five weeks this time instead of four. I take a chance by going the one week longer,
but Im doing it so that I can go to the lake for two weeks wittr my wife.

... Welt I guess it does kinda make you a little bit sfressed because Im worried I'm
going to get sick because Im making it go a little longer. But theq I don't want to
split the holidays in the middle to come in for it. &rd ... it happens a few rimes a
year, about three times .... Chdsfinas time is a bad time tying to figure it into your
holidays. Where I work, they shut down for the one month. I try to get ... the
infi.lsion as close to the shut down date so that I don't have to come back in on my
holidays to get the next one. We shut for one montfu so I ûy and get it ... the day
the shop shuts down, I get the infr¡sion so that the day Im going back I get the next
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one.

Feelings of frustration associated wittr inability to make future plans were also

exprcssed. The fiusftafions are intensified when the spouse's and chfdren's life course are

disrupted by the demands of the treatment process. The following statements express this

aspect.

It fiustrates me that it affects - the inconvenience affects not only me. It affects my
husband" it affects my son, The inconvenience - you can't plan very much. Most
of lhe time, I wouldn't even plan a week ahead because you don't know

I am frustrated because its not something that you share and that's it. It's something
that is not going to get better, it's going to get v/orce. It's something that isn't - you
can't say, "we[ I've had the treatment this is it now, we can start planning again,
we can start doing what most families do." You know, that isn't the case. You
know that youll just start getling involved in something and bang you don't know
how long you're going to be involved.

Feelinqs of f)ependency on Others and on the Treatnlent

Participants' qualitv of life also rvere affected by thoughts of dependency on the

treatmeirt and on others such as f'amilv members and caregivers. Famiþ members were

invofued prirnarilv with the transportation of participants to and from the r,isits. The

following examples from five of the participants'descriptions reflect the various meanings

of dependency and participants' feelings of dependency.

But ... for me, it's a bit of a trauma ... not because of people, it's just going for
thempy, and I can't do any other things that I would like to do with the famiþ or do
my o\4n work at horne. I have to depend on other people which has been very
difficult for me. I have aiways helped people. I have er{oyed heþrng people. I
like to be a server rather than to be served.

Welt my sister would bring me in and she'd see that I was in good hands, and then
she would lea\¡e, and then they would phone her when I was ready to go home,
and she would come and get me. she would take me up in a wheelchair. she
would come to the admitting office with me and have me admitte4 and ltake]
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me up in a wheelchair.

Dependency associated with the perrnanence of the treatment was reflected in the

following staternents.

... and I think since this is a long term care - I ha're to go through û'ansfisions
wøy four weeks, the overall feeling is one of permanence. In other words, ifs not
like, maþe we wouldn't be here next time. So there is the confidence in it as well.

This same participant summed up his meaning of dependency on the treatrnent as he

stated:

The visits only remind me of the need for the treatnent. So it isn't the people but it
is ... dependency on the treatrnent. I don't know if that makes it fair, but there's
nothing, there's nothing you can do about it because I just have to do it.

In this next example, not having a choice is notable. The link between the visits

and the frequent visits was perceived to be an extension of the participant's life.

Welt once you know there is not much choice - either to take tansfusion, and
there is nothing so I have no choice to go there. And ... the feeling I ... get
sometimes - if you have a choice. In my case I didn't have a choice, and ... either
you have to visiq or ... not ... go ... and I want to get extension to my life ... so
that's why I sort of went along lvith the doctor's. recommendations

Underþing these statements from the participants'descriptions is the notion that

dependency on the tleatment and others are intrusive thoughts that coexist urith thoughts of

the treatment situation.

Alteration in Work Life

How participants managed the frequent visits in the context of their work was

depurdent on how flexible they were allowed to be in their working environment. The

effect of the visits on participants' work life had varied meanings for each participant.
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They included planning visits arorurd working hours so th¿t missed work time was made up

later : missing wages because of missed hours from work to accommodate the visits; and

feelings of being oshacized at work a"s a rçsult of frequent absenccs from work that were

nccessary whcn thc participant rcquirËd trcatrncnt. Thc following participanæ' rcsponscs

illustrate the differences in the work related experiences:

I plan such a way that I have to take on Friday and I have Saturday and Sunday
ofi so in ttnt way, I rebook my se$ and in case of any sorf of infection, or some
other - let's say, fwer or something like tha! so then Im back to normal after the
weekend.

I usually go in the morning around nine o'clock in the morning usually on a
Wednesday of that week. I leave work to do thaq and I don't have no problems at
work. The reason is tirat I make my time up. I either work later or start earlier and
it usually takes betweeri three to four hours for the whole treafinent.

For the above two participants, the rescheduling of work hours to accommodate the

visits was not perceived to be stressfrrl. Particþants were able to combine the treaûnent

visits wittt their work life. Howwer, two other participants expressed their experiences of

the impact of the visits on their work in terms of financial loss due to missed ho¡rs û.om

work and feetings of being punished by the particþant's ernployer for frequent absences

from work.

... Ytlu lose work ... I lose a day's pay by coming in. That sometimes bothers
me. You know, when you're short of dollars a few times in a year and you got to
lose it because of the illness. But ... I guess, over the years ... you kinda mellow a
little bit on it" ... you take it as a fact of life and go on from there.

It's the ... interference with work ... you miss and you don't get the same teatnent
at work. I was treated like dirt at work because she þer employerl knew I was a
good worker, she didn't want me to go, but she would hold it ov€r my head because
I had missed this day or that day or this time. And even if you point out to thern
welt I haven't missed every weekend, they have it on you that you missed and that's
it, and that's the same with my husband's job. You can put in as much extra time as
you wanf but if you take offtime on a regular basis it goes against you.
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This participant continued to express thoughts about how doctors blindty make

arrangements for visits without consideration of patients'personal lives:

Doctors continue to arnaze me. I think it's because they are so busy they have no
idea what a regular lifb involves. And they know how much times they see you,
they know how many doctors they send you to, they know how many times you're
sic( but they don't always put it together in how it affects your working life, your
family life, and you as a persion. And my doctor is a very understanding rnan. ...
when he has been called, he has always been fhere. If he's in the city he - I couldn't
ask for any better treatment. I still get tustrated because I don't think he realizes
how employees react to somebody with a long-term condition. If you have a short
term condition like a hysterectomy, we[ thafs fine.

The above experiences illustrated the meaning of alteration in work life for each

participant. The impact on work life appeared to be dependelrt on fhe particþants' ability

fo alter the work conditions to meet the frequent visit scheclule, how well the participants'

economic status is affected by the loss of wages that resulted ûom missed hours from

work, and ernployers'tolerance of ernployees who have frequent absences from work

because of illness. There is also the notion that doctors who are ananging visits for

patients show insensitivity to the patients'personal agendas and the impact of their

insensitivity to the patients' quality of lfe.

wnl--.le the impact of the frequentvisits on the participanfs'quality of tife carinot be

exactþ the same for each participan! the descriptions of the experiences have illustrated

that several factors associated with ttre fiequent visits impact on patients' quality of life in

similar ways. These include the interactions of caregivers as they relate to the frequurt

visits schedule an{ consequentþ, to the patients'famity life, work life, and social tife in

terms of funue planing; the û'eaftnent itself as a source of dependency since it is viewed by
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the particþants as their means to survival; and the participants'famity and persolral ability

to adjust to the dynamics of the ûequelrt visits situation.

Theme Six: Thoughts about the Disease and the Treatment in the Context of the
Visits

Most particþanß' descrþtion of the eryerie,nce invoh¡ed troughts about the disease

progression and the effectiveness of the treatne,lrt.

Thoughts About the Progression of the Disease

In most of the descriptions there was a sense únt participane'thougbb were

focused on questioning the fr¡tr¡re of their disease. A major concern for one paaicþant

who had beeir receiving treatneirt for 14 ye¿ns w¿rs that his disease had progressed, as had

been predicte( to a maligtancy. Intn¡sive thoughß about the disease outcome was

constantly in his awareness dr¡ring the frequørt visiß.

It's not going to gct bettcr, and over the years - even in'78 whcn I was diagnosed
with it at that time, they said I am susceptible to þmphoma. They told me that.
From 1978 r¡ntil'93, or actualþ '94, I didnt have it, but ifs always in üre back of
your mind. And now I har¡e þmphoma. so, you know, for 14 years you kinda
think about it, and you don't try ûo think about it, but eriery once in a while it comes
and just pops inø yoru head, ærd you know, youte þing there and you're getting
your infrrsion and youhe tltinking well, you know, whafs going to hap'pe,n nexq ...
úris is a chronic fhing; you have to har¡e it for the rest of your life ...

This part of the description was delivered in an emotional tone with the indication

that the particþant had many concenu about the disease outcome. Througþout the

descriptioq the particrpant had a facial e¡pression of re*ignation Howwer, despite his

deteriorating health status, he maintained a positive auitr¡de as wÍrs reflected in his

statement uBut lve come to a point now where fve decided ru fight this. ...n Finalþ fre

dreaded prediction had become tn¡e. There wÍ¡s no tonger any uncertainty to fear md he
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$ttÏ fight the dissase and hang on to life. This next pæticipart has insight ürat his disease is

incurable. He e¡pressed gratitude for úre improwme,nt in his condition and hope for the

futue. He perceived fhe üeatment as life saving and described the limitations,

opportunities, and courage derived from the exûension to his life that is atrorded him by the

treaEnent.

Well, I guess ¿ts you know, üris disease, we know there is no cu¡e. I gr¡ess it is omty
to sort of extend your life because I sort of ¡ead some bool$ on this, and thafs what
it is. But I tttittk that úis support of professional heþ from doctors and hospitals, I
think cach day exfends my life. I thank God weryday, in the morning when I wake
up I thank God flrat Im seeing one more day, and in ... that wa¡r, I feel hap'py and
so far, like I say, in the past five years - who knows? maybe another fifreeir or
twenty years?

Thoughts About the Treatment

Fo¡ some particþants, there was a perception that the teafinelrts were temporary

means to a[eviatc the synrptoms of the disease. They were aware that the disease would

progress to a point where surg€ry may become necessary. Other particþants perceived

fhat the preselrt treatnent was the only treaûne,nt for their disease, and that treaünent

worfd be life long. Within particþants' descriptions were expressions of rurcertainty about

the fuu¡re:

The onty oûer thing they cm do is surgery, and nobody wants ûo do the surgÊry
because Im in congestive heart faihue. I had a mitral vafue replacerrient in 1934
and all I get short of breath on exertion. So they are teating ürat as well so they
can proceed ... ûo operate, to find out where üris bleeding is coming fronr- So
when ttre blood drops, they send me in for a tansfi¡sion.

Uncertainty about the treaûneirt effectiveness is rcflected in the following

particþanfs emotional description of her ifness situation.

It is frt¡stating because wely time you come in ... this might be the last time
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before they have to do surgery ... I seem to react to more and more of the
drugs. I mean a couple of times I was realþ sick ... Lung surgery isn't as

uncommon as it used to be, but lung surgery is hurg surgery. You don't
feel happy about it and as long as I have a spot on my lung, I'm golng
to get infected.

ln the above examples participants described the pervasive intrusions of thoughts

about the progression of the disease and about the adequacy of the treatment. These

thoughts occurred within the context of the frequent visits and coexisted with participant's

uncerlainty and questioning about future care.

Theme Seven: Evaluation of the Care Environment

Most participants' descriptions involved thoughts that reflected an evaluation of the

general contexl of the visi*. These thoughts were expressed in many different ways. They

included a positive evaluation of the care environment and of the care givers; thoughts

about luture visìts related to the illness trajectory; and thoughts about desired changes that

participants believed would improve the quality of their frequent visit experiences.

Carinq fÇnviron ment. and Care gil'ers Evaluated Positivel]¡

'I'ho care envilorunent and the caregivers were evaluated positively by atl

participants. Feelings about particþants'phvsical. emotional, and interpersonal care were

summarized in the following statements:

I think the experience of the ambulatory care is a very positive one. The süaff are
very helpful and very attentive to the needs we have. The thing is, that IVe noticed
both myself and other patients are very well teated. The only thing I would add,
and I mentioned earlier as well. and that is that a lot of problems that I may have or
not have is nothing to do with you. It is a pleasant surrounding; it's comfortable
... but as far as what the stafflcan do in a positive way, I ttrink it's 99 percent done.

So I think that covers most of the things that I have to say about it. It is a positive
experience. It worls well.

I think the attitude there - even all the patients, just talking to thenr, they say "it's a
good - this is not a bad place to go". Now, compare to some places in the hospita!
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it's - it's not a bad place to be. You have to be there, it's not bad. Other than that, I
thinlq that's all I can say on it.

Well, I fèel very important and let's say', when the patients ... require assisúance or
when the scrvice is available. ... I think they sort of treat you properþ. In other
words, I feel that if somebody visits there, it's not annoying ... and I'm quite huppy
with the way the unit is run.

The following two statemenfs were made by one participant who described her

reluctance to seek medical attention in illness crises until her condition was critical.

Additionally, she expressed appreciation for the presence of an ambulatory care facili¡v that

meets her psychological needs more than an in-patient facility.

We[ it cerüainly encourages you to go and get treaúnent when you need it. There
have been lots of times I just haven't gone in until you collapse or something,
because you just don't want to be anyrvhere ncar a hospital.

I feel very forfunate that we have this unit because I really have never, never feit
any pressure by it. It has always been very adapting, and the patient isn't just a
number who doesn't know an5'thing. The patient is a human being who has
feelings, who knows something about her or their condition. What they say is
listened to and respected and I have been amazed at how fast some of the nurses
react if there is a probløn. They don't kinda say, you know, it will go away or just
let's wait and see what will happen. Doctors have been called. They have been
called sometimes a number of times in the same day.

r Another particþant succinctly summarized his thoughts about the care environment
:

, "f would say it is very excellent care ... I have no complaints".

, Included in the above evaluations of the context of the care environment are

I parficipants' perception that other patients also evaluated the care environment positiveþ.

To include other patients'perceptions of the environment conveys the impression that

participants were validating their positive evaluation of the caring environment.
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Desired Cllanges

Three parficipants expressed their desire for changes relating to the frequent visits

¿rnd their care, These changes were not always explicitly stated but the meanings were

refiecieci in ûheir descripiions. One pafricipani identified ¿ need for three changes: 1) a

different treatrnent schedule, 2) patients to be better informed about the treatment that they

are receiving prior to its administration, and 3) measures that will reduce waiting time for

treatrnent. The two other participants also expressed their desire for measures to reduce

waiting time for treaünent.

I think the nurses maybe, when somebody is first starting some of this treatment
could explain some of the side effects that could happen to them. Not necessary
that it is go-g to, but this cor¡Id happør. Maybe not rigþt away, but down the line
this can develop. And then when it does, the person doesn't worry that there is
something golng wrong.

This patient explained how he derived inform¿tion about the medication that he

was receiving for 14 years.

... you see, I ... just took the pamphlet up and I started reading it, and that's where
I found out that this can cause you to get headaches and that you can get chills
from it, you can get fatigue ... it's in the pamplrlet that comes with it. But this was
only a couple of years ago that I read the pamphlet. When I started having some
more-like little things were just starting - really differen! so then, that's when I
pulled the pamphlet out and I read iq and ot¡ we[ okay, these are things that are
going to come - oh welt if that's how it's going to be, that's okay then.

This participant emphasized this lack of information giving several times during the

interview. This indicated the importance of being informed to the particþant.

Additionalþ, during the interview, this participant erplained why a different fieafrnent

schedule would benefit him.

Over a year I lose thirteen day's wages in a year. Because of the foru weeks, it
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works out to thirteen days or fifteen days, that I lose in the year. If you could
change the hours or something and have mÊ come in the wening to get it instead of
duing the day it would heþ.

This example shows that the treatnent schedule impacts upon the particþant's work and

his finances. The following statements relate to the desire for changes that participants

believe will reduce waiting time for treatrnent.

.. it's running good for me right now - the way it seems now. If they could
improve pharmacy, good.

... But ... sometimes when you come and have to wait an hour ... before they sfart

' you on something and I could have come an hour later. Now I would appreciate
if ... that could be rectified ....

The only thing is the waiting for the fV nurse to come to put the tV in and it seems
ages before she gets there. It will be ten o'clock. I had to be there by nine.

:

, The above statements porhayed participants' meanings of change with aspects of
,j

. the frequent visits. The waiting time for teatment as prwiousþ noted was one source of

, negative experience. When waluating the care environment, time surfaced within the

: participants' descriptions of aspects of desired changes. Consequentþ, participants'

' descrþtions of time overlap in both thernes. Some complaints that were related to time

, seems to be just waiting whereas, others had valid reasons such as waiting to get started by

' the fV nursc or for the pharmacy to be opened. These changes were important to

, Participant's pqychological and financial adjustment within the context of the frequent visits.

Additional Themes

Two themes that were not included in the most common themes because they were

not pafi of most particþants' descriptions are : 1) an expressed desire for famiþ

inr,olvcment and2) perceived threat to care. The forcefirlness and emphasis with which
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these perceptions were expressed by the participants conveyed the importance of the

meaning for them.

Expressed f)esire for Family Involvement

One participant who has been making freque,ntvisits to ambulatory care for many

years spoke about his wife's and two sons' reluctance to be involved in his experience of the

frequent visits. He athibuted his family's apparent disinterest as their way of coping with

his disease, their uncertainty of the future, and their fear of being afflicted with the disease.

Two in-depth st¿tements are illustrative of his thoughts about his wife's and sons'lack of

involvernent:

... the famiþ, the wife - well, I would sa5 she knows what fve got, but I never
reaþ expiain too much to her. She ner¡er comes to the hospital. She hates the
hospitals. So I just don't encourage her to come. I guess I should, to show her
what goes oq but she doesn't want to come, ... She has never been to [the unit].
She went to [the one before] rvhen I was there back then 1n'78. When I first rvent
fu¡ she went once; and in 14 years, she has never been in since. So - the only time
she does come to the hospital is when I was in on the ward, when I had my spleen
out. She came then but that was it. I think if she seen the systeffL shell probabty
settle down a little bit, cause I think it does bother her, but we don't talk al¡out it
beçause she doesn't want to talk about it.

... The boys, they're the same. They hate the hospitals. They won't go. ... And
they worry about it, but they won't talk about it either. So I pretty well just keep it
to myself ... when they told me that I had lymphom4 well thør. I had to try to
explain werything to them. ... But still, they wouldn't even come to the Cancer
Foundation to look around there either - they don't want to see that either, so I just
do it. But I don't know how I could change it either, you know, cause they just
don't want to go in ... they're afraid to, welt especially the boys. I think ... th"y
figure thel'might catch it too. See, the youngest one just went in and got tested for
the same thing that I have. It turned out that he's all right so now he's happy. But
he was pretlv down there for a quite a while, because he wanted to talk to me but
he didn't know how. I tried to explain to him what goes oq but I finalty got him
into the hospital to be checked. Thi^s is as far as I could get. At least he was all
righq so he doesn't have to go bach but trying to get him there was a job. ... I think
it's putting more pressure on them, more stress on them than they would need
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because I think if they come and see what actually goes on, it would ease their
minds, but how do you make a person do that? You know, it's hard. They're-
they're just as happy, I think, right now, to let it ride. Because if they don't know, I
guess, they figure it's not going to hurt thefiì, but I think it would help them in the
end. But to get them to come, I think, I wouldn't want to do that...it's been a lot of
years now and I can't get them to come ...

The above lengthy statements \ryere expressions of the personal family stress that

this participant experienced simultaneousþ with coping with his illness. Within his

descriptions is the desire for family involvement in his illness situation. Furthermore, there

was a sense that this participant was unable to express conditions of his illness and the

frequent visits within the context of the famity. His thoughts about the progression of his

illness and uncertainty of filrther treaünent are kept to himself. This shared experience is

significant since it was evident from the descriptions that involvement of the f.mily would

help the paficipant maintain a more positive and meaningfirl perception [of his family in

the context of his illness ¿md the frequentvisits] and content with the burden of suffering

with this chronic condition.

Perceived Threat to Care

In this second theme, perceived threat to care, the participant spoke of her concerrn

about the possibility of her home intrar¡enous program being dcleted or available only at a

cost to the recipients. She also spoke about hospital workers' conversations concerning job

insecuriff that she or.erheard during her treafrnent visits. The relevance of this concern to

the er'perience of frequent visits for this participant lies in the possibility of increased visits

to ambulatory care in the advent of the deletion of this home program. As welt threat to

the quality of her frequent visits is anticipated because of hospital's staffinsecurity about

theirjob sin¡ation:

welt you listen to the government and they say, "put more home care irq get
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people out of the hospital." But in fac! they cut home care. Thel'have cut
services in home care. At úhis point they are in the midst of changing the whole
home fV program. and this will affect me greatþ. In Toronto, we couldn't go on
home fV, because r,r,e had to pay for the drugs - when I was on home r\¡ so th¿t
meant I hacl to go in the hospital when I was on. Ilere, if I'm on home intravenous,
I still have to go in the unit for a while, but therq I can do it at home. But I don't
have to worry about the cost of it. ... And if they change the whole program when
they are preaching put home care in, get people out of the hospital. Welt if they
put somebody else in charge of the whole intravenous progranL then long term
patients are the ones that will suffer. 'We 

have hoped that we can live a half decent
normal life. I've gone to work with a pic - line in, fve gone to work with a hep-lock
in and then giv'e the medicine when I got home. But if they muck around with this
progt'am, it's going to be the long-term patienæ again who take the bulk of the
funding cut.

In regards to ntrses' conversations about their job situation this participant stated:

You can feel the tensicn because - the nurses that go for coffee with each other,
thel, den't knon¡ if their.iob is going to be taken away by that same nurse the next
da1' or the next week. It's nol that they ... are miserable or anyttring but you just
can't hclp picking it up. People coming from another unit, what are they talking
about? they are talHng rbouf sornebody being bumped. It doesn't matter what unit
it's coming fi'om. V'4refhsl it's the ñ' nurse, whether it's a tech. ... like aids,
attendance pushing the stretchers. nurses from other floors, ),ou're hearing the same
thing all the time.

Embedcled in the above descriptions are the particþant's fears of losing more of her

indepcndence. Important to this pariicipant is the opportunitv to engage in self - caro, an

experience during rvhich thc parlicipant perceived life as meaningfirl. The meaningfulness

extends to the importance of being able to work clespite coping with thc trÊatment and the

limit¿tions of the disease. A feeling of desponclence pervaded the experience of

uncertainty and is associated with thoughts about increased frequent visits, a situation that

may pose additional diffìculties for her and for her family. The patient also shows concern

f-or the potential rcduction in hcalth care workers and for nurses' job insecurities as a result

of budget constraints which mâ¡z ¿6n'.r.ely affect the environment of the frequent visits.
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The additional themes ¿re the unique experiences of two i¡divid,ralc associated with

the frequent visits. Each of these experiences are meaningful for the participants as

cvidenced by the depth of dctail in their descriptions. Thc meaning of thcse experiences

appear to be that the participants perceived that they are not achieving the family and

health care support which they value within the context of the frequent visits.

Summary

This fourth chapter has presented the analysis of ser¡en individuals who frequently

visit an ambulatory care department for treatment of their cluonic rtisease. This analysis

demonstrate that the participants defined seven dimension of meanings related to their

experiences. Participants defined the meaning of frequent visits by reflecting on the history

of their illness which, for these participants. formed the basis for what thev anticipated and

expected within the context of the fi'equent visits. Particþants defined the time spent

within the lrequent visits as an imporfant dimension of the visits. However, it was evident

from the participants' descriptions that the time during treatment had various mearrings.

This variation in meanings determined the way in which participanrs perceived the

importance of time and determined ways in which participants coped with the passage of

timc during treatmcnt. Participants defined the meaning of the fiequent visits based on

theil perception of the care provided a¡rd of the caregivers. They assessecl whether the care

met their emotional, physicaf and interpersonal needs.

Tlu'oughout the descriptions, therc was the notion that participants felt that their

interpersonal needs were just as important a-s their physical and emotional needs. When all

tlree needs were satisfied, participants felt that care providers promoted a home-like

environment within the caring environment which included care givers, study participants,

and other patients. Another meaning that particþants derived from the frequent visits were
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negative experiences with aspects of the frequent visits. Sir of the seven participants

described a negative experience. For most of these participants, the negative experience

was not a major conÇern. The meaning of impact on the qulity of life also was identified

\Ã/ithin the contex-t of the fiequent visits. For some participants. the impact on their family

life, discomfort from the ûeafrnent that limited participants' activities, and the impact on

their work lifè were sources of stress or frustration. Finally, participants evaluated the

gøreral context of the caring environment. They expressed their thoughts about the care

givers, the care environmenl and about desired changes with aspects of the visits.

Throughout the descriptions, there were a number of similarities and differences in the way

in which each participant derivecl the meaning within each dimension of their experience.

This variation reflected the unique experience of each particþant in living with his or her

specific disease. Chapter five will present a discussion on the findings of the study,

implications for nu'sing, future researclq education and the limitations of the study.
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Chapter X'ive

Discussion of Findings

The anat¡isis of descriptions of data from patienß who frequelrtþvisit an

ambulafory care deparünent for therapeutic teatnent of a chronic disease has resulted in

the description of the meaning that the experience hold for the particþants. Each

particþant views the frequent visits experience in üe context of his or her illness and the

caring efivironmeNrt. Thus, different perspectives about the experiences are gained.

From the dat4 the rescarcher concluded that ûe meming of the froquerú visits iß

broad and encompasses rnÍmy dimensions that result in the therne categories. The common

theme catcgorios are related to: 1) atr historical bacþrormd of üre illness leading to the

frequeirt visiß, 2) erraluation of the dimeirsions of the passage of time during treaünent, 3)

feelings that comfort and emotional needs were met, 4) negative experiences relatcd to the

frequent visits, 5) impact on the quality of lifg 6) üroughts about the disease ærd the

treatnsnt in the oontext of the visiß, and 7) s\r¿tuation of the contoxt of the care

environment. In additiorL two theme categories desire for farnily invoh¡ement and

perceived thrcat ûo carc are unique cxperiearces for two particþants. These meanings werc

expressed as particþants moved throrgh the initial experience of their illness and teaünent

to the expcrience of ttreir frequent visits to cars. This chapær prtscnts a

discrusion of the fudingÞ as they relate to the liter¿ture and ûo the resea¡cheds perspective,

implications for ruusing practice, nursing cducatiorq and futurc r€$€arch. Similaritics in thc

experiences of patienß wtro make frequentvisits for a chonic ilkress with those who make

single visit for acute procedures and a concluion of the research interpretalions are

preseirûed also.
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An llistoricat Bacþmund of Illness Leading to the Frequent Visits

Experiencas of thç chronic illness teading to üre frequeirtvisits are conrmon among

the descriptio'ns of all particþants. This fnding supports úre litcranre ftat fte livod

ex¡røience of an indiviú¡al is primariþ detsnrined by the individr¡al's history which forms

the basis of his or her experiences (CItang 1980; Oiler, 1986; Pascoe, 1983; Van lvlanenU

1991). Embedded in e:rperiences are meanings that stßm from the individr¡al's existence in

the world (Oiter,l986). Thus, an individr¡al €nfsring a hospital may base his or her curreirt

judgment of care on prior e¡perienceg char¿ctcristics, and attiudes towards lhe care

provider ærd the care facility (Obrcst, 1984).

h ftis preselrt study, it is discrvr¡ered ürat the participanß' expuiurce of frequant

visiß is determined by üreir prior experiences of heatth care. In addition to the preseirt

context of the visiq particþanß' perceptions of their ilkress and experie,nce with other

health care contn'bute to the definition of their experieirces. This historical bacþround not

onþ forms the basis from which particþanß judge the care providers and fhe care

eirvironment, but the historical bacþormd provides the researcher with a way of

mdersanding the differences in üre particþants' e¡periences. Fr¡drermo¡e, as Lubkin

(1990) conûe,nds, in chronic illnesq the patienß'muhiple hospital experiences give them a

fuller sense of their disease, its management, and progression. Since patienb'biogrryhies

arc an integal part of üreir history, wiürout an awaremess of patients' experieirces a¡rd

biogrqhies, inadeErate care may resr¡lt. It is important for nurses to lisûen to patients'

opinions and reflections about prior healrh services as thes€ are svaluations of the

effectiveness of nursing cme. Determining patients'preferences and expectations of

cun€rit care could lead to op€n commtmication betr¡ree,lr the nr¡¡se and the patielrt in

dÊcidfutg on expectations of care that cor¡ld be met or those that re r¡nrealistic.
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Evaluation of the Dimensions of the Passage of Time During Trcatment

Prticþanß assþedvarious meanings ûo the pass4ge of timc e¡ring fiçaüncnt.

The diffe¡ent meanings ûo üre passage of time suggest ürat participants' perceptions of the

passâge of time emerge or¡t of their awareness of the signiñcance of their time spe,nt dr¡ring

teaftne'n! how they define time, and how they cope with the passage of time. This finding

fits well wittr other studies that rwealed time to be an importart factor in chronic ilkress

siu¡ations (Shields, Morriso'n, & IIart, 1988; Thibodeau, lgg3). Time was found time to

be a factor in the sûrdy conducted by Shields and his colleagues (19S8) regrding

consumcrs' satisfaction on a psychiatrio rurir These researchers for¡¡rd that how time was

spent drring the hospitalization period was a factor in patients' satisf,action. Feelings of

boredom when patieirts were not actively invoh¡ed in ueanneirn was one sor¡rce of

dissatisfaction. Thibodeau (1993) studied the experience of an adult child who assumed

live in care for a parent and uncor¡ered ftat time was an important dimension in chronic

illness situåtions. Time was either a factor that resulted in increased elrergr levels for the

carwiv€r (if conditions of the livo in siu¡ation in¡ohrcd shrcd responsibilities of household

tasls) or a compoÍtelrt of stsess (if the responsrlbilities were not shared). Stress and reduced

erieqs/ lercls were a resrft of the increased demands on the cæegilæds time ûo meet the

denrarids of fhe sin¡ation

Pafienß having oontrol over rarious aspects of their teafrnent as it relates ûo time

was very importurt Those patianfs vúo frrd it difficult to cope wiûr fie passage of time

during treatnent are not in conhol of ürcir siûatioru They are resticûcd either biologicalty

(decreased vision) or pþsically (inability to be anrbr¡lant becar¡se of üreir physical

incapacity or confned beca¡¡se of the nâture of tlre teafinelr! such as, having an

abdominal paracentesis or six hor¡rs of IV ther4y) from engaging in activities ürat üey
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perceive would utilized the time during treaûnent' (reading, walking aroun( watching

television). Those participants who are concerned with the passage of time during

heafrnent but are able to manage the passage of time effectiveþ (able to walk around,

read or work on projects that are brought in for the purpose of absorbing time) feel they

are in control of the sin¡ation It is likely that úrose particþants who were prepared for the

duration of the time druing keatnsrit are exhibiting a hþher ler/el of seffcarc and personal

responsibility for the time involved in the treaûnent than those who were not. In view of

this differsnco nurses need to promote the abilities of those patienß wtro æe not prepared

to manage their treaûnent time effectiveþ and assist them in making choices ftat wilt heþ

fill the void during treafinent. For example, having a volunteer sit and talk wiür the patiørt

during treatnent or a famiþ member accompany the patient may be options. As well,

information to patienß ttrat will make them understarid ftat some nEJatiw

experiences (being confined to bed dwing an abdominal paraceirûesis) æe rnravoidable may

increase their tolerance of the teafinent time. Thr¡s, particþanfs psychological stahts,

physical stattu, and their ability to influence use of the teaüne,lrt time are importart

consideræions in their pelception and description of the meaning of the passage of time

during treatnent.

These aspeoß of meanings of time are important ûo an rmdeætmding of dre feÆlingÊ

ttrat patients experience and the strategies they employ to cope with the passåge of time

duing treatrnent. Important consideration to these findings must be acknowledged in

nurses'plan of care. Care givsrs may not consider the time during treatne,nt to be

important to the experience of living with a chronic illness in wtrich frequentvisih are

associated. Yet this study found that all of üre particþants reported experiences in dealing

with the time during üeaftnent or how they perceived the passage of time. Robeæon

(1992) and Lubkin (1990) point out there is difference in cæegivers' ærd patie,nts'
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perceptions of illness siû¡ations. The evatuation the patienß'time spcnt úrring teafinent

should be an important aspect of nursing. The support of caregivers, their

aoknowledgme'lrt, and thçir implementation of mçasures aimçd at considering thc effect of

wh¿t time means for the patiørß cot¡ld improrie time demands in chronic illness situations

(Thibodeau, 1993).

Feelings That Physical and Emotional Needs Were Met

Particþanß'percqltions of their phyæical and errotional needs being met suggest

that, atthoryh particþants find that there are aspects of the frequentvisits that are not

synchronized wift üreir psychological status, they feel ttrat ûreir physical and emotional

needs are met. lvfany particþants beliwe that aspects of caregirrcrs'interactions har¡e

enhanced ttrcir quality of life in the context of üre frequeint visits. Wiftin particþmts'

descriptions, the feelings that plrysical ærd emotional needs are me! 4ppetr to be the bridge

betwoeri their preferences, their expeotations of care, and ttre caregivers'interactions. As

ObErst (1984) and l{andþ (cited in Blancett, Lggz)theorized, patients have prior

knowledge about what they cxpect of professional care. This knowledge not onþ eirablcs

patiørts to define their care, but also to iderÍiÛ/ their need for care. Thus, patienß hold

expectations of the outcome of their care, caregivers'inûeractions, and the óynamics of the

heatth care erivironme,lrt. These factors are lhe basis fimn which ca¡e is er.l"atuat€d Erith

respect to the degree to which it meets patieirts'needs and expectations.

Particþants spoke of specific nursing interactions in which caregiriers provided

phYstcal, sociat and emotional sup'port In discussing fhis experie,nce, specifically

imporfant to the participants was the feeling of comfort which is ddved from within fhe

care eirvironment and which is cenüal ûo the experielrce. From these findings the

researcher concluded that when care meets the patients'physical and emotion^al needs in
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which there is a meaningful, important relafionstrþ wiúr the cre providers, cæegi\¡ers tre

helping patienß ûo d€al wiü fteir siû¡ation (Corbin & Stauss, l99|'Holmes, 1989). The

ore profeseionalô with wtrom patienb me in contact and their professional carc interactions

are important for patients'physical and psychosocial well-being

Also embedded in the particþants' descrþtions of feeling ürat their physical and

emotional needs are met is the notion úat üey experieirce satisfaction with the care

received. This fuding is reflected in the conceptualizations on sati$actiør. For exrnple,

Noon and Dar¡ero (198Ð statÊd that satisfaction is the degree to which the health care

experie,lrce matches the patient's prior expectations. Strasser and Davis (1991) asserted that

satisf,action is ûre patieirfs reaction to stimuli in which value judgments are modificd by

indiviôral differences and "invoh¡es the relation between stimuli, value judgmenb,

rcactions, and individual differences' (p. 56). The positiræ s\r¿hÞtion by all patieirts

suggesb that it is likeþ that most particþarts are satiffied wift üeir experience, caregivers,

nursittg care, and fhe care erivironment This finding fits wittr tlandþ's (cited in Blanceü,

1992) argument that patients will e¡p,ress their satisfaction with care whe,lr they perceive

that care professionals are responsirrc, dsmonstate a willingness ûo provide care; arc

reliable, dependable, and accuraûe; promote trust and confidence in them; and provide

carhg, indiviú¡alized attention Most importantly, since patienb' satisfaction has be€¡l

acknowledged as a legitimaæ indicator associated with patielrts'perceptions of theh cre,

paticnß'desorþtions of the outcomc of their care shor¡ld be of intercst ûo ca¡e professionals

in anbulatory seüings (Nelso4 Hays, I-arsor¡ & Batalder¡ 1989). Particþants'feelings

that ûrsir physical and e¡notional needs are met indicate thaf care professionats play an

important role in the experiences of patients. These aspects of ca¡e that paaicþants

identified within their e¡pøiences of frequent visits mrut be maintained- It i6 evideirt ttrat
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nursing fi¡nctions of providing physica[ and emotional cre stongþ enhance

the patienb' experieirces with the frequeirt visim.

Negative Experiences Related to the Frequent Visits

Participants descrþtions reflected negative experiences related ¡s aqpects of the

frequentvisits. Fiw catego,ries of negatiræ experie,nces emerged: 1) waiting for úeaünen!

2) stess and discomfort associated with the teaûnen! 3) reaction to the treafineirt, 4) the

incoil¡erii€rice of parking and 4) dissatisf,action wiûr aspece of nursing cæe

Waiting time for teatneirt is especialþ a sourte of frr¡shation for some

particþants. In these cases, the frr¡stration occuñ from suoh experiences as missed hours

from work or having to wait an exta hour afrer afüving on the rmitfor üe¿rtsnent to be

impleinenûed. Particþants are aware ürat the negative experiences are not always dir€ctty

related to aspects of care wiftin the irmnediaûe care envhonmeirt, but rather to factors

external to the immediate caring cnvironment, such as having to wait for üre IV nr¡rse to

establish the IV for teafrnent or for the pharmacist to dispeirse the treafine,lrt medicalion.

Some particþanß indicate that some of the negative sitr¡ations (waifmg time) could harrc

been avoided, whereas others perceive that some negative experiences (inconrænience of

parking, reaction ûo the treaûnent) are ruravoidable aspects of the visits and the treaürie, rL

Koerner (1987) discussed the waiting espect that is associaf€d with visits to

arbulatory care. Althougþ some aspecb differed" some similæity ûo situations that

participants in úis research have de€cribed appþ. Koerner stated:

... althoqþ the appoinûnent card has a defrrite timg weryone knows it is first
come, fi¡st sen¡ed. Ths physicians do not arri\ie rmtil g:00 a.m., so the patient is
weighed by the nurse, has his or her blood prÊssure taken, and is put in one of ûre
examination rot)tns. ... The patient then wait anywhere from I ûo 2 hor¡ns rmtil the
physician appears ûo do an sv¿tuation and prescribe or modiff the üeaûncnt (p. l).
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Negative experiørces that are similar to ftrdings in this study also were reported in

a study which examined the demânds on women who were a ch¡onic illness

(Packar{ et a1., 1991). These women reported nEgatirre experie,nces that included waiting

fm treatne¡rt and tests procedues to be implemented; frmncial cosÇ and negative effects

of úe treafme'nt that were socially, ph¡æically, and psyohologicalty disn¡ptir¡e. As well,

these women reporûed tltat hðving to accommodafe the treaftrent regimeir were limitations

that were problematic ûo them and to thsir faÍrilies.

The finding of negative experiences in ftis sh¡óy sugesß that some sources of

negative e¡periørces of individuals with a clronic ilhress may not be ths direct effect of the

disease on the individual's physical and psychosocial life. Extemal, interpersona[ ærd

environmeirtal factors such as time, the nature of the inûeractions, the relationship between

the caregiver and üre patient and ûre seüing of cæe rnay accompany the experie,nce and

maypro\¡Ê to be disruptive and challenging Therefore, nurses shor¡ld identi$ and collect

data on factors ftat negativeþ inpact on patiørß' experiences so that negative experiences

may be r€duc€d and if possible, bc eliminated- Such data should includc ftrding out

patients' concenu about their care and soliciting treir opinion on what should be done.

This information corfd be r¡sefrrl for coordinating patienß' care. For example, nurscs corfd

arrange with the pharmacist to dispense patients'medications on the evening prior to their

adrnission. As we[ nunses corfd inforrn the intawnor¡s nurse about the expected

a&nission time of patients who may require an intar¡enous in order to reduce waiting time

for treaüneirt. Nr¡rses also shoutd be alert to and maintain nursing interactions patic,lrß

iden@ as conducive to promoting their physioal and psychotogical heatth.
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Impact on the Quality of Life

knpact on the quality of lifc relaûæ to factors of the frequentvisi* in which

sÍ¡essfi¡l svenß are rer¡ealed. The assertion tüat stress (IÆnrrL et al., 1991i Kopp, 1992;

Stransg et al., 1984), de,pendency, @ruish & Bradley, 1983; DesRosier, et al.. 1992;

Diamond and Jones, 1983; Shaw and llalliday, 1992), and alteration in life styte (I^arun, et

al., 1991; Strauss, et al., 1984) are associaled with clnonic illness were borne out in this

study. Additiorialty, üre po'pular assertion (e.g. Rotland 1987; otsrien, r9s3) úat

managing the traûneirt regimen in chronic illness is a complex sih¡ation also srppo'rb the

findings in ütis study. Rolland (1987) pointed out that üre faniþ and the patieirt har¡e to be

able to adâpt to and be flsdble with the changing naû¡re of the disease as it mor¡e's back

and forth ûom episodcs of stabilizatiorq remission, and progression This back and forttr

adjrænnent is ¡tressful for the farniþ. OBrien's (1983) also asserß that the nature of the

treaûnent regimen includcs morlifications in social activities, famity and work life, and in

recreation. Moreover, Leatrey and Wright (1987) argued that it is difficrÍt for the famiþ of

the chronically ill patieirt to maintain a normal life wiüin the 'abnormal', heigh¡eûe(

mcertain situation of a chronic illness.

The impact on the quality of life in ftiE prese,nt sûrdy is associated with significant

aspects of the participanæ' lives zuch as ûeir farnity lifg work life, and fiúne plamring for

famiþ vacations, and rmcertainty about maintaining enrploymenL G€nder is noted to be a¡r

important factor in the interpretation. The two female particþants who worted focr¡sed

more on their inability to cars for trsir familics üran ûrey fooræed on their abilify to work

ouhide of the home. As the women e4pressed these concerng theh emotions were

aror¡sed ûo rsì/Eal ürat ürey had difficulty adjusting ûo their perceiwd inadequacies to meet

oblþtions to their families. In contast, the men who worked focused more on alt€red
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work hours than on famity matters. This differerice may relate to the t¡pe offarnily

oblþtion or work. From the women's descrþtions, it was svid€nt tlut their work was

important and meaningful to their personal lir¡es. This indicate that ürey viewed their work

as a career, rather than just a job. Howerrer, both women were enployed in moderate

sålaried positions. They did not a¡rpear concecned with loss of salary- Thus, in this sûrdy it

appears that the women are concerned wift nura[ing resporuibilities, whereas the men are

concerned with financial obligations.

Gender speoific differences in illness siû¡ations were rqlorûed in other studies. For

example, Lucas, Morris, and Aiexander (1988) for¡nd a significant relationshþ (r = .3329,

p : .03) between the male and fernale participanß in thsir sû¡óy on self care ageircy and

satisfaction. These rcsearchers suggested that nurses stror{d plan care speciñcalþ to reflect

the differences in geirders. They asserted that meir may need more assistance with ways ûo

identi$ and eliminate deficits in selÊcare agency and promoting of the abilities they have

than females. Anderson (1988) also demonstrated a geirder difference in his study on the

quality of life for the carers of stroke victims and their perception of the heþ ürey received.

The famiþ carers were either men or women. Anderson implied ûom his fudings ft4
although particþant characteristics such as agE se>r, and social class did not influence the

car€ts' assessmsnt of the heþ they receive( gender differe,nce influe,nced the particþanß'

perceptions of heþ. Of the men 44 o/orflortEdthat increased hetp caused problems and

difficnltics in the illnsss siu¡ation as compare dtþ 79 o/o of the women. Anderson imptied

ürat the resrfts

... may be that women carefs were doing more and more work than men, or that
they were stretched by other commiûnents to home, worft, and farniþ. But
perhaps also they ryere more inclined ûo identi8¡ and respond to paoblems ... ; or it
may be th¿t contrary to stereot¡ryes, fhe men who took on the role of the car€r w€re
less toubled about üris than the women @.22).
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Reports on gender dtfferences sup,port ürat gender differe¡rces in üis study may account

for the differeirces in how flre particþanß' quality of life is affected within üre context of

frequentvisih.

Loss of salary due to ûre time of the visib' schedule w¿¡s a major problem for one

participant; perceived threat ûo job security for another. Financial costs md job loss arc

reported to be a major concern for some patisnß and their families in chronic illness.

Shauss and his colleagues (1984) and Nordstrom and Lubkin (1990) har¡e noted that

chronic illness is experuive and the impact on the famity income as a resr¡lt of the illness is

ftcmendous. They assert that if the patieirt does manage ûo rsmain employed, the employer

may perceirie fte patient to be eiÉrer permanentþ disabled or concerned about recurrÊnce

of the ilhtess and ths resultant absentesi$rl Furthermorc, if fhe patient is un¿ble ûo work

or if there is alteration in his or her work acth¡ity due to úre frequent absenteeism to

accommodate the demands of the illness, job loss may result.

While most of the particþanß in ftis study did not consider the frequelrtvisits to

hæc major impact on thsir quality of life, they report how they oope with ûre fregucnt

visits. Feelings of depørdency on the teaûneiú and on others is notable. Dependency on

the teaûnent is a result of the incurable naû¡¡ç of the disease and fhe illness crises that

necessitate ûequent visits for teatnent The women oryress that dependency on others is

an undesirable experience for thern. This finding is sup'ported in the lite,tature as it relates

to long-term care. "A long - teirn dependency on the formal health care systern for medical

rnaintffarice and disease monitoring may be an important dimension of the experience of

chronicity" (Packar4 cited in Packard et al., 1991, p. 435). Nordstom and Lubkin

(1990) advocate úat health professionals should recognize and accept dependency as an

inherent parf of chronic illness. They contended ttnt it is tlrc business of nr¡rses to heþ ffre
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patient deal with his or her inadequacies and pro'posed úat it is the dep€nd€rft naû¡re of the

ilkress that requires pæie,nts to become dependent on others. They also argued that whe,n

patients are depe,ndent on medicatior or on other people, such as famity menrbers and

car,egiverq this dependency may conflict with the patieirfs values, preferences, or

personality so that the patient may experience low sef esteem and helplessness.

kr ftis sûdy, despite the impact of the freque,nt visit on the particþants' quality of

life, fhe researcher concluded ûom the meanings that they stn¡ggle to maintain as normal a

life as possible by balancing work life and home life with the frequentvisis. This atternpt

at normalizinglife in chronic illness has bee,n docr¡mented in other studies. For example,

OBrieir's (1983) indicaæd from the resr¡lts of her study on chronic diabñis patieirß that

diab¡sis patienß attempted to normalize their lives simuttaneousþ to managing theh diatJ¡sis

regimen While some patienß were successfirl, others were not. Some patieirts were able

to blend their professional activities with fteir flness, whereas other patieirts were rurable to

maintain ûrcirjobs as a result of the physical limitations and the treafinsrit regimen. Bascd

on her findings, OBrien posiæd that patients who were able to maintain üreir professions

were those patients who were ablc to adaptsatisfactoriþ to the alteration in üeir ti\¡es tlnt

was necessary to meet the treatmeirt regime,n- Those who found difficulty adapting wae

those whose fuhrc md goals were unc€rtai¡L Kelleher (19S8) found in his shrdy on

coping with diabetes ttrat wtren adapting (normalizing) to fhe diabetic siUratio,n, some

particþanfs gavtr up social activities, such as eating out or €ogaging in other activities that

were resfricted by their illness. As in the OBrie,n's stuúy, patielrts with diabetes who

adjusted to the alteration in their lives had accepted üre adaptation required in lifestyle.

Branrble (1990) discussed the factors that influence adaptation to chronic illness.

Her examples included aspects of the patieirts'personality that ars based on p,revious and

presetrt copittg mechanisÍrs; prior expøience with ilhress and hospital care; and the
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reactions of the patienfs famiþ, caregivers and social groups. In particul^æ, she proposed

: that acceptance of the patient by the health professional is crucial and emphasized ú¿t

i knowledge of adaptation is not enough. She contends that caregivers must acknowledge

the various factors that influence adaptation. If nursing intsriÆ,nfions are to be successfi¡l in
t *h*cing adaptation nurses must bocome aware of and dwelop an rurdersfanding of how

patients cope with the demands of the chronic illness to faciliüate pafie,nß' adaptatio'n to the

ilkress sitr¡ation.

kr üris sudy some particþanß wtro met difficuhie¡ in ûeir quality of life as a resrft

of the freque,nt visits a¡e able to considsr their experience in a positi\ie way. Some

participants view ffte experience as an op,porürnity ûo expand üreir life expectancy in a

, caring environment in which they have grown comfortable. Thus, the impact of the

frequent visir on the participants' personal life arç linked ûo how participanb perceive ürey

and their farltity were able to adjust their personal lif€, their work life, and their

psychological status to the frequent visits sitr¡ation. This indicaûes tlrat in patieirts wittr

chronic illness, they, and their families make many sacrifices ærd decisions to cope with the
:, frequentvisiæ.

: The importance of the famiþ's and the professional caregivers'role to patie,lrts'

I quality of lifc is emphasized (Corbin & Stauss, l99l; Iåmrn, et al., 1991; teióy, 1989;

Shaw & Ilalliday, 1992). Corbin and Strar¡ss (1991) contend, that atthougþ the home

, eirvironm€'nt within which the chronicalty ill individual lives should be the ceirûer of his or

her care, health care facilities should provide a suitable backrp resource in which horne

' care is suprplemented. According to Corbin and Strauss (1991) important to this care arc

I tne nurses who "--- of all the health professionals .-. har¡e ftls sldlls, knowledge, and fhe

l vision ûo organize and provide for the comprehensive and the ûechnologically complex car€

, tttat chronicalþ ill clie¡rts reErireu (p. 167). Thr¡s nurses mr¡st acknowledge the impact of
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chronic ilhress on the patieirts' quality of life. When qr¿tuating and making decisions abouf

care, nuru€s must consider significant aspecß of the patients life such as facifrtating

inde,pendence and promoting a caring environment ürat is conducive to üre patielrts'

atûempts to meet life challenges.

Thoughts About the Disease and tÌ¡e Treatment in the Context of the Vis¡ts

As particrpants described their meanings of frequeirt visits, the narrative was

interspersed with positive ûroughts such as hope, confidence, and courage, as well as

negative üroughæ such as uncertainty ærd insecurity about the progression of the disease

and possible ineffectiveness of the treafrnent. Positir¡e üroughts were evidcnt in those

participanfs descrþtions who are in periods of remissiodr and stabilization of their disease.

The assertion tbat hope (Parse, 1990; Ratiçgtt 1992), confidslrce (Pallidia & Gran! 1980)

and courage ([Iaase,1987) enhance an individual's ability to cope were reflected in the

participanß'descriptions of ways in which ürey cope with the illness siu,¡ation.

Eve¡r as more and newer teatnent are being innoduced nogative thoughts related

to unoertainty about the fr¡t¡re of their healfi stah¡s are particularly a conccrn for one

female rtd one male particþant who are obviousþ exhibiting signs of disea¡ie progression.

They perceiw their siû¡ation to be poteirtialþ life tlueaûening. Uncertainty is found to limit

patie'lrts'ability to cope with the conditions of fhe illness, in&rces helplessness, anriety,

fear, and stress for üre pafient and the famity (Shauss, et aL, 1984) and limis the patieirb'

ability to make futr¡re plans (fliltor¡ 1992; Kopp, 1992). It is evident fiom the diferences

in the participants' concErns about the disease and the treaEnerit ürat fteir perception that

theh condition is deteriorating is a facúor in üre pe,lvasiveness of the intn¡sive ürougþts

about the disease ouúoome.
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Support for this finding that intr¡¡sive thoughb about the disease and treatnent

pelvade the minds of patients who are undergoing teatnerit for a chronic illness hâs b€€rl

documçnted. For example, in the study conducæd by Packard and his colleagues (1991)

on the demands of illness among chronicalþ ill womer¡ illness remind€rs were troublesome

siurations which evoked a recrurence of thoughts and fers about the illness.

Kahn (1990) posited that ftoughts about the illness and teatrrent ¿re a common

emotional resporu¡e that cause patients to perceive, evaluaf€, and defend 4gainst their loss

of healûr. Kattn p'roposcd úrat the intrusi\¡e üroughts result from fear and grief, She

described feæ as the result of the anticþation of potential flneaß to lifo b'rought on by the

cxacerbation of synrptoms that are characteristic of chronic illness. The fears may include

fear of deaúr; loss of body parts; withdrawal of friends, loved ones, and famiþ; pain; and

hospitalization and the compeûeircy of strangers to implemeirt the corect care. Grief was

described as a normal process that occr¡rs at ttre initial diagnosis of a chronic illness that, if
used effectiwþ, will help thc patient and famiþ come ûo terrns with the illness and illness

demånds. Kaltn cited denia[ anger, mourning; and accqltance as the processes ofgrieving

in patie'lrts wiür chronic illness. These are coping strategies nec€ssary for effectir¡c

adaptation to the physical and psychological adjustnents to the chronic ilhress. She

advocates that because ernotional respoil¡es may \¡ary with üre differerit stages of chronic

illness and heatnen! health professionals should have an understanding of the caues of

intrusivtr úroughb in order to be aware of patieirß'individualized needs and provide the

appropriate care. Such care mãy include recognizing the patients'thougfuts about the

treatnent; reinforcing hope, cor¡fiderice, and courage as facûors in coping; distinguishing

those who are lrone to cognitive problems and providing re¡rs$rance and zup'port for úre

thorgþts they experie'nce ûo allwiat€ their ap'prehension. The o'p'portrmity for the
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particþants in this sh¡óy to share intnuiw thouglrts about their üeatne,nt and theh disease

with the researcher m¿y heþ thern ûo cotne to terms with their situation

Evaluation of the Context of the Care Environment

Participants explicitþ and implicitly described aspects of the visits ürat the,y liked

and aspects that needed improvernent. They spoke about their perceptio¡rs of the care

environmen! the caregivers, and about aspects of cre within the r¡nit As they spoke it

was evident úat ttteir evalt¡ations of the context of care we,re being judged by wtrat was

important to them.

Participants described feelings of gratitude for ambulatory care. They frequentþ

commented on the caring attitr¡des of the care givers and on their prompt rcsponses to their

needs. Most participants expressed desired changes that úrey perceive will resoh¡e some of

their negative experiences with aspects of the frequeirt visits. The one particþant who

repeatedþ refeired to the lack of information available to him during his earþ experience

with the üeafrnent identified a need for patielrts to be better informed about the treatnent

they are receiving. This finding shows some consistency with shields, Morrisor¡ and Flart

(1988) study on consumer's satisfaction on a psychiatric ward. They reported úat persons

who are coming into hospital desired more information about ttrcir heafii€Nrt and progress.

Patients snggested that they be provided with information aborü the outcome of tests, ¡4re

of drugs taken and whg side effects of the drugs, and the lçngú of usage. Na[ Jones,

GreerL Schipper, and Je,trsen (1991) forurd in their sûrdy on the information of the side

effects of chemotherapy and the effectiveiress of self - care activities that patients need ûo

be informed of and be prepared for the side effects of medication in the likelihood of side

effects ap'pearing GiverL Given, and Simoni (1979) examined the relationshþ betwee,n

process outcomes and satisf,action with ambulatory cme in patielrts wiÉr hyperte,lrsion.
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They re,ported that knowledge of the teatne¡rt were an factor in the patients'

healür outcomes.

R-çsearçhçrs (Prçhn, çt a1.,1989) emphasized thaf it i,s impoÍant for oaregivers to

integrate patienb'perceptions (attiûrdes and beließ) about üreir health stah¡s and care

received into nr¡rses'plans for care. They asserûed ttrat such things as caregivers' affetrtive

behavior, coruteousness, appropriaûeiress of the care eirviron¡neir! and the serving of meals

æe factors in patients' app,raisals about their care thaf increase the validity of treir

perceptions. These researcheis emphasized úrat caregirrcrs must pay attention ûo patients'

perceptions when identit¡ing the statru of patie,lrts'needs and what they beliwe stror¡td be

modified. Considering it is difficult to assçss cæe without the patienb' opinion, data about

patients'descrþtions about the ouûcome of theh care shor¡ld be the sole mechanism to

evaluat€ quality ouûcome (Prehn, et al., 1989; Shields, et a1., 1988).

Although patie'lrß may express satisfaction with their care, unsatisfacûory

experieirces may be expected wiftin the context of nursing care and should be investþted

to eirhance the experience of caring (Eriksen, 198Ð. This theme is important to caregivers

understanding about what patieirts need ûo know about aspecb of tlreir carc.

Additional Themes: Expressed Desire For Family involyement and Perceived Threat

to Care

Eryressed desire for famiþ involvcmeirt and perceiwd üreat to care har¡e

supported the researche't's assumption frat üre investþtion of the lived experience of

frequelrt visib will rer¡eal the uniquenees of the experieirce for each particþant. The

finding also has shown that chronic illnees poses differerit problerns for each individual

(Lubkiq 1990; I\dast€rs, et al., 1983).
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Expressed desire for Family Involvement

The particþant who expressed a desire for family invohrcme,nt with aspects of his

care based hisþdgment on the fact that his wifc and childrçn wer€ not invoh¡ed wiür his

frequent visin and that they ap'peared disinteresæd. He atfübuûed Érsir aüiüde towards his

ilhress situatiffr as their way of coping with his chronic illness or their (his children) fear of

getting the disease. As researchers @urish & Bradley, 1983; Diamond & Jones, 1983;

DesRosier, et al., 1992) who harrc investþted the faniþ in the context of clnonic illness

have asserted chronic illness is tlre concern of the patie,nt and the farnity. Fmily

mernbers, in particular the spouse, play an int€gral part in pafie,nts' treatn€Nrt process and in

their coping with the illness.

Following theh investigation on mafüage and farniþ circumstances in coping wiúr

heart disease Schott and Badura (1988) sugest ttrat a life tlueatelring ilhress caures stess

for the patient, spouse, and famiþ. They also assert that patients and their families may

experienoe strock, fear, and rurcertainty. Although in tho majority of cases the woll spor¡¡¡e

is supportive to the ill parürer, some maffiages do deteriorate after the advent of a chronic

illness. They found tlnf in retation to the quality of married life after a heart attac( 46 o/o

of the wome,Ír fett ttre relationshþ wift fteh husband was changed, 48 o/øfelt the

relationship was unchange( and 6 o/ofelt there was a deterioration in the marriage. The

exte'lrt to which the wives wonied about their husband's health was deternrined by the

wives' conærn for their own health and their perception of Ére state of úreir husbands'

health.

Thus, it is tikety, ftat in ûtis study of frequent visits the particþanfs illness may

have impacted on the mårriage adverseþ or that the wffe of this participant does not

perceive the particþanfs chronic illness to be serious e,nough to warrant her fi¡ll sup'port

This may be based on the wife's perception of how well the particþært appearr¡ to adapt to
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the illness. It also is likety that the wife may have concerns of her own This lafier

interpretarion rnay also be the reason why the particþanfs children are reluctant to be

invoþed with the frequentvisits.

Perceived Threat to Care

Perceived threat ûo care, the second additional theme, is another particþanfs

description of her feelings about the wide spread and popular heahh care restnrctuing.

The media reports on budget cuß fhat are targeûed at care professionals and their

discr¡ssions on cuts to specific programs, such as the intar¡e,lrous program that allows the

patient to maintain some degree of indepeirdeirce, have led the participant to conclude that

her care is threate,ned. This concem is coupled with the particþanfs obse,lr¡ation during

her frequent visits that there is a reduction in the number of care professionals and that

ofjobs security have permeated discussions among st¿ff These obserr¿ations

har¡e fi¡rürer induced fears about üre quality and the accessibility of her frrture carc.

As was previousþ noted, uncertainty is a factor that inhibits coping in chronic

illness Glitton, 1992; Kopp, 1992) and induces strcss (curtin & Irbki& 1990). The

mcertainty that clouds the particþanfs fi¡t¡re may not onþ be the resr¡lt of the illness

condition, but also the result of the inticacies of the heatth systein (Curtin & Irbki¡L

1990). This finding strould alert care professionals that their attitr¡des toward theh wor*

and work environmeirt may negativeþ affect patieirß. Care professionals should be aware

that the e,lrviro¡mre¡rt they create within their work setting may influence the patie,lrts'

aüinrde ûoward the health cart resources in fte manageine,lrt of their chronic illness. They

shodd provide an qrvironment
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that will encourage firller life experie,nces and expectations (Curtin & Irbkin'1990).

Fr¡rthermore, it is easier for patienß ûo accept the limit¿tio¡rs and to cope with the illness if
they are certain about the fuh¡rs, har¡e available, good famity and professional support, and

access to effectir¡e, palliative üeaünent (White, et al., 1992).

Similarities in the Experiences of Patients Who I\dake Frequent Visits to the

Experiences of Patients Who Make Single Visits.

Although the aim of this study was ûo ex¡rmine the experieirces of patients who

make freçrent visig to anrbulaûory ca¡e for treatneirt of a chronic disease, discr¡ssion about

the e4periences of patieirts who make single visits to anrbulaûory ca¡ç for acuûe p,rocedr¡res

is helpñrl to the understanding of how these experiences are similar or different. This

knowledge will heþ nun¡es to be sensitive ûo the needs of differe,nt populations of pæients

in anrbulatory care. As llarper Peterson (1988) contends, difereirt populations such as

patients wtro are seeri on a frcquent ouþatieirt basis and fhose who ¡rrt seen on a rrery brief

basis will have different expectations and experielrces in their ca¡e.

This shtóy showed that similarities and differences in experiences do exist in single

and frequeirtvisits to anrbulatory care. For example, in Williarns and Brett's (1989)

investþation about patieirts' satisfaction wift their care afrcr suryical procedwes in

ambulatory care, fhe scheúrling of the procedure, exûended waiting periods, lack of

privacy, and the noise level w€,re sourc.os of dissatisf,actiorl When Frish Clroorq Sequir\

EGar, and Pe'pler (1990) investigated patients' and their heþers' expectations and

preparation for surgory following an anrbulatory care experic,lrce, they fowrd that wheürer

the responses were from the patients or heþers, patie,lrts were satiffied with theh numing

care. Commûn sor¡rces of dissatisfaction were pain, discomforq anxiety, and weakness.

Oúrer sources of dissatisfaction were inadequate teaching about the expectation and
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preparation for treatne,nt ¿¡¡6 ditrsulty with carrying out usurl activities after the

procedure. The researchers also found that previous surgical experiace affected what

patients expected regarding thsir care and recwery. Kempe and Gelazis (1985)

investþated ûre effectiveness of nursing cÍ¡re on the anxiety lwels of patienß. They found

that patients having single surgical procedtrres in ambulatory care wetre less anxious and

stressed during the same day experieirce whsn nursing intsrwntions, such as providing

information on the preoperative and post operative care was g¡ven, ftan if this personalized

carÊ w¿rs not girren.

In another study regarding single visits, Noon and Davero (1987) investþted

patiøtß'perceptions in regards to üre convenience of üre anrbulatory care system and üre

nursing care provided following surgical procedures. They for¡nd that 1000Á of the patients

were satisfied with the physical environment &9.3o/owere exftemety satisfied with the

nursing care receive{ and 98olo were satisfied with úre afective behavior of the nursing

staff. The finding that the majority of paticnts crrah¡ated thc ambulatory oare system and

the nursing care positiveþ are similar to findings in fhis study.

Thus, from the above studies, similarities betweeir the experieirces of single and

frequent visits ap'pear to be related to both the positive and the negative aspech of the

visin. The positirrc experieirces relate primarity to satisfaction wiür the nursing care.

Negative experie,nces were related to time, specificalþ with the treaûne¡rt schedule, waiting

for treatneirt and to discomfort associated with thc treaftnent. Also similar is the impact

of previous hospital experie,nces on the patients' currentvisits as was for¡nd in ftis study.

The important diffsr€nces that are r¡nique ûo füose who make ûequentvisits iB

wident in these patiørts' need for a secure and home-like erruhoilrient in which ûre

caregivers are familiar with the patiørts at eachvisit As welt rap'port with the caregivers is

important to the patients who make frequentvisits psychological comfort within üre context
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of the visits. Atthorryh the interpersonal aspect of nursing care is ralued across the

participanß in the single and frequent visin, it appears ûo be one of the most valued

dimensions of care in this study. This need for fre interpersonal interaction betwefl the

caregiver and the patient may be a result of the nature of *re patie,nß'treaftnent and

duration of time that patiørts who make frequent visits are in contact with the caregivers.

Other important differences specific to frequent visiß are the cost to üre pafient that are

associ¿ted with missed hows from work ovetr a prolonged period time, uncertainty abor¡t

Éreir health and employment and prolonged disruptions in famity life.

. Howerrer, despite the kind of arnbr¡latory care encounter, patients were found to

rialue prompt, courtçous, and effectiw care (flarper Petersen, 1988; Noon & Davero,

1987; Rempusheski, et al., 1988; Williams & Brett 1989). Hrper Peterse,n (1988) asserts

that it is common to have very positive resulb with nursing c¡üe ev€n if specific aspects are

unsatisfactory. She postulates that those patients who experience satisfaction with their

care will have thsir positive experiences reinforced. However, the small percent of patieirß

who are dissatisfied is significant as they may be represørtative of a larger nr¡¡nber of

patiørts who prefer not to complain. Caregivers need to pay attention ûo issues of

dissatisfaction in order to make changes in the delivery of care and improvemeirts in the

faciüty for patie,nts who make single visits as well as for patienß who make frequeirtvisits.

Researchers in the above studies that examined patients' experiences with single

visits to ambulatory care used quantitatiw measures to deseribe the expericnces.

Futtrermore, researchers investigated specific aspects of care that were of interest to fhein

ratlter than what the experience meant for the patient. Therefore, other aspeots of the

particþants' experiences th¿t may have been rwealed through the particþants' descriptions

of their experiences are likely to have bee,n excluded from the daa.
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Summar-r

In the above section, seven commori thsmes and two additional themes th¿t were

derived from the particþants'descrþtions of thcir frequentvisits to ambulatory care for

j therapeutic treaünent of a chronic disease were discr¡ssed. Also discussed were the

similarities and differe,nces between the experiences of patients who make singte visits to

' ambulatory care for acute procedures and those who make frequeirt visin for long-term

care. The discr¡ssion was in relation to the aim of üre research investþtion with reference

ûo úre literature. Exploration of the meanings of frequentvisiæ showed ftat certain aspech

of the freque,nt visiß are consistent with findings in other research and theoretical
:

perspectives of chronic illness. However, none of these sû¡dies on clnonic illness and

anrbulatory care or theories of patie,nts' experie,nces were associafed with the frequent visits

dimension of a chronic illness.

The results of the study indicate that the research questions aspecb of the

, experienoe ftat were satisfactory or r¡nsatisfactory; practices of the nurr¡es that conüibuæd

, to the experience of the visits; factors in the context of the visit that conhibuted to the

, patients'quality of life; and factors that connibuted to stress were answered. Furthermore,

: participant' descriptions of their experiences indicate that ttre researcher's assumptions

; about the experiences of individr¡als who make freque,lrtvisig were vcrified. The

' particþanß in this stuóy were eag€r to discr¡ss their thoughts and feelings about their

"., elperience; the experience of the chronic illness rsrÆaled the uniqueness of each

particþanfs experie,nce, as well as similarities; the participants extribited an understanding

of their e¡perience and were able ûo describe how the experience affected their over all
I

r well-being. Within the discussions were firany important issues that have implications for

I nursing ñrnne researcl¡ and for nursing education.
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Implications for Nursing

Important infercnces may be drawn from the ftrclins that are pertinelrt ûo nursing

practice. If nr¡rses are committed to providing holistic care, nursing care for patients who

frequeirty visit an ambdatory care deparûne,nt for teatme,nt of a clronic ilhress can be

enhanced if care providers pay aftention to the interpersona[ pqychosocial, and ptryæical

care tl¡at æe assosiated with the ilhress si¡¡ation. Nr¡¡ses may not tlpicalty athibute these

aspects of care to the ûequent visits or they may not er/erì ide,ntiS them. They may be

difficult to id€nti$/ becar¡se of the e'pisodic naûge of the clinical e,ncounter in ambulatory

care. For example, some pafienß appeared to have coped effectiveþ wift their treaüne,lrt,

but other aspecß of the frequentvisis (e.g. waiting time for treaûnent, scheduling of

teaûnen[ insr¡fficient information about teatneirt) of which caregivers may be luürware

were evide,nt in the particþants' experiences.

The resr¡lts of this study also provide additional insight into the varior¡s factors that

may impact on the experieirces of patienß who frequenúyvisit ambulatory care. The nurse

should be aware that the outcomes of patieirts' experiences cor¡ld differ depending on their

prwious experience with teatnøng their employment status, their expectations, and their

plans in preparation for the teatnent It is possible for nr¡rses with this knowtedge to

become sensitive to each patieirfs experience by incorporating and/or adjusting aspects of

nursing care in response to the patie,lrts'needs and circumstances.

In phenomenolory, hr¡rnan experieirces are assessed based on how situations or

wents are perceived (Oiler, 1986). The ftrdings in ftis shrdy suggest ürat fie exterit to

wtrich the patienß adapt€d to üeir personal disnrptions and the demands of the illness ovsr

time was a res¡¡lt of their perceptions of úre sia¡ation. Nr¡rses acknowledgment and

assessment of these factors and experiences rnay be rueñú whe,lr planning nursing

inten¡entions in order to heþ patieirts deal with the many disruptions in their famiþ and
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personal lives. Measu¡es to reduce waiting time for trealnrent and providing more

information to patiørts about their fteaünent and disease may make the frequelts visit a

more positive experie,nce for the patients and for their families. If caregivers follow these

recommendations from particþants it may indicate to ürem commitnent of the ambulatory

care staffto enhance their experie,nce with the frequentvisib.

The ûndings of this study are consiste,nt with the assertion that chronic illness is

multidime,nsional @ackard" et al., 1991). Therefore, nurses need to view chronic illness

and the associated frequent visits in abroad context that considors all aspects of the

experience. The varior¡s meanings of the frequentvisits could be useful in providing a

framework ûo form úre basis for the derrelopmeirt of ideas, policies, and ssrvicss that are

relwant and se,nsitive to the changing needs of this population of patients.

When looking at patienß' experiences with regards ûo specific aspecß of their care,

heatth care organizations must become expert at dekrmining what patients need and

expect. In order to gain general information on patienfs views of oare, cvcry patient must

be given the chance to have his or her voice heard in order to identis rursatisfactory care

and correct the problem. Patieirß'feedback could tcach nurses about patieirb'needs and

expectations. The experiences can be r¡sed to shed light on watys to produce beüer

ouûcomes (Nelson, et al., 1991). Moreover, if patient satisfaction is considcred a

worthwhile measure in the provision of medical care, then emphasis should be put on

providing the hþhest possiblc lsvel of care in keeping wiür the hospitals'commiünent to

provide quality, continuous care. This will include acknowledgment of the patient and

famity in nursing interventiorq nursing assessmen! .liagnoses, and treatnent that considers

social support psychological stability, and knowledge about their disease and treatment that

meet the patieirts'needs. Putting these eforß into effect wilt heþ health care researchers
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firrther refine continuous care as well as delineate aspects of care that promote satisfaction

(Wciss & Ramsey, 19E9).

Givcn the diversity of patients' needs, identification of what patients' experie,nces

mean for thern is important. There is need to har¡e an rurderstanding about what patienß'

experie,nces mean to thern and from this infonnation determine what information patients

need to know about his/her illness, the teatne¡rt regimen, and how caregivers' affect their

experie,rces in order to provide cre that inctudes patients' perceptions of their experiences

and caregiwrs' confübution to the outcome of care (GhrerL et al., 1979).

Implications for F'uture Research

Ide,ntification of the meaning of frequent visits for treatmeirt of a chronic illness

provides direction for fi¡n¡re studies. The method was effective in rurcovering the meaning

of the lived experience of individuals who make ñequeirt visits for therapeutic treaüneirt of

a chronic disease. However, further phenome,nological studies of the patient, the famiþ,

and the caregivers' perceptions of the experie,nce of frequent visits to care and

how the experience impact on their liws are needed. Such studies rnay identi$ aspecß of

freque'lrt visits that may confirm factors identified in this study or rnay find other factors

that were not identified. Additional information on how the frequeirt visits affect the

patielrt; farnity mernbers'life; and daiþ activities such ag leisure, worþ fafirity interactiorq

and alteration in role function as a direct resr¡lt of the impact of the frequent visits may be

rwealed. "Studies of long-term health outcomes could be more informative if they address

the ways in wtrich a person manages the personal and ffrvironme,ntal dsmands of illncss

rather than the effects of the disease" @ackar( et a1., 1991, p.451).

In the initial part of the interview the particþants had ditrculty adhering ûo the

research question and tended to discuss their experience with úre chronic illness. It is
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therefore likeþ that research that focr¡sed on the disease in addition to the frequent visits

will expand the understanding of the patie,lrts'experiences.

Foru of thç ssv€n particþants in thç stuóy were men. Further rçsearçh should

specificalþ consider gend€r differences. The men and the wome,n in this study had varying

perceptions of the visits that were based on the difference in gender and differences in the

roles each played wiftin their personal lives. In additior¡ the tSrpe of disease, the age

differøtce, the educational status, and the employment süatus of particþants may be

considered in fr¡nus strrdies ûo enhance a bette,Í rurderstanding of the influence of these

factors and the meaning of the experience for each particþant.

The researcher also recommeirds that simila¡ research be conducted in an

e,nvironme,nt where the particþants æe not known to the researcher in an e.ffort to

minimize insider's bias. It is possible ürat additional information may have been gained had

the researcher not bee,n known to the particþants.

The findings from this study also show sfrong support for the phe,nomenological

method to investþte the meaning of patienß' experie,nces :N a way of knowing how

experieirces a¡e lived. The descriptions illuminated the partioþants'peispectirrc that could

not be achieved by quantitative methodolory @ay, 1985). Although the quantitative

approach is important to nursing researclq a major limitation is tlnt üre quantitative method

reduces human experieirce to ¿ few concepts which are deftred in aúr¡ance by the

rosearcher rather than by the particrpants. The use of the phenomeirologoal method

enables the researcher to capture the human experie,nce holisticalþ, emphasize the

complexity of the particþants' experience as it is actualþ experienced and collect the

information without a formal struch¡red process ( Polit & Hungtffi, f99f). Furdrermore,

"nursing has adr¡anced a philosophy that ernb'races the whole of the human condition It

professes values that include respect for each individual and their culurat interpretation of
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meaning and wents ... A qualitative perspective of nursing not onþ as a research desþ

but also for actual implementation of a holistic, ernpafhic, individuatized delivery of nursing

care" (Munhall, 1989, p.27) is esse,ntial from the perspective of nursing.

Implications for Nursing Education

The context of frequørtvisits from the patienß'perspective raises important

questions for nursing education. What percørtage of nursing education is focused on the

complexity of chronic illness? What do nr¡rses know about the psychosocial aspects of

chronic illness? How can nurses who are entering the work eirvironment be made aware of

the importance of the patients' perspectives about their illness situation in úre

implønørtation of their care? A review of the literaû¡re on chronic illness and the

researcher's personal observation h¿ve rwealed that there is minimal conterit on the

ûequent visits dimension for treatment of a chronic illness. AII aspects of chronic illness

that impact on patienß'quality of life must be considered in nursing interventions

(Anderson & Bury, 1984; Corbin & Shauss, 1991). Chronic illness is therefore a necessary

part of nursing education particularly, if health care professionals must be accountable for

personalized care (Lubkiq 1990). However, although the effect of chronic disease on

patie'nß and family mernbers is recognized in nursing education, it appears that the

meaning of the experience for the patient and the famity is not emphasized. ñ¡rsing

education should include information on coping strategios and social sup¡lort systerns.

Nurses cor¡Id use this information as a resoruce to e,lrhance patients'and families'

hopefirlness during a chronic illncss and long - term treaünent regimen that is specifio to

each patienfs needs.

Moreover, the ûequørtvisits æpect of chronic illness is important to nursing

education as the complexity invofued in a patieirt's long - term managEment and hospital
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experie,nces can lead to a great psychosocial adju.stnent in the life of the patiørt and famiþ

membeß who play a role in helping the patient. Thus, the nurse who is educated in all

aspects of patients'illness will not only focus on the physical maintenance of the patielrts'

conditior¡ but will become more involved in üre psychosocial aspecß of the patient's care

to idelrti$ the amourt and t5pe of sup'port that the patient may need.

Curtin and Lubkin (1990) have commented on the lack of comprehensive programs

that include chronic illness in nursing schools. They propose that nurses'clinical

experiences be related to the complexity of issues in chronic illness and that the curriculum

reflect ûechniques to improve communication betwee¡r the patien! famity, and caregiver.

They advocate that classes in chronic illness be made a major focus in nursing curricula.

Furthermore, professional caregivers must have knowledge abor¡t how to empower patients

through the promotion of assertiveness and selÊcare skills. "To be effective, we ¡ts

professional caregivers mrut be parf of the involvement. A parErership of care requires

information exchange and mutual decision mâking and offers the opportunity to share part

of a courageous, creative life" (Curfin & Lubkia 1990, p. lS). This can be accomplished

through educating nursing studenß about all aspects of chronic illness and the importance

of patie,nts' experiences to treatneirt planning and inten¡e,lrtion.

Additionally, the beneñts of phenomenological investþtion to rurderstand patienß'

experie,nces shodd be emphasized in nursing education. Bofh phenomenolory and nursing

deals with aspects of patienß'oxperie,nces. "The meaning of a clisnt's reality through the

phenomenologcal app:roach will reveâl to the nurr¡e the qualities of each individual's

existemce, which subsequenüy will provide a more comprehensive rurde,rstanding of the

nature of nursing itself' (Ray, 1985, p. 85).
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Limitations of the Study

This stuóy has some limitations. Aspects of the methodolory such as the

purposeflrl sampling the differences in patieirts' diseases and rnrying health status, the

selection of participanûs from the researcher's place of ernployment, the particþanß'

accuracy of recall, and the short duration of frequent visits of one particþant may have

introduced some methodological issues.

The purposeful sampling method rsed to select particþants is reconmrended for a

phenomenological study (Thomas, 1990). Howerrer, the purposeful sampling may have

resulted in more knowledgeable, articulate particþants who may have hþþer education

than the population of patients that are to be represented in the study. Experiences for

these particþants may ditrer from those of other patienß and the resr¡lts of the research

may not be widety rep,resentative of all patients' who make frequent visib.

The sample was made up of patients with varying diseases and rnrying health

status. Atthougþ the research aim was to examine the experience of frequent visits and not

the experience with the disease, the degree to which the disease limited the particþants was

seen to influeirce their experience of the frequent visits so that ürere was considerable

variation within a particular theme. Rogers (1933) states that investþtions ttrat r¡se

differeirt samples can produoe vËry diffcre,nt resulß. Artinian (1991) also argued tt¡at thçre

is more to be learned about the experience of ch¡onic illness by idelrti$ing the dtfferences

among similar disease states, rafher than by premaûreþ aüernpting ûo find similarities

irmong dissimila¡ disease states at a general lwel. Thr¡s, the differences in the discases may

well contibutc ûo thc dissimilaritiss among üre pæticþants. The v¿riations in the

experiences also may be viewed as a shength of the study as it wide,lrced the unique,ness of

each particþanfs e4perieirce and showed similarities aoross participanß.
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The selection of particþants from the setting in which the researcher is employed

may have produced insiders' bias. Harper Petersen (1988) warns ftat particþarits may not

express themseþes candidþ if the researcher is a direct pafielrt cæe providm. Howwer,

Fietd (199f) and Sæpheruion and Greer (1981) have discussed the advantages and

disadvantages of the reseatpher in one's area of work where the particþants are known to

thg researcher.

As an insider, the researcher has the advantage of having a better understanding of

the verbal and non verbal data (Fiel{ 1991; Stephurson & Greer 19Sl) and will therefore

be able to adapt the research in a m¿nner that will promote tustworftriness of the results.

The data may also be easier to interpret and there may be less chance of misinterpreting the

meanings of the particþants (Stephen & Greer, 19Sl). On the other han( some of the

subdeties of the datzmay be missed because they appear common place. Being an insider

also is economical because less time is needed to become comfortable in a different

research setting to access participanß, and to gain rapport with the participants (Fiol{

1991; Stephenson & Greer, 1981).

The disadvantages of an insider may include selecting informants with wtrom the

researcher feels comfortable, influe,ncing the infonnant to provide information that is

unrelated to the research questior¡ and ideirtifying with the values and Ére perspectives of

the particþants. Maintaining confidentiality also may be ditrcult as information may be

traced back üo úre particþanß or may be excluded from the resulß particularþ in some

seüings where information may be easiþ taced (stephenson & Cireer, lgsl).

HowerÆr, Stephenson and Greer (1981) contend that if üre researcher has

knowledge of the disadvantages of doing research in an cnvironmeirt where the researcher

is known, the researcher must deveþ strafegies ûo address the eftct of the insidcds issuEs.

Although one stratery that is advocated to overcome the insider's issue is to conduct the
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study in another seüing where the particþants are not known to the researcher (Fiel{

1991), the insiders'issues will still be problernatic as the researcher is in the ñeld of nrusing

and will have knowledge of the experie,nce (Scaúaq 1992).

Strategies the researcher have r¡sed to manage the insiders' issues include masking

the participants identity; addressing the issue of coercion and confidelrtiality through

recruitnent of particþanß by úre Head Nurse; and withholding the names of participanß

who were selected from the list of names from the Head Nurse. As we[ the researcher

did not provide direct care to the participants ûring the research process. The researcher

shessed to the particþants that the interview would not be discr¡ssed with the Head Nurse,

other patients, or anyone one else on the unit. FurÚtefmore, the interview questions were

innocuous and addressed what the frequent visits meant for the patielrts rather than fault

finding about specifics about the rurit.

Althoryh the particþants appeared to be tnre to their descriptions, they may have

felt obligat€d to participate in the study or may have withheld information that they thought

may have affected thern personalþ, especialþ if the information was negative. For the

s:lme reasorL particþants may have felt the need to over-state the experiørce positiveþ.

The finding that all particþants waluated the context of the care environment positiveþ

and fooused more on those negatiw experiences to Er¿ents that were external to the urit

(the waiting for pharmacy to be ope,ned and for the fV nurse), rather than int€mat to the

treaftnent unit may be because they were farniliar with the researchers and believed ttrat

their care may be jeopardized.

This study required that particþants recall an experiørce th¿t occurred over nurny

months or years. The partioþants' ability to recall the experience may not have been as

accruate as the experience occurred. However, the purpose of phurome,nolory is ûo

explore the perceptions of the particþants.
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One particþant was making freque,nt visits for onþ two months prior ûo the

research investþtion. This short time period may not appear to be sufficient to ideirtify

aspects of the experience that are meaningful to the study. Howwer, the researcher

believes that ttre frequeircy of every two to three weeks wiftin which this particrpant m¿de

frequent visits increased the particþanfs reflection of the experie,nce and was meaningfrrl to

the results of the researsh.

Conclusion

The aim of this stuóy has been ûo uncover the meanings of the experie,nce of

patients who frequenúy visit an arnbulatory care deparünent for treatnent of a chronic

disease. The study was conducted with a purposive sample of seven particþants. The

research was phenomenological in character in an atternpt to discover ûom the patienß'

experiences what the experience meant for them from their perspectives. Overalt the

resulß were etrcouaging. The findings indicated that patients were generally satisfied with

their experie,nces in anrbulatory care. This conclusion was based on their high waluations

of thsir experience with the caregivers, the care provided and the climate of the caring

erlironmelrt. Particþants' descriptions highlighted similarities and differences in the

experiences. These similarities were wident despite differsnces in the distinct disease for

which the particþants were treated. What appeared to be the differe¡rce between the

particþants' experiences wero the natu¡e of úre dernands of the frequent visits, the degree

to which the particþants were afected by the disease, and gender differences. For

example, various experiences either resticted or erihanced the participants'experie,nce with

the frequent visits while they simultaneousþ coped with the physical aspect of thcir disease.

The resr¡lb of úris study dEmonshated ünt participanß pe,roeived the froquent visit

as a two way interaction between thEmseþes and the caregivers through which both
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benefit. They also perceived that the pas! presen! and futrue rurcertainties that

charactsnze the experience with respect to the illness and care environment are ev¿luated

against the sup'port and care they received. Thræ, the study is an important means to

underst¿nd the pqychosocial factors that are invoþed in the experience that patiørts face

and thsir coprng skills within the frequent visits. Strong sup'port was provided for studying

chronic illness from a phenomenological perspective regardless of the diagnosis and as a

multidimensionaf complex, and dynamic experience.
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the phenomenon p,rior to the data gthering and before and during each interview. The
researcher also reduces her/his influence on the subjects. Bracketing is also the bridge to
close the gap betw'eør the researcher's own experience, what is being studied and what
exists in the world of the researcher. Bracketing is therefore a tool used to meet the
essence of a phenomenolog'investigation because it allows for portrayal of the
phenomenon as accurately as described by the informants (Swanson-Kauffinan &
Schonwald, 1988).

IntuitÍng
krtuiting...is the process of coming to know the phenomenon as described by the
subject. It is a dernanding activity requiring concørtration and strict adherence to
the surfacing meaning of the phenomenon as it shows itself in the descriptions of
the subjects...The idea of intuiting is to grab the uniqueness of the phenomøron by
openly looking listening and feeling @arse, Coyne & SmitlL1985, pp. L9-20).

Analyzing
Analyzing...is the process of investigating a phenomenon, is the strict intentional
tracing of elements and structure of the phenomenon rwealed through intuiting. It
explores the distinguishing characteristics of the phenomenon and its connectioru
and relation to other phenomena. It is an attempt to uncover the constitutional
elernents of fhe phenomenon in order to come to know the whole of it, to shape its
meaning as a lived experience (Parse, Coyne & Smittr,1985, p. 20).

Descrlbing
Describing is an integral part of innriting and anaþzing. It is the process of
affirming a connection between the phenomenon and everything which is derioted
or connoted by way of the terms used in reference to it. Describing focuses
attention on the major characteristics of the phenomenon, setting forth essences and
pointing beyond them. It is not an exhaustive process, but rather a selective one,
which culminates in an elaborafion from the meaning of the elements and structure
of a lived experience (Parse, Coyne & SmittL 1985,p. 20).
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be reported to the Chaþerson for the
advance of implementation of such
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Appendix C
Request For Hospital Access
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Winnipeg, Manitoba
R
May 27, L994

Director Research Committee
Health Sciences Centre
820 Sherbrook, MS-7
Winnipeg Manitoba
R3E 1X2

Dear Director:

I am a lvlaster of,Nursing Student at the University of N,lanitoba. As parl of nry
Masters progrâm, I am conducting a research study on the expressed fued experience of
patients who frequentþvisit an ambulatory care dcpartment f'or lreatment of a chronic
disease. I am writing to request permission to recruit research participants from the day
medioine/day surgery unit, ambulatory care at the Health Sciences Centre.

I have worked in ambulatory carc for 15 years and am interested in understanding
the meaning that the frequent visits holds for the patienls from their perspective. Many
studies have been conducted in ambulatory care. However, it is interesting to note. that
although frequent visits to an ambulatory care deparFnent for fteatment of a chronic illness
is a dimension of ambulatory care, this aspect of care has not been studied. The research is
guided by the view that frequent visits to an ambulatory care department are health
experiences that need to be studied from those living the experience. The study will
invofue interviewing participants on two occasions about their experience with the frequent
visits. The interyiews will last for approximately one hour each. It is hoped that the results
from the shrdy will benefit the participants indirectty through a better trnderstanding of
issues and concerns associated with the frequørt visits by particþants and will contribute to
the improvement of their care. I have enclosed a copy of the proposal f'or your perusal.

Once you have g¡ven me approval to conduct the study, an explanation of the study
will be sent to the head nurse of the day medicinel'surgery r¡nit, ambulatory care. The head
nurse will be asked to identifr individuals who meet the criteria as set out in the description
of the study, to give potential participants a copy of the invit¿tion to participate in the
researclq and to keep a list of names of these individuals. After receiving the list of names
from the head nurse, I will telephone the potential particþants to thank them for
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considering to parlicipate in the study and to ñlrther discuss the research plan and elicit
their particþation. Participants will srgn a consent form and may withdraw from the sfutly

at any time. Following the stud¡', participants will be debriefed about the results and given

a sunìmary of the results, upon request. Information resulting from the research will be

treated with respect to the ethical principles of confidentiality and anonymity
I have applied for ethical approval from the Ethical Review Committee, Faculty of

Nursing, University of Manitoba. Please contact me at any time with questions concerning
the research. I may be reached by phone at (home) or (work). Ifyou
wish to speak with my advisor, Judy Scanlarq she may be reached at,

Thank your for your time and consideration of this request.

Yours sincereþ

Merline Monis
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Appendix D
Hospital A.cess Approval
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AEO SHERBROOK SIREET
WINNIPEG. MANI"TOBA R3A IR9

D|AL DTRECT (2c4) 7A7-45e7
FAX (?O4) 7A7-4547

t'i'ûi%'T 
B' :t"19 94"'s 

EAR. H

Ms. M. Morris
Day Surgery
MS3

Dear Ms. Morris:

RE: A gtudy of tbe E:rÞressed Irived Experience of Patients
Ifbo Freqr¡entlv Visit an åmbulatory Care DePartment for
Treatment of a Chronic Illness.

nrrlcs #: N#e4l15

The above-named protocot, has been evaluated and approved by the
H.S.C. Research Impact Cornrnittee"

Ît your study is receiving funds, please contact the H.S.c. Finance
Department for an application for a Specific Purpose Account. It
is-inperative that you submit a copy of this letter along *itþ your
applièation to: Supervisor, Ancillary Services, Finance Division,
so she is aetare this has been approved by the H.S.C. Research
Department.

PTJEJASE IIOTE3 TETS SPECIFTC RESEJARCE âCCOI'IflT NT'I'ÍBER CA}I O¡WJY

BE USED FOR rETS PãRTICT'I''AR SITIIDY.

My sincere best wishes for much success in your study.

siniereJ.y,

tí:i q' oppenheiner, MD, FRcsc
Difèctor of Research
He.alth Sciences Centre

cc: Supervisor, Àncillary Accounts
Finance oivísion
791 Notre Dame Avenue

Lol Ils

A TEACHING AND RESEARCH HOSPITAL AFFILIATED WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
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Appendix E
Letter to Head Nurse

Dear Head Nurse:

I am a Registered Nurse and a lr{aster of Nursing student at the University of
Manitoba. I have firteen years experience working on the Same Day Admission l-J-nit of
ambnlatory care. I am conducting a study of "The expressed lived experience of patients

who frequently visit an ambulatory care deparhnent for treatment of a chronic íllness" in
partial fulfillment of the requirernent for the l\4asters program. I am interested in
interviewing patients who attend your department at least monthl,v over months or years for
treaünent of a chronic illness. Patients who agree to participate must be able to speali and
understand English, express themselves well, be over the age of eighteen, and live within
the perimeter of Winnipeg. Any patients fitting into this category may volunteer for the
stuóy since the actual visits are the focus of the researcl¡ not the type of disease. Please

find enclosed a copy of the study proposal and copies of letters requesting patients to
participate in the study.

I would appreciate it ifyou would invest the time necessary to identi$ patients who
meet the criteri4 explain the researcher's interest in the study, and present them with a
copv of the description of the study which requests their particþation. The description
provides information regarding the srudy and ethical considerations. I would also
appreciate if you would obtain the names and telephone numbers of those individuals who
are rvilling to consider volunteering so that I can contact them by phone to discuss the
study process and their expected involvement should they decide to participate.

I would be happy to provide more information about the research. Please do not
hesitate to contact me with any qucstions or conccrns. I can be reached at
(home) or (work). Thanli you for your time and consideration. I will contact
you next week to discuss this request.

Yours sincerely,

Merline P. Morris, R. N., B. 4., M. N. (C)
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Appendix F
Description of the Study and Invitation to participate

Hello, my name is Merlinc Morris. I am a Registered Nurse and a Master of
Nursing student at the University of Manitoba. I have fifteen years experience working on
the same day admission unit of ambulatory care where I am currentþ employed.

At the present timc, I am nearing completion of my Master's program. As part of
the progranr, I am conducting a research sfuóy on the experience of patients who
frequentþ visit an ambulatory care department for treatment of a chronic illness. I am
interested in talking to individuals with ¿ chronic disease who have been aftending an
ambulatory ca¡e unit at least on a monthly basis spanning monfhs or years. I have asked

the head nurse of this department to provide a list of patients who fit the study criteria and
who may be interested in volunteering to be a particrpant in the study.

If you agree to participate, I will ask you to share your experience with me in an

interview at a place and time that is mutuallj'convenient. You need to be able to
underst¿nd English, live within the perimeter of Winnipeg and have a telephone so that I
can contact you. You will be asked to take part in two interviews which will last one hour
each. At the first interview, I will outline the study and you will be asked to sþ a consent
form. The interviews will be audiotaped and nanscribed. Your name will not appear on
the tapes or on the tlanscriptions. The tapes will be labeled with a code and will be kept
locked in a filing cabinet. All information shared with me will be confidential. Only I and
the members of my thesis committee will have access to the transcription. If publications
are made from the results, your mme will not be identified. At the end of the study, the
tapes will be kept secured f'or ten years, after which they will be erased.

I will be contacting you by phone to discuss this request and answer questions you
may have. Participants may withdraw from the study at anytime since involvement in this
study is voluntary. Participants may also receive a summary of the study. My telephone
number at work may be tbund at the end of this lefter if you wish to cont¿ct me. It is
hoped that the information from the study will result in the implementation of more flexible
and improved care that will benefit you, other patients, and the nursing profession.

Thank you for considering this request. Your time is Seatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
lr4erline Morris
Telephone (work)
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Appendix G

Consent to Participate in the Study

: This is to confirm that i------- ---------agree to

' paficipate in the study entitled "The Expressed Lived Experience of Individuals Who
, Frequently Visit an Ambulatory Care Departmeni for Treatment of a Chonic Disease." I

understand that the study proposal has been approved by the Ethical Review Committee of
the Faculty of Nursing, Universiry of Manitoba. I am informed about the following
conditions:
1. That the study rvill be conducted bl, lvlerline l\4orris, a N¡Iaster of \iursing student at
the University of \4anitoba and will be supendsed by three facultv members: Professor
.iudv Scanlan, Facuþ of l.iursing (chair), Dr. Erna Schilder, Facultv of Nursing (internal

: ¡nember), and Dr. Brian Penner. Associate Professor with the l)epartment of lVledicine and

Pharmacolog,- and l)irector of Sherbrooli Center Dialysis LÏnit (external member).

2. I understand that the purposo of this study is to investigate what it is like for
, individuals with a chronic disea,se to be frequently admitted to an ambulatory care

' depafiment for treatment or¡er months ol'years. This information will assist doctors and
nurses to better understand rvhat {pe of needs and concerns are associated with the
tiequent visits.

3. I have bean given rtelbal and rvritten explanations about the stud and understancl
, tht: purpose and the process.

,

: 4. I understand th:rt my iruoivement in the study requires that I be interviewed tr¡¡ice

' ty Merline Morris at a mutuallv a€Feed time and place and that I will be asked to share my

I :xperiences 
about the fi'equent r¡isits I make for treatrnent to ambulatory care. The

ì fuiterviews will last approximateiy one hour and will be audiotaped and recorded. An
' additional interview may be necessary. I understand that the researcher will keep a joumal
: in wtuch she will note specific information about the interview.

5. I have been assured that I may withdraw from the study at any time with no
penally, and I can refuse lo arrswer anv questions I choose not to anstver.

6. I understand that the information from the study will be kept confidential and that
only Mer'line Morris and the committee memberc will have access to the transcripts. The
transcripts will be locked in a filing cabinet for ten years.

7. I understand that the information may be used for presørtations or publications and
that I will not be identified inclividually.
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8. I have been given a copy of this consent fornU and am aware that I will not benefit
directly from participating in the study.

9. I understånd that the onl-v risks of participating in this sLrdi; is that I ma-v become
. dístress during the interview and I can request that the inten¡íew be stopped.

10 I may telephone Merline Morris or her advisor at any time regarding the study. Her
telephone number is ' (work), and Juff Scanlan's, her advisor number is

Particþant Researchsr

I would like a summary of the results of this study.

Yes_
No

Ifyes: Name
Address
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Appendix H
Demographics

1. Age
2 Address
3 Marital status

4. T1'pe of disease being treated
5. T-r'pe of treatment
6. years of iliness
7. Commencement ofvisits to ambulatory
L Frequency of visifs/months or years attending ambulatory care

9. Employed/not employed
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A.ppendix I
Interview Guide

In the fi¡st interview, the following questions will guide the interview:
1. Please describe in as much dekil as possible your experience of frequent
visits to ambulatory care for your chronic illness.
2. Please share all your thoughts, perceptions and feelings until you feei you
have no more to say about the experience @arse, Coyne, and SmitlU 1985).

In the second interview, the participants will be asked:

1. Is there anything you would like to add delete or correct to the descriptions?

2. Do you need further clarification of any of the research process or tanscripts
before presentation of the findings?
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Appendix J
Intervierv Prompts

-Please elaborate on that point.
-"ï'ill y*ou please tell me more about----
-FIow do you feel about-:-?
-I wor¡ld like you to clari$ what you mean by---
-Is this what you mean to say?

-What do you mean by----?
-I would like you to describe exactty the way you feel about---
-Please describe how you felt in thaf interaction


